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Abstract 
The photovoltaic (PV) technology is now sufficiently mature so that it can play a 
significant role in providing energy services in rural and remote areas of developing 
countries. One of the key issues that deserves special attention in today's research is 
that of optimising the performance of systems based on this technology. Photovoltaic 
conversion of solar energy is intimately linked to the natural environment. Therefore, a 
good understanding of the effect of environmental parameters in situ upon the 
operation of the technology is essential for its efficient use. For this, monitoring of 
photovoltaic power plants is a prerequisite. In Europe, in the United States and in 
Japan extensive programmes of monitoring photovoltaic systems have been carried out 
since the beginning of the past decade. These activities are in general directed to 
relatively large plants, of tens to hundreds of thousands of kilowatts peak. Developing 
countries, in contrast, are not well represented in such efforts. In Southern Africa, in 
particular, the lack of monitoring activities in photovoltaics is almost absolute. This 
situation does not contribute to an effective deployment of the technology in most 
regions, as both the natural environmental conditions and the socio-econornic context 
vary from place to place. For populations living in small and dispersed communities, 
for instance, as is the rule in most parts of Southern Africa, most common energy 
needs can be better covered by small stand alone plants, ranging from orders of 
magnitude of tens of watts peak, e. g. home lighting, up to few units of kilowatts peak, 
e. g. village water supply. 
This work reports a research programme undertaken since 1991 whose aims were to 
design, install and monitor a photovoltaic water pumping plant, with a capacity of 848 
Wp, in the region of Maputo, Mozambique. The pumping plant has been installed in 
1993 and a monitoring system integrated into it in 1994. The monitoring activities have 
been carried out during a period of six months, from I st January to 30th June 1995, 
and had as a major objective to characterise the performance of the plant under the 
local environmental conditions. This characterisation comprised a detailed analysis of 
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the performance of the plant's major components, namely the PV array, the inverter 
and the motor/pump unit. The costs of the energy services provided by the plant were 
also determined. Since this work was the first research activity in photovoltaics carried 
out in Mozambique, one the major outputs expected with it was that it should facilitate 
the promotion of photovoltaics in the country. Therefore another objective of this 
research was that of developing a model for an efficient PV technology transfer in the 
context of developing countries in general, and to Mozambique in particular. 
The results obtained in this research are quite promising. The average global efficiency 
of (3.6±0.2)% for the pumping plant observed during the period of analysis is an 
indication that the natural environmental conditions in the region of experimentation 
are appropriate for an effective deployment of photovoltaic solar energy. The reliability 
of the plant is very high: no unique fault has been registered during the period 1993- 
1996. The cost of PV electricity has been determined as varying from 35 up to 72 
cents/kWh, if import taxes are not included. Although this is three to four times the 
cost of electricity provided by the National Power Utility, PV is attractive in most 
cases where grid extension or diesel generators are required, as grid extension costs 
about 8,000 - 12,000 US$/krn in Mozambique. Of particular importance is the water 
pumping application, where the unit cost of water (of about 31 cents per cubic metre, 
if import taxes are not included) is very competitive to that provided by the National 
Water Utility (of 26-38 cents per cubic metre) in Mozambique. A general conclusion 
that can be drawn from this work is that both the environmental conditions and the 
socio-econon& context in this region are appropriate for the deployment of 
photovoltaics. More monitoring activities, involving other enduses, are required in 
order to create the necessary basis for an efficient deployment of the technology. 
An assessment of this work reveals that an independent and original contribution to 
knowledge has been made in the framework of the research programme undertaken, 
especially in (i) undertaking the first application and analysis of the photovoltaic 
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technology in Mozambique, (ii) undertaking an economic analysis of the technology 
appropriate to local conditions, (iii) formulating the requirements for innovatIve 
technological development in new "centres of expertise in photovoltaics" for the 
technology transfer and (iv) undertaking a survey of the village requirements on 
photovoltaic solar energy in Mozambique. 
iii 
In the beginning God created heaven and earth. Now the earth was a formless void, 
there was darkness over the deep, with a divine wind sweeping over the waters. God 
said, "Let there be light" and there was light. God saw that light was good, and God 
divided light from darkness. 
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Chapter 1 
General Introduction 
1.1. The Context of Work 
1.1.1 Finite and Renewable Energy Supplies 
For all practical purposes energy supplies can be divided into two main classes [1 -5 ]- 
. Finite energy, which 
is energy obtained from static stores of energy that remain bound 
unless released by human interaction, examples of this class of energy are fossil fuels or 
coal, oil, natural gas and nuclear fuels-, 
Renewable energy, which is energy obtained from the continuous or repetitive 
currents of energy occurring in the natural environment, obvious examples of this type 
of energy are solar and wind energies. 
The ultimate sources of useful energy can be classified into five main categofies- (i) the 
sun, (ii) the motion and the gravitational potential of the sun, moon and earth, (Ili) 
geothermal energy from cooling, chemical reactions, and radioactive decay in the 
earth, (iv) nuclear reactions on the earth and (v) chemical reactions ftom mineral 
resources. Finite energy is derived from the sources of categories (i) (fossil fuels), (iii) 
(hot rocks), (iv) (nuclear energy) and (v) (batteries), whilst renewable energy is 
derived from sources of the categories (i) (wind and solar energy), (ii) (tidal energy) 
and (iii) (geothermal energy). Fossil fuels energy sources, especially coal, oil and 
natural gas, were the major driving force for the industrial revolution in Europe and 
North America, and, together with the nuclear fuels, they contributed a lot to the 
global industrial development in all countries. Almost all types of conventional energy 
supplies are derived from finite energy supplies. 
1.1.2 Environmental Issues Associated with Finite Energy Supplies 
The past decade was characterised by a growing awareness on the environmental 
effects of the conventional energy supplies in developed countries. According to the 
actual understanding of the issue [6-111, fossil fuel energy technologies produce 
dangerous greenhouse gases, like oxides of carbon, sulphur and hydrocarbons, which 
pollute the atmosphere. The most significant of all is carbon dioxide (C02), which 
influences the climate via the so called greenhouse effect, the cause of global warming. 
Another by-product of fossil fuels energy usage is aerosols (i. e., suspensions of solid or 
liquid particles in the atmosphere); aerosols influence climate because they alter the 
energy exchanges between the sun and the atmosphere and between the atmosphere 
and the ground. Nuclear fuels also have upper limits to environmental hazards because 
of the danger of radioactive materials they release. These materials can influence the 
life on the earth. 
1.1.3 The Role of Renewable Energy Supplies 
Renewable energy supply systems can be divided into three broad divisions [1-5,12- 
16]: (i) mechanical supplies, including hydro, wind, wave and tidal power, (ii) heat 
supplies, incorporating biomass combustion and solar collectors and finally (Iii) photon 
processes, which encompass photovoltaic conversion and photosynthesis. Renewable 
energy is always extracted from a flow of energy already occurring in the 
environment. The energy is then returned to the environment, so pollution can occur 
only on a small scale. Likewise material and chemical aspects of pollution in air, water 
and refuse tend to be nýinirnal. The most sefious objections often relate to the 
ecological impact of large scale or concentrated renewable energy deployments like 
large hydro-power installations, which occur where water is naturally concentrated by 
mountain or hill formations. Apart from the enviromnental aspects, there is an 
additional advantage of renewable energy supplies against the finite ones, which relates 
to the fact that in a long term perspective the later will be depleted while the former 
will remain for ever. 
A pronounced difference between renewable and finite energy supplies is the energy 
flux density at the initial transformation. Renewable energy commonly arrives at about 
I kWm-2 (e. g., solar beam irradiance, energy in the wind at I On-L/s), whereas finite 
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centralised sources have energy flux densities that are orders of magnitude greater. For 
instance, boiler tubes in gas furnaces easily transfer 100 kWm-2 and in a nuclear 
reactor the first wall heat exchanger must transmit several MWm-2. Thus, from the 
technical point of view it can be stated that finite energy supply is most easily 
harnessed centrally and is expensive to distribute, whilst renewable energy supply is 
most easily harnessed in dispersed locations and is expensive to concentrate. 
Developing countries are characterised by having most of their populations living in 
rural areas grouped in small communities spread over the countries [ 17-20]. In 
Southern Affica, particularly, the densities of such communities are mostly far below 
100 people per square kilometre and more than 80% of the total population is living in 
rural areas. Basic enduses for which energy is required in a rural context include, 
among others, (i) water pumping, (ii) cooking (iii) health care, (iv) education, (v) home 
power, (vi) telecommunications, (vii) rural electrification and (viii) traffic, air and 
marine signalling. Renewable energy supply systems represent the most appropriate 
way to meet small scale energy needs, as is the case in most rural areas in Southern 
Affica. 
Photovoltaics (PV), the technology which converts solar radiation directly into 
electricity, is one of the renewable energy technologies that has a significant role to 
play in supplying energy, especially in the rural context of most developing countries, 
which generally are located in the "sunbelt" from 40'N to 40'S [21-26]. PV is the best 
and least expensive power option today in the small power range from units of watts 
up to few kilowatts. It can easily be decentralised and sized according to the demand 
of the individual or community. It can be mounted on rooftops and cladds, thereby 
saving costs on roofing and cladding materials. Modularity and low need for 
maintenance are extra advantages of this technology. 
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1.1.4 ScoPe and Aim of Work 
The photovoltaic effect was discovered in 1839 by the French physicist Becquerel, 
when he observed that a photovoltage was developed when light was directed onto 
one of the electrodes in an electrolyte solution [27-29]]. Adams and Day were the first 
to observe the photovoltaic effect in a solid (selenium) in 1877. Early solid state 
researchers including Lange, Grondahl and Schottky did pioneering work on selenium 
and cuprous oxide PV cells. By 1914 solar conversion efficiencies of about I% were 
achieved with the selenium cell. However, it was not until 1954 that scientific literature 
published results on the use of the PV effect in energy conversion processes. In that 
year Chapin et al [26] reported a solar conversion efficiency of 6% for a silicon single- 
crystal cell. With improved technology, silicon cell efficiency under terrestrial sunlight 
had reached 10% by 1958. The interest in using PV cells for terrestrial applications 
started with the oil crisis of 1973. Since then, there has been an intensive research 
work world-wide ain-ting at reducing the energy services provided by photovoltaics to 
the level that it is competitive with conventional energy supply systems. Present 
efficiencies of silicon single-crystal solar cells in the laboratory reach the 23% [30-33]. 
Nowadays the technology of solar cells is mature, although room for more innovative 
work is still available. One of the key issues that deserves special attention of today's 
research is that of optimising the performance of systems based on solar cell devices. 
Photovoltaic conversion of solar energy and its use is, like any renewable energy 
supply, intimately linked to the natural environment. Therefore, a good understanding 
of the effect of environmental parameters in situ upon the performance of the 
technology is essential for its efficient use. In order to achieve such an understanding, 
it is required to undertake monitofing activities of photovoltaic power plants in regions 
where they have potential applicability. In Europe, in the United States and in Japan 
extensive programmes of monitoring PV systems have been carried out since the 
beginning of the last decade [34-36]. The activities are generally directed to large 
plants, of the orders of magnitude of tens of kilowatts peak and tending to hundreds of 
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kilowatts peak. All these countries emphasise grid connection. The 300 kW p Pellworm 
plant in Germany and the 100 kW p Kythnos plant in Greece are illustrative examples. 
Developing countries, in contrast, undertake very few monitoring activities. In 
Southern Africa, in particular, the lack of such activities is almost absolute. This means 
that the experience in using PV accumulated so far is mainly based on European, 
Japanese and North American pilot projects. This situation does not contribute to an 
effective promotion of the technology in most regions, since the natural environment 
and the socio-economic conditions are different in sunny developing countries when 
compared to those encountered in Europe, Japan or North America. For populations 
living in small and dispersed groups, for instance, as found in most developing 
Southern Affican countries, most common energy needs could be covered by power 
plants ranging from orders of magnitudes of tens of watts peak , e. g. home lighting, up 
to few units of kilowatts peak, e. g. village water supply. In contrast, tens or hundreds 
of kilowatts peak are required in the context of developed countries. This means that 
there is a dire need- to undertake PV monitoring activities in the Southern African 
Region, considering the types of applications and the extent to which the systems 
respond to local developmental issues. 
A research programme aiming at studying the performance of a PV power plant 
operating in a Southern African environment was undertaken in Mozambique, a 
country located between the latitudes 10' and 26' S and between the longitudes 30' 
and 4PE. The programme addressed three main objectives: (i) the technical 
characterisation of the plant, (ii) its economic. evaluation and (iii) the development of a 
technology transfer model which would contribute to a successful local promotion of 
this technology. For this purpose a PV water pumping plant (with a capacity of about 
I kW p equipped with an appropriate system 
for analytical monitoring) was designed 
and instal, led at the Campus of the Eduardo Mondlane University, located at the capital 
city Maputo. Monitoring activities were carried out during a period of six months. 
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This thesis presents, in chapter 1, the general introduction of the basic theories of solar 
cells and solar radiation. A review of the state-of-the-art of solar cell materials and 
devices is presented in chapter 2. Chapter 3 consists of details of the experimental set 
up of the investigations carried out. Also included in this chapter are experimental 
results and discussions regarding the technical charactefisation of the plant, whilst 
chapter 4 discusses its socio-economic factors. The thesis ends with the presentation of 
non-technical aspects for promotion of photovoltaics, in chapter 5. 
1.2. Background Theory on Photovoltaic Energy Conversion 
1.2.1 Solar Cell Operation 
Solar cells are devices which absorb light and convert it into electrical energy [ 1,3 7- 
451. The absorption of light in semiconductors creates electrical charge carriers, both 
electrons and holes equally. If an electric field exists, i. e. a "voltage", within the 
semiconductor, the negative electrons and positive holes move in opposite directions, 
and this electrical charge separation results in the creation of a voltage. This is the 
photovoltaic effect: - the creation of a charge separation by the action of light (see 
Figure 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the Photovoltaic Effect, from source [371. 
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The simplest way to establish an electric field in a semiconductor is to make a p-n 
junction. This can be achieved by taking ap type material and diffusing donor 
impurities onto specified regions so that these become n type in the otherwise 
continuous matefial, and vice versa [1]. The region of such a dopant change is a p-n 
junction. Considering that the junction has been formed intrinsically, then excess donor 
electrons from the n type material cross to the acceptor p type, and vice versa for holes 
[1]. A steady state is eventually reached, with the establishment of an electric field 
caused by the accumulation of charges of opposite sign on each side of the junction 
(see Figure 1.2). There is now an ekcess negative charge on the p side and positive on 
the n side. Electrons and holes may be generated thermally or by light, and so become 
carriers in the material. In particular, the absorption of solar radiation can greatly 
increase electron-hole generation in addition to thermal generation. Creating this 
charge carrier near the p-n junction, using sunlight, then the built-in field can be the 
electromotive force to maintain charge separation and produce currents in an externally 
connected circuit. The electric current is fed via the metal contacts on the p and n 
layers to an external load (see Figure 1.2). Thus the photon generation of carriers in 
sunlight adds to, and dominates, the thermal generation already present. In dark 
conditions, of course, only the thermal generation occurs. 
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Figure 1.2 -A photovoltaic junction in the dark. 
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The requirements for a solar cell are thus: 
A semiconductor diode of large junction area, to collect as much light as possible. 
Electrical contacts on each side of the cell. One side must collect incident light, so the 
contact must be as transparent as possible. It can be a transparent conductor or fine 
metal fingers spaced widely apart, as shown in Figure 1.3. 
n-" maftrW 
trwd contna 
tNack contad 
p-type mari& 
Figure 1.3: Representation of a solar cell. 
There are many hundreds of semiconductors materials, but only a very few have been 
found to be suitable for use as solar cells. The first criterion for choosing a solar cell 
material is its energy gap, which is the energy required to free an electron fropi a fixed 
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site. The voltage which a cell has across its faces on open circuit is a fraction (known 
as the Voltage Factor) of its energy gap, so the larger the energy gap the higher the 
voltage. For a light source such as the sun with its energy spread over a wide range of 
photon energy (colours) the higher the energy gap the smaller the fraction of sunlight 
which can be absorbed, and therefore the lower the current. There is thus an optimum 
energy gap for a solar cell at which the product of voltage and current is a maximum. 
The variation of maximum cell efficiency with semiconductor energy gap is shown in 
Figure 1.4. There are a number of well-known semiconductors materials close to the 
optimum energy gap, including silicon (Si), gallium arsenide (GaAs), copper sulphIde 
(Cu2S) and cadmium telluride (CdTe). Other materials close to the optimum include 
copper indium diselenide (CIS) and amorphous silicon (a-Si-H) and alloys of these 
materials. 
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Figure 1.4. Maximum solar cell efficiency versus energy gap of semiconductor 
absorbing sunlight, ftom source [371. 
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The efficiency of a solar cell is determined by three physical factors and three main 
engineering factors. Sunlight whose energy is less than the energy gap is not absorbed 
and so not converted into electricity. Sunlight whose energy is higher than the energy 
gap can donate only an energy equal to the energy gap and the rest is dissipated. 
Finally the voltage output is about 2/3 of the energy gap, with a dissipation of the 
excess energy or absorption. These three factors determine the maximum possible 
efficiency. The three engineering factors such as reflectance, series resistance and 
recombination reduce the efficiency of the actual cells below the maximum value. 
These effects are shown for silicon in Figure 1.5. 
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Figure 1.5: Loss mechanisms in a silicon homojunction solar cell, from source (37]. 
Since sunlight has at most a power density of 1000 Watts/M2 at ground level, solar 
cells must cover a large area to collect substantial amounts of power. This large area 
must be produced and deployed at as low a cost as possible and cells should ideally be 
made by a low-cost mass-production process. The ideal material should be cheap, 
abundant and environmentally benign and suffer no degradation over 30 years of 
operation. Such an ideal material has not yet been found, but the materials in 
commercial use, or in commercial development, are well able to provide the basis of an 
expanding and effective industry for the next 20-30 years [37]. 
1.2.2 The Solar Cell Model 
Energy converters to produce electricity can be generally classified into voltage 
sources and current sources (see Figure 1.6). 
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Figure 1.6: Equivalent circuit of a voltage source (a) and current source 
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An ideal solar cell is a current source, but a real cell encompasses both features of 
voltage and current sources. Its equivalent circuit is represented in Figure 1.7. 
According to it, the useful current I generated by a solar cell can be represented as. 
''L'D4 SH' 
where IL (A) is the photocurrent, ID(A) the diode current and ISH (A) the leakage 
current at the shunt resistance RSH (p-n junction). 
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Figure 1.7. Equivalent circuit of a solar cell. 
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The operating equation of a solar cell, whose equivalent circuit is shown above, 
derived from solid state physics theory and regarding observations of the solar cell 
terminal characteristics under a variety of test conditions, can be represented as follows 
[1,38-45]: 
IL - Io exp 
e(v + IRs)- V+ IR, 
kBT RsIf (1.2) 
The symbols are defined as follows: 
A- An arbitrary curve-fitting constant between I and 5. 
RS - Cell's series resistance; 
RSH - Cell's shunt resistance; 
I- Cell's output current; 
IL - Light generated current; 
10 - Diode saturation current; 
e- Electronic charge; 
V- Cell's terminal voltage; 
kB - Boltzmann's constant; 
T- Absolute temperature. 
10 is also called the leakage or diffusion current. Its value is of about 10-8 Am-2 for 
good cells and 10-7 Am-2 for Si material [1]. 
The solar cell electrical terminal characteristics under the influence of meteorological 
conditions available in situ (irradiance level and ambient temperature) can be described 
by its current-voltage (I-V) characteristic curves, as shown in Figure 1.8. 
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Figure 1.8: IN characteristic curves of a solar cell, from source [45]. 
The solar cell graph, I---f(V), represented above, passes through three significant 
points: the short circuit current Isc . the open circuit voltage Voc and the maximum 
power point Pmp. The short circuit current, Isc, is the current measured in a solar cell 
terminal when the cell terminal voltage is zero, or V=O, (see Figure 1.9). For this 
condition it can be written that 
Isc = IL = KE#j (1.3) 
where K is a constant and Ee (Wm-2) is the irradiance. 
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Figure 1.9: Solar cell (a) in the short-circuit condition and (b) in the open circuit 
condition, from source [45]. 
The open circuit voltage Voc corresponds to the voltage drop across the p-n junction 
when it is traversed by the light generated current IL, this means that 1=0 (see figure 
1.9). In the open circuit condition, the open circuit voltage can be expressed as: 
AkB T( 
In V 
ýL + I,, ) In OC I (1.4) 
The maximum power point, Pmp, occurs at the inflexion of the curve IN. At this 
point there is an optimum power current, Imp, and a maximum power voltage, Vmp. 
The following definitions are of basic importance in solar cell terminology: 
Peak power is the optimal power delivered by the cell for an irradiance of I kWm-2 
and for a junction temperature of 25'C. 
Conversion efficiency is the ratio of the optimal electric power Popt delivered by the 
cell from the solar irradiance Ee received at a given cell temperature, i. e. -. 
.0z 
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(1.5) 
where the optimal electric power Popt is in watts, the irradiance Ee in watts per square 
metre and the cell area A in square metres. 
Fill factor, FF, is the ratio of the peak power to the product I SCVOC' 
V 
FF - 'p 
Imp 
Iv 
sc oc 
(1.6) 
The shape of the solar cell characteristics, I=f(V), detemiines the fill factor, and its 
value is about 0.7 for good cells and is always smaller than 1.0. 
1.2.2.1 Parametric Analysis of a Solar Cell Current-Voltage Characteristics 
Five parameters govem the electrical behaviour of a solar cell. They are as follows: 
. Internal Parameters 
Series resistance RS; 
Shunt resistance RSH; 
Saturation current 10; 
. External Parameters 
Irradiance Ee; 
Temperature T. 
1.2.2.1.1 Internal Parameters 
Under normal levels of irradiance (no concentration) these parameters can be 
considered as independent except for two, the saturation current 10 and the cell 
temperature T. The series resistance depends mainly on the resistivity of the grid 
contact and the surface layer. The shunt resistance is due to the leakage current at the 
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junction and depends on the method of junction construction (recombination of 
carriers within the bulk of the material). Graphically, the series resistance will modify 
slightly the shape of the IN characteristic curves in the region where the cell behax. -es 
as a voltage generator (see Figure 1.10). The shunt resistance causes an increase in the 
slope in the cell's characteristic in the region where the cell behaves as a current 
generator (see Figure 1.11). The diffusion current lo contributes to reduce the light 
generated current IL. 
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Figure 1.10: Effect of series resistance on the IN curve shape, from source [45]. 
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Figure 1.11: Effect of shunt resistance on the IN curve shape, from source [45]. 
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1.2.2.1.2 External Parameters 
. The Solar Irradiance 
Figure 1.12 represents the influence of solar irradiance intensity on a solar cell current 
and voltage output characteristics at a constant cell temperature. From it, it can be 
seen that: 
At a low level of irradiance, the short-circuit current Isc is proportional to the solar 
irradiance; 
The open-circuit voltage Voc increases slightly with increasing irradiance; 
The optimal power of the cell is proportional to the irradiance. 
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Figure 1.12: Influence of solar irradiance on a solar cell current and voltage output 
characteristics at a constant cell temperature, from source [451. 
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-The Temperature 
The light generated current, IL , will 
increase slightly with increasing cell temperature 
(T) by about 0.1% 'C- 1 [45]. The slight increase in the light generated current arises 
from a decrease in the band-gap energy Eg of the material as the temperature 
increases, according to [45]: 
Eg (T) = Eg «» -a T+b' 
(1.7) 
where Eg represents the band-gap and a and b are materials constants. The open- 
circuit voltage would decrease linearly with increasing cell temperature owing to the 
exponential increase in saturation current. The saturation current is a current of 
minority carriers created by thermal excitation. Its variation with temperature can be 
expressed as: 
Eý 
A, T' exp -T ý) I B 
(1.8) 
where Ao is a constant. Therefore, the influence of temperatures on solar cells can be 
summarised as follows: 
(i) The open-circuit voltage Voc would decrease by about 2 mV'C-1 between 20 and 
100 T [45]. 
(ii) The maximum available power or the efficiency will decrease by 0.35%'C-1 to 
0.5%'C-1 [10] approximately and therefore there is a proportional decrease in 
maximum efficiency (see Figure 1.13). 
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Figure 1.13: Typical influence of temperature on solar cell efficiency, from source [45]. 
The maximum efficiency can be expressed as follows [45]: 
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where X is the concentration factor of solar irradiance. 
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1.2.3 The PV Array 
The output of a single solar cell is rarely useful, so they are usually strung in series. For 
example, about 30-36 cells would be connected together in series to produce a voltage 
of 14-18 volts so as to be able to charge a 12 V battery. An assembly of cells in this 
way, with an appropriate protective case is called a PV module. Modules, in turn, can 
be connected in series and/or in parallel to form a PV array. For cells connected in 
series the output voltage is calculated by multiplying the cell's voltage by the number of 
cells, and the current is equal to that delivered by each cell. For cells connected in 
. parallel, the output voltage is equal to that of each cell and the output current is found 
by multiplying the yield of each cell by the number of cells. Figure 1.14 represents 
examples of association of cells in series and parallel. 
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Figure 1.14- Examples of cells connected in sefies and parallel. 
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1.3. Solar Radiation 
The sun is a gigantic thermonuclear reactor emitting energy from its surface 
approximately like a blackbody radiator at 6000 K. The emitted energy is mainly in the 
form of electromagnetic radiation, ranging from about 30 m short-wave radio waves to 
10-10 m x-rays [1,46-51]. However, most of the solar energy is in the visible and 
near-infrared wavelength range. The sun is responsible for a series of phenomena 
called solar activity. Sunspots, solar flares, are some of the manifestations of solar 
activity. These phenomena have influence to the terrestrial environment. Figure 1.15 
shows the structure of the sun. 
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The blackbody spectrum of the sun's surface is modified by the variation in 
temperature across the sun's disk, the effect of the solar atmosphere and Fraunhofer 
absorption lines. Figure 1.16 shows the solar spectrum outside the atmosphere and 
Figure 1.17 compares a smoothed solar spectrum to various blackbody curves. 
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Figure 1.16: Spectral distribution of the extraterrestrial solar irradiance G*ox (NASA 
standard curve, NASA, 1971), from source [1]. 
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Figure 1.17: Spectral distribution of the sun's radiation compared with blackbody 
distributions corresponding to different temperatures, from source [38]. 
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In outer space, 98% of the total energy radiated by the sun lies between 0.25 and 3.0 p 
m. A quantity called the solar constant is defined as the rate at which energy is 
received on a unit surface, perpendicular to the sun's direction, in free space at the 
earth's mean distance from the sun; the most recently accepted value is 1.353 kWm-2 
[3 8,5 1 ]. The actual solar radiation in free space at the earth's mean distance from the 
sun differs from this value by ±3.35% because of the predictable changes in the earth- 
sun distance throughout the year arising from the earth's slightly elliptic path [I]. There 
are also fluctuations in the sun's radiant output, which account for variations of about 
±1.5% [1]. The extraterrestrial solar spectrum, which is in the range of short wave 
radiation, can be divided into three main regions: 
Ultraviolet region (X<0.4 pm): 9% of the irradiance; 
Visible region (0.4 pm<X<0.7 pm): 45% of the irradiance, 
Infrared region (X>0.7 pm): 46% of the irradiance. 
Both the intensity and the spectral distribution of the radiation arriving at the earth's 
surface depend on the composition of the atmosphere, as well as the pathlength of the 
radiation through the atmosphere. The most important parameters of the atmosphere 
are the water content, the effect of haze and related scattering, the ozone content, the 
cloudiness of the sky and the effect of ground reflection. Geometric effects, such as the 
sun's declination angle, are manifested by varying the pathlength through the 
atmosphere. Considering only direct radiation on a receiver pointing directly towards 
the sun, these geometric effects can be almost completely described by specifying a 
zenith angle of the sun, the angle between the earth-sun radius and the normal of a 
plane containing the horizon circle, as illustrated in Figure 1.18. This zenith angle z is a 
function of the time of day, the season, the latitude and the longitude. At real solar 
noon, z is given by the following expression: 
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z--L- 23.5'cos(36ON/365), (1.10) 
where N is the number of days since the summer solstice, and L represents the latitude 
of the place, in degrees. The pathlength through the atmosphere is conveniently 
described in terms of an equivalent relative air mass mr. The pathlength for a zenith 
angle z is just secz times the pathlength for z--O, and this relative air mass mr is defined 
as mr=secz. Specific solar spectra are labelled AMmr. AMO corresponds to the solar 
spectrum in outer space; the average solar spectrum at the earth's surface corresponds 
approximately to AM2. In Figure 1.19, AMO and AM2 spectra are compared. In 
photovoltaic research for terrestrial applications the air mass is normally taken as 
AMI. 5 [38]. 
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Figure 1.18: Illustration of the solar radiation spectrum labelled AMO in space, AM I at 
the earth's sur-face for normal incidence, and AMm at the earth's surface with m=secz, 
where z is the deviation from normal incidence, from source [38]. 
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Figure 1.19: Comparison of AMO and AM2 solar spectra, showing the various 
atmospheric absorption bands in AM2, from source [38]. 
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On its path through the atmosphere, the sunlight is modified by the following 
processes: 
Rayleigh scattering, which is responsible for the blue colour of the sky; 
Electronic absorption bands, primarily in oxygen, nitrogen, and ozone. Nearly all the 
radiation with X<0.29 pm is absorbed by ozone, 
Molecular rotational and vibrational absorption bands in H20 and C02 (see Figure 
1.19). Nearly all the radiation with XA. 0 pm is absorbed by H20 and C02 (with the 
exception of the so-called atmospheric windows at much longer wavelengths), 
Scattering by aerosols and particulate matter, which is greater for the shorter 
wavelengths; 
. Refraction and turbulence 
due to variations in the index of refraction with 
temperature and pressure. 
Thus, if JO represents a certain value of solar radiation at a given point PO in the 
atmosphere, the value J of that radiation at a point P located after the former in the 
direction of that beam radiation , can be represented through the following differential 
equation: 
dJ=-JBds, 
where 0 is the extinction coefficient and ds the infinitesimal pathlength. 
The integration of the former expressions yields: 
J=Jo. e-Bs--Jo. tG. 
tG=e-Bs is the transmission factor. 
(1.12) 
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The total radiation that falls upon an horizontal or inclined surface is called global 
radiation. The global radiation G is the sum of the direct radiation J and of the diffuse 
(also called sky) radiation D: 
G=J+D. (1.13) 
The diffuse radiation is a result of scattering processes in the sky and also of reflections 
of sunlight in clouds and on the earth's surface. The diffuse radiation in cloudless 
conditions is strongly peaked in the blue portion of the spectrum and contributes about 
8- 10% of the total radiation on a fairly clear day at noon and considerably more at 
greater zenith angles. 
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Chapter 2 
The State-Of-The-Art of Solar Cell 
Technologies 
2.1 Introduction 
Although the photovoltaic (PV) effect was first demonstrated in 1839, practical 
applications of photovoltaics began in the early 1950's, when solar cells were adopted 
by the United States space programme. The first solar cell to enter space was installed 
on Vanguard I, the second US satellite launched into orbit in 1958. The programme 
spawned a number of innovations, and as prices fell commercial producers were able to 
sell PV systems for a growing number of land-based terrestrial applications [1 -3 ]. 
- Presently the major barrier to widespread adoption of photovoltaic equipment is its 
high cost. Solar electricity capacity costs now about US$5/Wp and solar cells/modules 
account for about 50-60% of the overall PV systems costs [4-10]. PV will be 
competitive with the most conventional systems when its electricity capacity will cost 
around US$2/Wp. A number of strategies for reducing solar cells costs is being 
actively pursued around the world. Costs reductions are being sought in four major 
directions: (i) through reducing the large amounts of solar cells materials, (ii) selecting 
less labour- and energy- intensive processes, (iii) looking into alternative cheaper 
manufacturing equipment and (iv) investigating novel materials. 
There are basically two technological processes for manufacturing solar cells [I 1- 18]: 
one is based on ingots of crystalline silicon materials (both mono crystalline and poly) 
and the other consists of depositing a thin film of a semiconducting material onto a 
substrate (for example, amorphous silicon and cadmium telluride solar cells). Thin film 
technology to produce solar cells was developed with the belief that much less material 
would be required for the production of solar cells (the layer of a thin film is about I- 
10 pm, against about 100-400 pm of that of a crystalline cell); on the other hand the 
production processes of thin film solar cells were promising to be much cheaper. 
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Another way which could contribute to reduced costs of PV electricity is that of 
concentrating the solar radiation before reaching the cell [19-21], since the solar 
efficiency of photovoltaic cells generally increases with illumination intensity, at 
constant temperature, and less PV material is required. For higher concentration ratios, 
the concentrator itself begins to dominate the system cost, thus allowing expensive, 
high-efficiency cells to be used economically to increase system efficiency. For this 
purpose, special cells, which can withstand high temperatures without much 
degradation are required. Such cells are known as concentrator solar cells, which 
generally require a dynamic focusing and cooling. 
This chapter discusses the state-of-the-art of some solar cells materials and devices, in 
terms of their manufacturing technologies, their major problems and the prospects for 
future developments. The technology of assembling cells into modules is also 
addressed, as well as the environmental issues associated with the use of PV. 
2.2 Single-and Polycrystalline Silicon Solar Cells 
Although silicon is not the ideal material for solar cells, it has the benefit of being the 
basis of the electronics industry [22-28]. It is one of the best understood and most 
intensively researched elements in the periodic table [281, and the science and 
technology of silicon, developed for the electronics industry is transferable to solar 
cells. Silicon is found in sand, a very plentiful material. The photovoltaic industry 
predominantly uses crystalline silicon technology. In 1993,77% of all world-wide PV 
shipments were based on crystalline silicon modules. It is also generally believed that 
this technology has still a large potential for higher performance and lower costs. 
Typical conversion efficiencies of industrial silicon solar cells are in the range of 13 to 
15%. The required future efficiency goals are 18 to 20% on Czochralski 
monocrystalline silicon and 16 to 18% on multicrystalline silicon. Such high efficiencies 
are necessary in order to meet the cost goal of 2 US$/W P, 
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The silicon solar-cell -manufacturing process involves basically three stages. (i) material 
preparation and shaping, (ii) cell processing and (iii) cell interconnection and 
encapsulation. The conventional technological process of manufacturing silicon crystal 
solar cells, the flow chart of which is presented in Figure 2.1, relies conventionally on 
the high purity sen-liconductor-grade silicon (SG-Si) available from electronics industry 
wastes. Pure silicon materials with good crystallographic quality are required as the 
starting point for the production of cells. Although the quality standards in this area are 
not as severe as they are for microelectronics, the same techniques have been used to 
take advantage of economy-of-scale. 
Solar cell technologies 
Sand 
wetwo 
polysillose Single - Crystal loom 
104., 
conq M04%" 
Figure 2.1: Solar-cell-manufacturing process, from source [231. 
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In this process, quartzite as a raw material is reduced into metallurgical-grade silicon 
(MG-Si), the purity of which lies in the 98-99% range. MG-Si is purified to qualify as 
the so-called semiconductor grade silicon (SG-Si) or electronic-grade silicon (EG-Si). 
SG-Si is then melted in a crucible and pulled out to form a single-crystal silicon ingot 
by using the traditional Czochralski (CZ) technique (Figure 2.2). The method involves 
drawing a cylindrical crystal from a melt of silicon with an appropriate seed. This well 
established crystal growing technique consists of dipping a small seed crystal into 
molten silicon material. Dopant (e. g. boron acceptors for p type) is added to the melt. 
Slowly a large cylindrical crystal is mechanically pulled upwards. Ingots that are 15 or 
20 centimetres in diameter and about 1.5 metres long are routinely produced by this 
technique. The grown crystals are then sliced into individual wafers, about 0.5 mm 
thick, using an inner-diameter slicing technique, (Figure 2.3). A 15 cm diameter wafer 
can be cut into 10cmXlOcm squares whilst the 20 cm diameter wafer can be cut to 
14cmXl4cm squares. Wafers are etched to remove the damage induced during the 
slicing operation. Wafers are then processed into a complete solar cell by establishing 
the junction by diffusion of an type dopant (e. g. phosphorous donors), by establishing 
the contact and by depositing an anti-reflection coating onto the surface. Finally cells 
are interconnected to achieve a practically useful voltage and encapsulated into a 
module by using a lamination technique. 
Solar cell manufacturing using the route of single crystal silicon described above is cost 
intensive. Therefore alternative routes have been investigated intensively. One such 
route is that of polycrystalline silicon, based on "solar-grade" silicon (SOG-Si). The 
SOG-Si concept came out of the need for the PV industry to develop a low-cost 
silicon material to replace the EG-Si matefial. The development of SOG-Si came 
about as the result of the apparent insensitivity of medium-efficiency solar cells to the 
presence of some typical impufities, for example copper and aluminium in n-type and 
phosphorus and copper in p-type material which can be tolerated in excess of I ppm 
without major cell degradation. Thus, SOG-Si has not to be seen as a second-rate 
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material but as a specific material for efficient solar cell production. Polycrystalline 
ingots are produced by the so called casting process. This technique involves the 
solidification of molten silicon at carefully controlled rates by cooling the silicon in a 
crucible (Figure 2.4). 
Seed 
Crystal 
Moltensilicon 
Figure 2.2- The Czochralski crystal growth process for prepafing crystalline silicon 
ingot is shown. A seed crystal is dipped into molten silicon and slowly removed, 
drawing out the cylindrical crystal. From source [24]. 
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I 
-a 
Figure 2.3: Silicon wafers can be cut from grown ingots with an inner-diameter saw. 
From source [24]. 
Silicon 
(a) 
Mold 
(b) 
Figure 2.4: (a) Polycrystalline silicon ingots are formed by controlled solidification in a 
crucible, or mold. The ingots are then cut into smaller sections. (b) Ingots before being 
cut into wafers. From source [24]. 
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The ingots resulting from this process are generally cubes of 30 centimetres sides 
(sometimes up to 45 centimetres sides) which are sliced into nine IOCMXIOcmX30cm 
(or 15cmXl5cmX45cm) ingots which are then sliced into 10cmXlOcm square wafers 
(or 15cmXl5cm). After this, the same stages as described for the case of single-crystal 
technological route are followed. 
The slicing is a crucial step in the production of wafers and hence of cells. A 
conventional diamond saw is around 0.3 mm thick and cuts 0.5 mm thick wafers. The 
wafers are then lapped and polished to 0.3 nun thick to remove the surface damage 
caused by sawing stresses. This technique can produce around 1200 wafers per metre 
length of boule (ingot). This means that 40% to 50% of crystalline material Is lost 
during this process. The new technique of multiware sawing produces stress-free 
wafers about 0.3 mrn thick with a kerf-loss of around 0.1 nim, giving around 2400 
wafers per metre length of boule. This doubling of wafer production per boule or per 
ingot has a majoi effect on reducing the production cost of cells. The wafers are doped 
p-type during growth and the p-n junction is formed by introducing a thin layer of 
donors on one surface by diffusion from a gas or paste in a furnace. Silicon reflects 
about 30% of the incident light and means must be found to reduce this to a value 
below 5%. This can be done by using anti-reflection coating on the surface and/or by 
texturing the surface in the form of small pyramids. The metal grid-fingers also reflect 
the incident light. The size of these fingers cannot be reduced too much, since this can 
cause an increase in the series resistance. A recent innovation is to form grooves in the 
cell surface and to deposit the grid-fingers in these grooves, effectively turning them on 
their side. The metal coverage on the surface is reduced in this way from about 5% to 
under 1%. With these techniques the total reflections can be reduced to around 2%. 
Another factor to be considered. is that of recombination. The charge carriers 
generated by the absorption of light can recombine before they cross the junction. The 
recombination in the bulk of the silicon wafer is reduced by reducing the concentration 
of impurities which cause recombination. In polycrystalline silicon, the grain 
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boundaries also act as recombination centres and must be passivated, usually by 
hydrogen treatment. Surfaces act as recombination centres and are passivated by 
growing an oxide layer on the surface. Electrical contacts also are sites for 
recombination and for the most efficient cells, the contact between silicon and metal is 
restricted to small areas of highly doped silicon with the rest of the silicon surface 
covered by the passivating silicon oxide. The structure of a silicon cell having all these 
features is shown in Figure 2.5. Silicon cells which are in commercial production do 
not usually have all the features shown in Figure 2.5. There is now production of cells 
with the grooved contacts by BP SOLAF, with cell efficiencies of 17.5% to 18% on 
10cmXlOcm cells at production rates of around 250,000 cells per annum [28]. The 
University of New South Wales has a small production line of 7cmX7cm cells with 
efficiencies in the 19.5%-20% range which they sell for solar powered cars. Other 
approaches to 20% efficiencies are likely to be common within the next few years. 
Table 2.1 shows the present efficiencies of the various types of crystal silicon cells with 
estimates of improvements up to the year 2000. 
metal 
Figure 2.5- Bufied contact solar cell from BP Solar, ftom source [281. 
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Table 2.1: Efficiencies of crystal silicon cells, from source [28]. 
Cell Type Area 
(CM) 
Record (1992) 
Efficiencies 
Potential (2000) 
Efficiencies 
L Sin le Crystal 4 23.1 26 
PC Single Crystal 49 20 23 
SC Single Crystal 100 18 22 
L Multi Crystal 1 17.7 21 
PC Multi Crystal 100 16.4 20 
L Spheral Cells 10 11.5 14 
L Thin Film 1 14.9 20 
L= Best cells produced in research laboratories 
PC = Pre-commercial production (i. e. small scale R&D&D) 
SC = Small scale commercial production 
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Both the technological routes of single- and polycrystalline solar cells offer a very wide 
room for innovative work. It is not clear up to now which matefial (mono or poly) will 
dominate the market in the coming years. A recent study by Siemens Solar [22] 
indicates that, contrary to previous beliefs, mono crystalline silicon is capable of 
achieving module costs in the US$2/Wp range by reducing the materials costs and 
improving throughput and yields. 
2.3 Thin Film Solar Cells 
Another strategy for producing cells, and one that could lead to module costs much 
lower than for crystalline cells, uses thin (1-10 microns) films of materials, such as 
amorphous (glassy) silicon (a-Si), copper indiurn diselenide (CuInSe2, generally 
represented by CIS) and cadmium telluride (CdTe) instead of crystalline material [29- 
35]. Deposition of thin films, whose methods include (i) vacuum evaporation, (il) 
electrodeposition, (iii) spraying, (iv) sputtering, (v) chemical vapour deposition, (vi) 
chemical dipping and (vii) glow-discharge, can be much more rapid, much less energy 
intensive, and done on a larger scale than the manufacture of thick crystalline silicon. 
In addition, thin films require less handling to assemble into workable units because 
they are formed into modules (large area devices) rather than individual cells. The 
process of making thin film modules consists of several steps: (i) the acquisition or 
manufacture of the substrate; (ii) cleaning and handling the substrate; (iii) deposition of 
an electrical contact; (iv) deposition of the active sen-konductor layer, (v) deposition 
of another electrical contact; (vi) monolithic integration (scribing); (vii) encapsulation 
and (viii) sundry procedures such as cleaning and handling. In summary, there are two 
primary reasons for believing that thin films can eventually achieve lower costs than 
crystalline devices. First, materials used for thin films can be many times more efficient 
at absorbing sunlight than those used for thick wafers. As a consequence, far less PV 
material is needed, which greatly reduces costs. Secondly, the techniques used to 
produce thin films are particularly well suited for mass- production. The expensive 
batch, processes of single-crystal production can be replaced by a continuous process in 
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which active materials are deposited directly onto a substrate. The central challenge 
here is to develop cells with acceptable efficiencies and to assure the stability and the 
reproducibility of the products. Here some of major technological processes for 
producing thin film solar cells are reviewed. 
2.3.1 Amorphous Silicon (a-Si) Cells 
To date, alloys of amorphous silicon have received the most attention [36-43]. 
Amorphous silicon has the advantage of using a plentiful , 
benign material. Amorphous 
silicon differs from crystalline silicon in that the silicon atoms are not located at very 
precise distances from each other and the angles between the Si-Si bonds do not have a 
unique value. This randomness in the atomic arrangement has a powerful impact on the 
electronic properties of the material. It becomes a direct gap material with an optical 
energy gap of 1.75 eV, and its band structure shows a very high density of states 
within the energy gap, caused largely by incomplete bonding. It was found in 1969 that 
the incorporation of hydrogen in amorphous silicon could p, assivate the incomplete 
bonds and reduce the density of states in the band gap to such an extent that it became 
possible to make the material n-type or p-type by the incorporation of phosphorus or 
boron. Once it became possible to make p-n junctions in a-Si, its high absorption 
coefficient and ease of manufacture made it an attractive material for solar cells. 
Efficient a-Si solar cells consist of a thin film of the order of 1-10 pm thick whereas a 
typical classical cell thickness is 100-400 pm. This is because the absorption coefficient 
in this disordered material structure is one order of magnitude larger than in crystalline 
silicon. Moreover, the growth temperature for an amorphous material thin film is much 
lower (200-400'C) than for the crystalline technological process (about 1000"C). 
Both p and n materials based on amorphous silicon have poor transport properties, 
therefore simple p-n junction cells had low efficiencies. The intrinsic a-Si has much 
better transport properties, thus the development of p-i-n junction cells led to rapid 
improvement in performance. Having determined the optimum structure, the 
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manufacturing process sequence can be defined. Starting with glass as a low cost 
transparent, weather-proof substrate, a layer of highly conductive optically transparent 
thin Si oxide is deposited, then a highly doped p-layer of a-Si, then the undoped 
intrinsic layer of a-Si, then a thin conductive n-layer of a-Si, and finally a metallic 
contact layer (Figure 2.6). Most of these cells operate with average efficiencies of 3.3 
to 4.2 %. 
As the quality of the a-Si material improved, it became apparent that the action of light 
absorption by the i-layer created additional defects, increasing the density of trapping 
and scattenng states and reducing the efficiency of the cells. This effect - named the 
Staebler-Wronski effect after its discoverers - is dependent on the total number of 
photons absorbed. Therefore it depends on the intensity of light to which the cell is 
exposed, the duration of the exposure and the thickness of the i-layer. Exposure to 
room lighting, as is the case with solar calculators, has only a small effect, but bright 
sunlight reduces the efficiency considerably over time scales of months. This instability 
has serious consequences for the commercial viability of a-Si as a power producer and 
now it seems unlikely that the single junction a-Si will be used in such applications. 
Since the Staebler-Wronski effect depends on the thickness of the i-layer, it can be 
alleviated by using multiple junction structures, in which the absorption of light is split 
equally between 2 or 3 separate Wayers (Figure 2.7). Multijunction cells also enable 
access to more of the total energy. The light which is not absorbed by upper layers is 
captured by deeper layers. Typically the cells are designed so that each layer is 
sensitive to a different colour of incident light. The layers can be made by using 
different alloys of silicon or they can be made by combining silicon cells with cells 
made from other materials. Cells with such structure have been produced commercially 
and found to be significantly more stable than the single junction device. Experimental 
multijunction a-Si cells have demonstrated stabilised efficiencies of 10% (with initial 
efficiencies of 13.7%). It is not yet clear whether the stability is sufficient to allow 
these cells to be commercially viable as power generators. 
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Figure 2.6: The device structure of a-Si cell, from source [36]. 
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Figure 2.7- Schematic diagram of an a-Si multijunction cell, from source [36]. 
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Amorphous silicon module production presently amounts to 21% of the global 
photovoltaic module production of 62 MW per year [281. The fOllOwing 
manufacturers supply modules at lower ratings above 5W Neste Advanced Power p 
Systems (NAPS), from France, Sanyo, from Japan, Advanced Photovoltaic Systems 
(APS), from'USA, United Solar Systems Corp. (USSC), from USA, Phototronics, 
from Germany, and Siemens Solar also from Germany. Table 2.2 summarises the most 
recently achieved module efficiencies and indicates the stabilised values. Minimum 
degradation amounts to 13% of the initial value until stabilised values are achieved. 
High conversion efficiency at low cost has been defined as a pfimary goal of a-Si 
technology. The existing capacity of production, however, has not yet led to module 
costs considerably lower than those for modules of crystalline silicon. The present 
costs at NAPS amount 2.5 ECU/Wp, Table 2.3 summarises the projected a-Si module 
costs at much higher production capacity. Main problems to be solved are stabilised 
efficiencies above 10%, which represents a tough condition for competitiveness with 
other thin film options. 
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Table 2.2: a-Si module efficiencies, from source [29). 
Manufacturer Module Size Module Efficiency 
NAPS 30X90 CM2 5% stab. 
PST 60X100 CM2 5.8% stab. 
SANYO [37] IOXIO CM2 12% 
4000 CM2 9.6% 
SEEMENS SOLAR[38] 7.5% stab. 
930 CM2 10.7% 
8.4% stab. 
Ussc 930 cm 10.2% stab. 
Table 2.3: Projected costs of a-Si modules, from source [29]. 
Source Production Material Production Module 
Capacity (ECU/Wp) Depreciation Costs 
(ECU/W, j (ECUIW,, ) 
Carlson 100000 
and M2 /a 0.38 0.17 0.55 
Wagner [391 
Mertens [401 0.25 0.65 0.90 
(2000) 
Wrixon [4 11 
(2000) 1.0 
TI=10% 
New 
Sunshine 100 
Progranune MW/a 1.35 
TI=10% 
(2020) 500-1000 0.5-0.75 
MW/a 
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2.3.2 Thin Film Polycrystalline Silicon Cells 
Complete optical absorptions in crystalline semiconducting materials require 
thicknesses of a few hundreds of n-Licrons [44-52]. The challenge in using thin films of 
polycrystalline silicon materials is how can the complete absorption be achieved. 
Optical path lengths of hundreds of microns can be maintained with silicon layers of 
tens of microns thick using the techniques of light trapping. Light incident on a flat 
planar cell will enter through an anti-reflection coating and an exponentially decreasing 
proportion will travel through the cell, to the back contact. Some light incident on the 
back contact will be reflected back through the cell for a second pass in which it will be 
either absorbed or leave the cell via the anti reflection coating. If the top and back 
surfaces are textured, rather than being flat, the light entering through the anti 
reflection coating will be refracted off-normal, and light reaching the back will be 
scattered, as will light reaching the top surface after reflection from the back. In this 
way, the optical path length of a typical. light ray normally incident on the cell can be 
up to 20 times the cell thickness. Complete optical absorption can then be assured even 
for cell thicknesses of only a few tens of microns. 
There are other benefits in using thin films of silicon materials for manufacturing solar 
cells. The diffusion length need be only 50-80 micron, so lower quality material can be 
used, and higher doping levels can be tolerated, giving higher circuit voltages. Because 
the optical absorption, and hence the photo generation is taking place within or close 
to the junction depletion region, carrier collection efficiencies are high, giving high 
short circuit currents. The reduced constraints on material quality mean that film 
deposition Of silicon layers on low cost substrates can be considered without sacrificing 
much in the performance of the cells. This is therefore a very promising route for the 
production of efficient cells at low cost. 
In order to implement this concept, one needs a low cost substrate which has a good 
thermal expansion to match to silicon, to avoid strain in the silicon film after 
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processing and one needs a silicon deposition process which gives high yield of suitable 
materials and potentially high throughput at acceptable capital cost. The growth of 
silicon films from saturated solutions of silicon in molten tin by liquid phase epitaxy has 
been found to meet the requirements for a commercial production process. The films 
as-grown have a columnar polycrystalline structure and post-processing is needed to 
increase crystallite size and passivate the grain boundaries. After this treatment, the p- 
type silicon film is processed by conventional diffusion techniques to give a n-p 
junction, then anti reflection coated and top connected in the usual way. The light 
trapping arises from the topology of the substrate surface, and the optical properties of 
the back contact metallisation. Efficiencies up to 16% have been. observed in small area 
cells and about 12% in commercial 10cmXlOcm cells. Improved cells based on this 
concept can be an important route to the US$ I/Wp module. 
2.3.3 Copper Indium Diselenide (CIS) Cells 
Copper indium diselenide is a sen&onducting matefial which can be either n- or p type 
and has a direct optical absorption with the highest absorption coefficient measured to 
date [29,53-58]. It is possible to make p-n homojunctions of CIS, but these are neither 
stable nor efficient, and the best devices to date are heterojunctions with cadmium 
sulphide (CdS). There is a quite good match between the lattice constants and electron 
affinities of CIS and US so that the recombination at the interface is not excessive. 
US can only be grown as n-type material, so the CIS must be p-type. The main 
improvements of efficiencies have been realised. by increasing the bandgap of pure 
CuInSe2 (Eg=IeV) by the use of alloys with CuGaSe2 and CuInS2. The basic 
structure of a Cu(In, Ga)(Se, S)2 cell is shown in Figure 2.8. Table 2.4 summarises the 
highest efficiencies of Cu(In, Ga)(Se, S)2 cells reported in the recent years. 
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Figure 2.8: Basic structure of a Cu(In, Ga)(Se, S)2 cell, from source [291. 
Table 2A Summary of the highest efficiencies of Cu(In, Ga)(Se, S)2 cells reported in 
the recent years, from source [29]. 
Cell Type E voc isc ff Laboratory 
(0) (mv) (mA/cmz) (%) 
MgF2/ZnO/CdS/ 1.02 519 41.2 75 16.1 RIT/MI/IPE 
CuInSc, ) 
MgF2/ZnO/CdS/ 1.17 641 35.8 73 16.9 RIT/MI/IPE [531 
Cu(In, Ga)Se, ) 
MgF2/ZnO/CdS/ 660 31.5 79 16.4 NREL 
Cu(In, Ga)Se, ) 
ZnO/CdS/Cu(In, grad. 558 41.0 71 16.2 SIEMENS 
Ga)(S, Se), ) 
MgF2/ZnO/CdS/ 1.12 613 33.5 74 15.2 WE 
Culn(S, Sc), ) 
ZnO/CdS/CuInS2 1.45 715 23.7 71 12.0 IPE 
ZnO/(Zn, Cd)S/Cu 1.70 756 13.7 60 6.2 WE 
GaSe)o I I I -- I- --- I 
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Large-scale module production is stil] in a pre commercial phase. Some production 
lines are under construction, however, no modules commercially produced are 
available. Projected costs of Cu(InGa)(Se, S)2 modules have been estimated [29] and 
are listed in table 2.5. 
Table 2.5: Projected costs of Cu(In, Ga)(Se, S)2 modules, from source [29]. 
Source Production Material Production Module 
Capacity (ECU/Wp) Depreciation Cost's 
(ECUIWp) (ECU/Wp) 
Zweibel 
('9=10%) 10 MW/a 0.1-0.3 0.5-1.4 0.6-1.7 
(TI=15%) 500 MW/a 0.08 0.2 0.28 
Kapur[541 
(11=15%) 0.33 0.22 0.55 
Siemens [551 
(TI=10-12%) 10-30 MW/a 0.17 0.68 0.85 
Wrixon [4 11 
2000 
(TI=15%) 1.0 
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A CuInSe2 module made by Siemens Solar has been operated for more than four 
years without any sign of degradation [29]. The highest efficiency of a CuInSe2 
module made by Siemens Solar with an area of 3832 cm2 has achieved 11.2% [29]. 
There are however some problems in obtaining high yields in production, and 
commercialisation of the technology is being delayed until these problems are solved. 
2.3.4 Cadmium Telluride Cells 
It has been known since the 1950's that cadmium telluride has the ideal band gap for a 
solar absorber material and the research on these cells can be traced back to that time. 
These efforts however were small and uncoordinated and severely hampered by the 
low level of materials technology for the II/VI materials. As the II/VI materials 
technologies improved over the years, it became clear that cadmium telluride 
performance was limited by a high level of defects states close to the middle of the 
bandgap, forming very efficient recombination sites. The achievement of the late 1970's 
was to develop post-deposition treatments which greatly red*Uced the density of these 
recombination states, and the achievement of the 1980's has been to capitalise on this 
earlier work to develop efficient cells and efficient stable modules. There are a number 
of low cost techniques which can be used to deposit cadmium telluride such as 
chemical deposition, spraying and electrodeposition, and they can all, after a post- 
deposition treatment, yield high quality material and efficient cells [29,59-651. Figure 
2.9 shows the structure of a CdTe-CdS solar cell. 
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Figure 2.9: The structure of the CdTe-CdS solar cell, from source [29]. 
Cell efficiencies of 15.8% have been reported by T. C. Chu and by C. Ferekides [29] 
which prove the efficiency in economy, especially in view of the simple basic structure. 
Efforts to further improve the cells are undertaken by (i) annealing with 02 to improve 
p-type conduction of CdTe leading to more stable IN characteristics, (ii) diffusion of 
Cu into CdTe to reduce the series resistance which presents a major problem in the 
performance, (iii) annealing of US with hydrogen to reduce the series resistance. 
Commercial production with a capacity of about I MW/a is undertaken by Matsushita 
Battery. Plants for CdTe-module production are presently under construction at 
Golden Photon Inc. (GPI), Solar Cells Inc. (SCI) and BP Solar. Module efficiencies 
obtained by different commercial producers are listed in table 2.6. The values 
presented there indicate the maturity and high potential for large-scale production. 
Estimates of the prospective costs for CdTe module production are indicated in table 
2.7. 
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Table 2.6: Module efficiencies of CdTe cells, from source [29]. 
Manufacturer Area 
(CM2) 
Power 
(W) 
Efficiency 
(%) 
Solar Cells Inc. 6879 53.1 7.7 
Golden Photon 3528 27.5 7.7 
Matsushita Batt. 1200 10.0 8.7 
. BP Solar 4540 
706 
35.6 
7.1 
7.8 
10.1 
Table 2.7: Estimates of prospective costs for CdTe module production, from source 
[29]. 
Source Production Material Production Module 
Capacity (ECU/Wp) Depreciation Costs 
(ECU/W. ) (ECU/Wv) 
Bonnet [5 10 MW/a 0.6 0.9 1.5 
Wrixon [41] 1.0 
(2000) 
71= 15% 
Zweibel 500 MW/a 0.12 0.16 0.28 
TI=15% 
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Present production capacities below 10 MW/a yield costs in the order of 1-1.5 
ECU/Wp, whereas at 500 MW/a production costs as low as 0.28 ECU/Wp would 
result [29]. Under these conditions competitiveness with conventional electrical power 
production can be achieved. 
2.4 Concentrator Solar Cells 
Photovoltaic concentrators, as the name implies, use a lens or mirror to collect sunlight 
and then recast the concentrated light onto a solar cell of smaller size (see Figure 
2.10). The advantage of this approach is that it circumvents the need for developing 
large areas of low-cost solar cells by replacing them with low-cost concentrators [66- 
721. Thus, a major emphasis in the development of PV concentrators is the design and 
development of high efficiency concentrator cells. A wide range of designs has been 
developed, including some using Fresnel lenses. The amount of solar concentration has 
varied from a factor of 2 to a factor of 1000. Currently, most concentrators use silicon 
cells. Gallium arsenide (GaAs) cells and multijunction devices are also being 
investigated by several groups. Concentrator cells of silicon are reported as having 
achieved efficiencies in excess of 26% [66]. Gallium arsenide cells achieved 28% and 
multijunction cells 34% [66]. An important factor to consider in manufacturing 
concentrator cells is that they have to be able to withstand very high temperatures and 
very high levels of illumination without compromising much the efficiency and without 
much light-induced degradation (Stable-Wronski effect). The temperature of 
concentrator cells is normally maintained near ambient by active or passive cooling. 
The concentration ratio X of a perfectly focused system is the ratio of the concentrator 
input aperture to the surface area of the cell [67]. Low X systems (Xý5) do not have 
to be oriented through the day to follow the sun and so make use of some diffuse as 
well as direct insolation [67]. Increased X systems have to track the sun, and are only 
sensible in places with a large proportion (>70%) of direct radiation [67]. 
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Figure 2.10: Photograph and drawing of the Sandia design point focus concentrator 
module, from source [66]. 
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2.5 PV Modules 
Solar cells are fragile objects which must be mechanically supported and shielded ftom 
any possible corrosion. Therefore the whole module structure is mounted in an 
environmentally protective package [28,73-75]. The outer surface of the module is 
usually low-iron tempered glass. Glass is used because it is the cheapest transparent 
weather-proof material available. Low iron content is specified to enhance the 
transparency of the glass, whilst tempered glass is specified for its mechanical 
properties, particularly impact resistance. The back protection for the cells can be 
glass, metal or plastic. Glass is used when maximum resistance to corrosion is 
demanded, but the most common back protection is metal/plastic foil, usually 
Tedlar/Aluminum/Tedlar. This combines low cost, lightness, good environmental 
protection and good thermal conductivity to ensure that cell temperatures do not rise 
too high during operation. 
The most vulnerable point on a PV module is the electrical connections. Therefore, 
such connections are normally fed into a weather-proof connection box. A diode is 
often included in the connection box, with the aim to prevent battery discharging 
during night or non-sunny days. Modules with built-in inverters, called AC modules, 
are in development [75 ]. 
The encapsulation of thin film cells is clearly different from that of silicon wafers. It is 
usual to manufacture thin film cells as integrally interconnected modules (see Figure 
2.11). The glass outer cover is thus already in place and the encapsulation is concerned 
to protect the back of the module, to prevent moisture ingress around the sides and to 
protect the electrical connection wires. Modules for amorphous silicon cells can often 
be very simple as they are used in products which are not expected to last more than 
few years and may not be left outdoors all the time. For power modules, the 
encapsulation is adapted from that of silicon wafers. The encapsulation of 
polycrystalline films has proved more difficult than for amorphous silicon, since such 
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films absorb water vapour much more readily [28]. Special protection measures, 
including the incorporation of desiccants, are necessary. 
In thin film technology, the production of integrally interconnected modules, rather 
than cells, brings both benefits and problems. The major benefit is the large cost saving 
of producing a fully working module and avoiding the cost of manually or 
automatically stripging the cells together. The problem can arise from the non-uniform 
performance of different areas of the module, which causes the rriis-match. 
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Integrally interconnected module, ftorn source [28]. 
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2.6 Environmental Risks of Solar Cells Technologies 
Energy technologies and their associated fuel cycles produce environmental burdens 
such as acid deposition, and these burdens result in environmental impacts, e. g. forest 
damage, which in its turn impose considerable costs to society [76-81]. Photovoltaic 
energy conversion is increasingly regarded as a technology which may contfibute to the 
world energy supply in a way that is compatible with the concept of sustainable- 
development. However, to ensure that PV can indeed fulfil this expectation, a careful 
consideration of potential environmental risks of PV energy conversion is necessary. 
As in any other technology, a detailed analysis of the complete fuel cycle of the specific 
technology is important to determine the environmental risks of photovoltaics. Such an 
analysis should cover all stages of the energy production process, including fuel 
extraction, preparation, transport, conversion, operation, distribution, utilisation, as 
well as waste processing and disposal. This procedure is generally known as 
Environmental Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of technologies. This methodology has to 
be implemented for each technology. The major environmental impacts identified as 
being associated with the life cycle of PV modules are as follows: 
Atmospheric pollution; 
Water pollution; 
Impacts on natural ecosystems; 
Accidents; 
Land use, 
Visual intrusion; 
Resource depletion; 
Noise, 
Public and occupational health impacts. 
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Atmospheric pollution is mainly associated with the refining of the raw materials due 
to the use of energy from a mix of conventional power sources. A value of 0.3 kg 
C02/kWh(t) is the usual assumption. Diesel-fuelled lorries will contribute to 
atmospheric pollution due to the emission of NOx, CO, HC and particulates. Leakage 
of waste products and effluents into the local water system could cause contamination 
of the ground and drinking water. This would have an impact on the natural aquatic 
ecosystem and could be distributed through the local food chain. Accidents occur 
during the mining process as well as during transportation of the raw materials to the 
refining plant. Industrial accidents also occur in the plant. Land use and visual intrusion 
are dependent upon the type of mining technology employed for the various materials. 
It is obvious that extraction of any naturally occurring material, without recycling, will 
eventually deplete its resources. Noise caused by the transport of raw materials has to 
be acknowledged as a minor envirorunental impact. Public and occupational health 
impacts are dependent upon. the material mined, the techniques used, the chemical 
wastes at manufacture and the compliance with the existing health and safety 
regulations. 
2.7. Conclusions 
Today crystalline silicon is the dominant industrial photovoltaic technology and is very 
likely to remain in that position for the next 10 years. In recent years a revival of single 
crystalline silicon is clearly noticed [22,28] and it is unclear whether single- or 
polycrystalline silicon will take the largest market share in the future. The cost goal of 
US$2/Wp,, necessary for PV to be competitive with conventional energy supply 
systems remains a realistic objective which can be reached by a combination of factors, 
such as thinner wafers, higher efficiencies and the use of simpler processes designed for 
manufacturability. 
The four types of thin film cells here discussed are not the only devices being studied, 
but they are the ones in or near commercial production. In recent years interest in thin 
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films based on crystalline silicon (x-Si), copper-indium-diselenide, cadmium telluride 
and other materials has been growing. Neither the CIS nor the CdTe thin films are 
commercially available in large volumes, but they offer strong competition to a-Si 
because of their comparatively high stabilised efficiencies. These new thin-films 
probably will not require the vacuum processes needed for a-Si and may therefore be 
less expensive to manufacture. They do, however, require somewhat more expensive 
materials, some of which could present environmental problems, unless they are 
appropriately recycled. During the next few years there will be a competition between 
a-Si and the crystalline thin-film materials. Over the long term the most promising 
strategy may involve both technologies in multijunction devices. As compared with 
crystalline photovoltaic. cells and modules, thin films photovoltaics provides promising 
outlooks. Not only quite reduced consumption of materials and energy for production 
present substantial advantages for economy and ecology, but also the direct integration 
into modules during the manufacturing process and the large production capacity 
marks clearly the potential of thin film technology for photovoltaics. Typical 
thicknesses are in the range of 1-10 gm. Advanced deposition processes allow multiple 
layers to be deposited. Hereby an optimisation in respect with the structural, optical 
and electronic properties of the different materials can be achieved. These optimisation 
processes lead to high values of efficiencies which are comparable to crystalline PV 
cells. All these types of thin film cells have the potential for large scale production at 
low unit cost, and it is not clear at the present moment which of these types will 
ultimately prove to be superior. It will very likely be that each of these types of cells, 
along with wafer silicon cells and concentrators, will have superior advantages in some 
applications, and they will therefore find a place in the future PV markets. 
The environmental issue of cells fabrication is of growing importance. Solutions such 
as reprocessing of chemicals or extraction of metals from waste water have to be 
cons . idered, in order to improve the safety and reduce the health risks associated with 
the use of PV technology. 
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Chapter 3 
Monitoring 
of a Photovoltaic Water Pumping Plant 
3.1 Introduction 
A good understanding of the performance of the photovoltaic technology in local 
environmental conditions is a prerequisite for its optimal harnessing. In this chapter a 
study concerning the characterisation of the major components of a PV system 
operating in natural environmental conditions is presented. Due to the fact that lifting 
of water is an application in which PV can have a maor social impact in Southern j 
Africa, an experimental water pumping PV plant was installed for the investigation. 
The plant used in this research comprises the following components: a PV array, with a 
capacity of 848 Wp, an inverter and a motor-pump unit. A suitable monitoring unit has 
been integrated into the system. The basic processes in the system can be characterised 
as follows: sunlight is converted into DC power by means of the PV array, the inverter 
converts the DC power into AC; and finally the AC power is converted into hydraulic 
power by means of the motor-pump unit. The general characterisation of the plant 
(this means the determination of power losses or conversion efficiencies by major 
components or subsystems of the plant, namely the PV array, the inverter and the 
motor-pump unit) is the first aspect considered in this chapter. 
The efficiency of a PV system is a function of both the incident light intensity and the 
load. Even if a fixed load is assumed, the variation of intensity on a normal day is such 
as to effect a considerable difference between the maximum possible efficiency of the 
system and its average operating efficiency. This difference in efficiencies is at least 
17% [I]. When considered in conjunction with a randornly fluctuating load, this 
difference in efficiencies is significant. Consequently, it becomes desirable to have the 
system operating at the maximum possible efficiency for arbitrary conditions of 
illumination and load. In [1-6] a method aimed at reducing such losses is presented. As 
such losses occur in the match between the PV array and the remainder of the system, 
the method consists of integrating a power electronic interface (PEI) unit between the 
two subsystems. This unit has the following functions: 
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. To transform the DC varying voltage from the PV array to a constant and higher level 
voltage, by means of a DC-DC step-up converter and 
. 
To keep the PV system working at its peak power point, in accordance with the 
current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the PV array and of the load. 
A power electronic interface unit was developed and tested by El Safi [34] for a small 
scale version PV system (20 W) having exhibited excellent stability and high efficiency 
for a wide range of input powers and loads.. If the performance of the PEI unit in 
practice matches its simulated performance, it could give a useful improvement in the 
overall performance of the system, contributing, in this way, to reduce the costs of 
energy services provided by photovoltaics. Thus, a second aspect considered in this 
chapter concerning the characterisation of the plant referred was the investigation of 
the performance of such a device, which was integrated in the plant. In chapter 4 the 
effectiveness of -that device is investigated using economic methods, due to the fact 
that it can happen that the device is technically effective but its cost offsets the 
technical advantages [3-4,7-8]. 
Estimates of long-term performance of photovoltaic systems are needed to design 
economically optimal systems. For this it is important to develop methods which 
describe accurately the performance of the PV array, which is the heart of a PV 
system. Recently, interest has developed in simplified design methods for PV arrays, 
instead of resorting to the very exact solid state physics theory models [9-11]. 
Therefore the testing of a simplified model describing the performance of the PV array 
of the plant was a third and last aspect considered in this chapter. 
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3.2 Theoretical Background 
3.2.1 Determination of Efficiencies of Major PV Systems Components 
The conversion efficiency of any device is given by the ratio between the power or 
energy coming out from the device in a time interval At and the power or energy 
coming into the device during the same time interval At. Mathematically this can be 
expressed as: 
pI Eout 
17 ý out =- PE In in 
(3.1) 
This concept can be used to determine the energy efficiencies or losses in any device, 
like the PV array, the inverter and the motor-pump unit for the case of the present 
research work. 
From (3.1), the efficiency of a PV array can be expressed as: 
Pdc_ Ide 
' 
Vdc 
17"ray - A. Ea A. E6 
1 
where Pdc represents the electric DC power, Ee the iffadiance and A the cells area of 
the array. Idc and Vdc are the current and voltage from the array, respectively. 
In the same way, the efficiency of the inverter can be determined as: 
pac 
l7inwrfer = 
Pdc 
Pac 
Idc 
- 
Vdc 
(3.1-b) 
where Pac represents the AC power from the inverter and Pdc the DC power from the 
array. 
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Last, the efficiency of the motor pump unit can be indicated as: 
Ehyd 
mgh 17motorl 
pump 
=-= 
Eac E., 
1 
where Ehyd represents the hydraulic energy realised, m the total mass of pumped 
water, g the acceleration of the gravity and h the total height up to which water is 
pumped, counting from the hydrodynamic level. Eac is the AC energy from the 
inverter. 
The global efficiency of the system is the product of the efficiencies of the components, 
as: 
Ilglobal " Ilarray-TI inverter. Ilmotor/pump (3.1 -d) 
3.2.2 A Simplified Model for Describing Photovoltaic Array Output 
There are basically two approaches in formulating a steady-state mathematical model 
of a flat-plate PV array operating in a terrestrial environment: 
(i) The First Approach 
The first one is to use an equivalent circuit containing a current sources. The current 
sources can be at the individual solar cell or PV module level. The solution of this PV 
array equivalent circuit for output voltage and current from zero to the maximum 
value yields the complete IN curve of the total array. For each given computational 
time interval, the maximum available power can then be calculated from the array IN 
curve. The formulation of the mathematical model for such IN equivalent circuit 
leads to the already known PV array equation. Considering that the array has m cells in 
parallel and n cells in series, the relation between current and voltage can be 
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approximated by scaling the characteristics of a single solar cell. Assuming that the 
cells are identical and neglecting effects due to mismatching of cell characteristics, this 
relationship can be expressed as, see equation (1 . 2): 
I= MIL - mIo exp 
e(mV + nIRs)) ( 
Anmk, T) 
where I and V are the current and voltage of the PV generator, IL is the light generated 
current, I. is the saturation current, e is the electronic charge, Rs is the series 
resistance, k13 is the Boltzmann's constant, A is the ideality factor and T is the cells 
temperature. This is a non-linear equation, whose solution requires the use on 
numerical methods, which are time consuming. Therefore this approach is not practical 
for systems performance analysis, and particularly for real time monitoring. 
(ii) The Second Approach 
The second approach, a novel one, presented in (91, which is easier and faster to 
calculate, makes use of a power relationship as a function of PV module temperature 
and solar irradiance [9]. This approach is called the "simplified model" and is reported 
as describing with sufficient accuracy (of about. 3% under irradiance levels above 300 
W/m2) the performance of PV systems tested in European environmental conditions, 
although no experimental data were presented to support the statements [9]. Further 
work is required in the different operating and environmental conditions to support 
these initial findings drawn in the context of Europe. 
For the purposes here envisaged, the power capability of a PV array is defined as the 
maximum power available from the array at the array DC bus at a given time or time 
interval At [9-11 ]. It has been stated in chapter I that there is a linear dependence of a 
cell efficiency, and thus of a PV array, with temperature in the form: 
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T) = ? I(E,,,. T. XI - fl(T - T,, )] - 
The power capability of any PV module type at a given time or time interval At is then 
basically a function of module temperature T and solar iffadiance Ee as follows [9]: 
P.. [I -, 8(T - T,, )] 
E' 
(3.2) 
Ego 
The terms in equation. (3.2) are defined as: 
Pm. - Average module maximum power at a known or reference solar irradiance Eeo 
and reference cell temperature T, (usually 1000 W/m2 and 2 PC, respectively). 
P- Temperature coefficient of module maximum power expressed in % per IC (a 
negative constant usually available from the module supplier for the cell used). 
Thus, the power capability for an aff ay string in the array configuration shown in 
Figure 3.1, with N number of modules in series is given by: 
Pb= NKbPm, 
where Kb = ndn.. n,,, nb,, Kd 
and 
nd - Diode efficiency, 
n,,. - Mismatch factor for series connected modules, 
n, f,, - Field wiring loss factor, 
n, - Intra-module wiring loss factor, 
(3.3) 
Kd - Power loss factor for dust and dirt on module cover glass 
degradation factor. 
and/or power 
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Figure 3.1: Simplified power flow diagram of a PV array field, showing typical string 
wifing. From source [9]. 
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The resulting array field power capability at a given time interval for M number of 
strings in parallel is: 
P= Mn sa bmpbv 
where n, is the mismatch factor for parallel connected stfings. 
(3.4) 
When equations. (3.2) to (3.4) are combined, P,,, can be expressed in the following 
form, with only three variables, P,,, T and Ee (the other terms are constants). 
Ef 
T') I -Eeo (3.5) 
where p is the correction factor to be established when validating the above equation 
from actual measurements and 
K$a -": MNnbmndnmmnfivnbwKd ; 
the product MN is the total number of modules in the array. 
The array energy capability, E, is the integral of P,. profiles during a sunlight 
period: 
Esa 
- 
pKa P. 
Eso 
ff 
f 11 
-, 8(T - T,, )ý. dl 
to 
(3.6) 
When discrete measurements of Ee and T are available, Esa can be expressed as-. 
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_ 
pKý. P.. " Esa 1: - P(T, - T)JE. At, 
) 
E 
(3.7) 
where Eei and Ti are average values of irradiance and temperature, respectively, in the 
time interval Ati. 
Equation (3.6) or (3.7) represents the simplified model of a PV array. Table 3.1 gives 
an account on the recommended values of parameters for use in array power 
capability calculations. 
Table 3.1: Recommended values for use in array power capability calculations. From 
source [9]. 
Parameter Value 
nd 0.98 for 28 V DC Array Bus 
0.99 for 120 V DC Array Bus 
0.995 for 200-300 V DC Array Bus 
nmm 0.98 
0.98 
nbw 0.99 
nfw 0.99 
a 0.0045 Ký' for monocrystalline Si module 
0.0050 K1 for polycrystalline Si module 
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3.3 General Considerations on PV Power Plants 
Terrestrial photovoltaic systems can be categorised into three application types: stand- 
alone, hybfid and gfid connected systems, as shown in Figure 3.2. The stand-alone 
systems generally involve batteries (or storage tanks in case of water pumping) and are 
used in remote locations which have no access to a public utility grid. In most stand 
alone power pumping applications inverters are used, associated with PV arrays. A 
hybrid system includes a PV array, one or more auxiliary power sources, such as wind 
or diesel generator, and one or more batteries. Although it requires a more complex 
controller than the stand-alone or the grid connected systems, its overall reliability is 
superior to that of the other two systems. The grid connected types are sometimes 
referred to as cogeneration systems. They normally do not include batteries. Here, the 
inverter must be capable of accepting the full range of solar array voltage and power 
excursions, and must be capable of operating at the array peak-power point 
instantaneously. In this case, the utility network acts as an infinite energy sink and 
accepts all available power from the PV system. The simplest grid-connected system 
has a PV array and an inverter as in the case of low-voltage residential grid connection. 
For high-voltage grid connected systems (i. e., greater than 220 or 380 V AQ, 
transformers and appropriate power switching and protection devices are included. 
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Figure 3.2: Three basic types of PV system configuration: a) stand-alone, b) hybfid, c) 
grid-connected. From source [ 12]. 
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For any of the grid connected systems, power factor correction and harmonic filtering 
devices are essential. However, the grid-interface criteria vary with the utility 
companies and have yet to be standardised internationally. Most of the inverters now 
being used for grid-connected applications incorporate peak-power tracking 
capabilities. That is, the inverter controls the PV array output to maintain operation at 
its maximum power point which changes rapidly with variations in solar intensity and 
module temperature. The major constituents of PV power plants are described in the 
next sections, according to [12-15]. 
. PV Arrays 
The key factors affecting the electrical performance of the PV array are- solar 
irradiance, solar cell temperature, solar irradiance angle, electrical wiring resistance 
and the voltage drop in the series blocking diodes. Others are accumulation of dirt and 
other particulates on the module cover glass, electrical degradation of a PV module 
and shadowing of individual cells in PV modules. In terms of their configuration, PV 
arrays can be divided into flat-plate and concentrating arrays. 
. Energy Storage Devices 
Energy storage systems are generally required for stand-alone and hybrid PV plants. 
However, they increase the cost of the overall system and complicate the power 
conditioning electronics. Battery systems range from the proven lead-acid, nickel- 
cadmium and nickel-iron types to the more exotic redox and high-temperature molten 
salt batteries. A review of these systems, with regard to availability and costs, shows 
that the first three types will continue to dominate the PV applications market. Other 
energy storage devices include the fuel cell (with H2 and 02 as stored energy), 
flywheel, pumped water and pumped-air systems. 
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. Power 
Conditioning and Management 
Power conditioning and management requirements can be grouped into stand-alone 
and grid-connected categories. The key considerations are efficiency, lifetime, 
reliability and degree of autonomy. The power electronics in stand-alone systems may 
be simple or complex, depending on the power level and the extent of autonomous 
operation. As the power level goes up, the number of sensing and control functions 
generally increases, thereby decreasing the system reliability. Power conditioning 
requirements are more severe for a stand-alone system because of the need for 
effective battery charge control and discharge protection. Hybfid systems require a 
large amount of sensing and control because of the need to optimise the overall 
operation of the system, considefing (i) available power from the PV array, (ii) battery 
operation constraints, (iii) operating constraints of the auxiliary power source, such as 
diesel, to optimise its efficiency and life and (iv) load management critefia. A hybfid 
system needs therefore a dedicated computer for real-time monitoring and control 
functions. A key consideration in the design and operation of inverters is how to 
achieve high efficiency with varying input and output load, and thereby reduce the heat 
dissipation in the inverter. 
Loads 
Size, cost and configuration of a stand-alone PV system and its dc bus voltage are 
strongly dependent on both transient and steady-state characteristics of the loads. For 
low-power stand-alone PV applications, only dc loads should be selected because an 
inverter, and hence its losses, can be eliminated. Individual loads are characterised by 
their input voltage and power requirements. DC loads consist of resistive, constant 
current, constant voltage or constant power in the applied voltage range. Typical dc 
loads are lamps, radios, stereo, TV, reffigerators, battery charging and motors. 
Fluorescent lamps, power supplies with transformers and high ftequency converters 
used in microwave oven power supplies comprise a category of ac loads which utilises 
induction coupling, resulting in energy transformation. 
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3.4 The Technology of PV Solar Water Pumping 
3.4.1 General Considerations 
Water is one of the primary resources necessary to support life, as has been so 
tragically demonstrated in recent years by several droughts in the Southern African 
region in general, and in Mozambique in particular. Even in regions where the rainfall 
does not fluctuate so severely, access to a clean and reliable water supply can make a 
vital difference to the health and quality of life of a rural conununity. In many of these 
areas water exists below the ground, and throughout the developing world the most 
widespread way of raising it to the surface is still by hand pump. The principal 
mechanised power source is the diesel engine, but this is often beyond the means or 
technical capability of small communities. Although the number of units in the field is 
still small, solar photovoltaic powered pumping systems offer many advantages over 
the more traditional technologies [ 16]. Because there are few moving parts, 
maintenance is reduced to a rninimurn, and reliability is very high. Also, because the 
time of greatest water demand usually coincides with the maximum daily solar energy, 
the available pumping power is well matched to the demand. Solar pumping was first 
introduced into the field in the late nineteen- seventies, and since then manufacturers 
have refined their products to give considerable increases in performance and reliability 
[16]. The steady fall in prices of solar photovoltaic panels means that solar pumping is 
becoming economic for an increasingly wide range of applications. 
A si0ficant part of the early development of solar technology was concerned with 
water pumping [17-19]. A solar steam engine pumped water at the Paris Exposition in 
1878 [16]. The development and commercialisation of a viable solar-thermodynamic 
pump was pioneered by the French company Sofretes [161 following early work in 
Senegal. In the 1970's many of these pumps were installed around the world, 
particularly in the Affican Sahel and Mexico. Development of photovoltaic pumps was 
also pioneered in France. The first systems used a Pompes Guinard motor-pump 
comprising a surface-mounted permanent-magnet DC motor driving a submersed 
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centrifugal pump via a vertical shaft. The motor was connected directly to the PV 
array. Several demonstration units were installed in the 1970's. In 1978 a team at the 
World bank presented a compelling case for a programme to apply small PV pumps 
for irrigation ("micro-irrigation") on a huge scale [16]. A goal of 10 million pumps 
installed by the year 2000 was presented as appropriate, as having a significant impact 
on world food production yet representing 10 percent of potential farmer users. 
Economic analysis suggested that small PV pumps would be economic with array 
costs of around US$5/W`p (1978 dollars). As a result of the work mentioned above, as 
well as other interests, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) provided 
funding for the Global Solar Pumping Project (GLO/78/004), to be executed by the 
World Bank [16]. In July 1979 consultants were appointed by the World Bank to 
evaluate, test and demonstrate commercially available small-scale solar powered 
irrigation pumping systems. At the time the technical feasibility of solar powered 
pumping had been demonstrated in a limited way, but the technology was clearly 
immature and expensive. The purpose of the project was to advise the UNDP and the 
World Bank on the way in which solar pumps should be developed and applied so as 
to provide an appropriate method for irrigation under the conditions that prevail on 
small farms in developing countries. The capacity required amounted to flows in the 
range one to five litres per second and static heads up to 7 metres. Pumps of this 
capacity have outputs in the range 150 to 500 W and can irrigate areas of between 0.5 
and 1.0 hectares, depending on the crop and efficiency of water distribution. The target 
cost of water delivered was US$ 0.05 per cubic metre (1979 prices). When the project 
was defined both solar- thermodynamic and photovoltaic technologies were 
considered to be of equal merit and potential [16]. Following the review, a state-of- 
the-art report was released in 1979. This was followed by an international call for 
offers, together with 250 questionnaires sent to potential suppliers. This resulted in 
only 13 suppliers being able to realistically supply equipment. A total of twelve pumps 
were tested in the field, four in each of Mali, Sudan and the Philippines. One system 
was Solar thermodynamic and the remainder were photovoltaic. Field testing was 
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conducted in 1980, and PV modules, pumps and motors were also tested as 
components in the UK and USA. Three systems performed better than their rated 
value, two systems were within 10% of rated performance, and five systems performed 
significantly below rating. Two systems (including the solar thermodynamic pump) 
failed to operate. The detailed results of this work were published in 1981 and 
concluded that there was indeed considerable potential for the use of solar pumps for 
irrigation, but that none of the products then available on the market were yet suitable 
for widespread use. Extensive recommendations were made on improving 
performance, reliability and cost. The project also reported that meeting the target 
irrigation water costs of US$ 0.05/m3 would not be easy but that a significantly higher 
cost would be acceptable for village water supply. The UNDP and World Bank 
decided to continue the work to the point where really widespread demonstration 
(Phase II) could be contemplated. Important new activities included: 
. Assessment of prospective countries 
for participation in Phase II (countries short- 
listed were Bangladesh, Brazil, Egypt, Kenya, Mexico, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and 
Thailand); 
- Procurement of improved commercial systems and sub-systems for testing in order to 
qualify them for use in Phase II. 
Based on the experience gained in Phase I, exacting specifications were developed to 
define the performance of improved systems, and tenders were invited. 
Of 64 systems tendered 12 were purchased and laboratory tested in the UK in 1982/83. 
The final report was released in 1983 and this concluded that performance had 
improved but that there was still the need and scope for improvements in performance 
and reliability. From the economic studies it was concluded that PV pumps were 
broadly competitive with the primary alternatives and could be justified - in sunny 
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regions where diesel costs are high, wind speeds low and a steady year round demand 
for water exists. It was shown that village water supply would in general become 
economic before irrigation. The final output of the work was the Handbook on Solar 
Water Pumping which was published by the World Bank in 1984 [16]. Given the lead 
of the UNDP/World Bank project, PV pumps have, over the past decade, evolved to 
be simple and reliable. A total of more than 10000 units have been installed to date, of 
which 30-40% are in developing countries [16]. 
3.4.2 The Status of PV Water Pumping in Developing Countries 
A review on the status of PV pumping in four developing countries is presented here 
based on references [16,20]. 
. Mali 
Mali provides a good example of PV solar pumping experience. This country gained a 
lot of experiences in installation, finance, operation and maintenance of PV pumping 
systems. Due to the large seasonal variation in surface water availability, Mali has 
many large pumping projects, with a total of around 15000 boreholes and wells. Most 
of these are handpumps and around 2000 are diesel or kerosene powered. 
Comparatively few (around 200) are solar pumps. Mali Aqua Viva (MAV), a local 
Non Governmental Organisation, pioneered the introduction of solar pumps in Mali in 
1977, and their success has led to other organisations, like the United States Aid 
Agency (USAID), the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the 
German Society for Technical Co-operation (GTZ), adopting PV as a power source 
for pumping. 
Eighty percent of PV pumping in Mali is from boreholes and about 15% from surface 
water. In 1992 there were 157 PV pumping systems in Mali. The total installed array 
capacity is estimated at 220 kWp. The most popular configuration is that of a 
submersible motor/pump set, accounting for 43% of installations. Untd recently the 
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second most popular was the surface motor/submerged pump, which still features in 
25% of present installations. The remainder are either surface, floating or positive 
displacement devices. Heads are typically in the range 30-40 metres. Lower heads are 
also common, but there are only 15 sites with head greater than 40 m. The power 
ratings range from 160 Wp to 12960 Wp for the largest installation, with the mean 
around 1500 Wp, Outputs are in general found to be consistent with the manufacturers 
predictions. The chief suppliers of modules are France Photon, Photowatt and Arco 
Solar, accounting between them for nearly 70% of the total installed power. The main 
subsystems suppliers are Guinard and Grundfos with 25% each, closely followed by 
Total with 18%. However, a breakdown of subsystems suppliers since 1988 shows that 
Guinard have dropped out of the market entirely. This is due to problems with their 
surface motor units (Alta-X) which were replaced after 2-5 years due to their poor 
design. However, the introduction of AC submerged pumps in 1980 led to greater 
durability, and this is the preferred configuration for new boreholes. 
The high investment costs for PV pumps means that outside donors will have to be 
involved with the financing of village PV pumping schemes for the foreseeable f6ture. 
However, the villagers accept the principle that they should contribute in some way, 
and for Mali Aqua Viva installations the beneficiaries contribution to the capital costs 
now stands at 20%. Villagers must also pay for maintenance and repair. 
. Morocco 
More than 100 solar pumps have been installed by the Ministry of the Interior, and 
there are probably up to 100 other systems installed privately. Most installations are 
rated at around I kWp, and pump through heads of 15-50 m. The Ministry of the 
Interior, in its plan for 1988-1992, intended to equip 2,000 sites with solar pumps. 
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. Brazil 
Brazil along with India and China is one of the few developing countries with 
photovoltaic manufacture and systems integration in the country. The organisation 
manufacturing PV modules and systems is Heliodinamica of Sao Paulo, which entered 
the PV market in 198 1. By 1989 the company had achieved sales of 600 kWp per 
annum with revenues exceeding US$ 2.6 m. However the market for PV pumps has 
not developed in Brazil with only approximately 53 systems installed by September 
1990. 
. India 
The largest number of solar pumps in one country is in India, where more than -1000 
systems have been installed for village water supplies. Good responses have been 
reported along with wide user acceptance. The modules and systems have been 
indigenously designed and manufactured by Central Electronics Lin-dted (CEL) in 
India. The potential for application for PV in India is so great that several other 
companies have started PV production including Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited 
(BHEL) and Rajasthan Electronics and Instruments Limited (REIL). 
3.4.3 Description of the Hardware 
A PV pumping system can be divided up into four major components: 
The PV array; 
The power conditioning (if any); 
The load (i. e., an electric motor coupled to a pump); 
- The water storage and distribution system. 
3.4.3.1 The Technology of PV Arrays 
The basic unit of a photovoltaic array as far as the buyer is concerned is the PV 
module. In water pumping applications both crystalline silicon and amorphous silicon 
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modules are used. Nevertheless, modules of crystalline silicon are much more preferred 
in this application, as they are more reliable than those based on amorphous silicon, 
although the cost per unit of energy provided is also higher. 
3.4.3.2 The Technology of Motor/Pump Sets 
In some cases it is feasible to utilise off-the-shelf, mass produced motors and pumps. 
However, some rnanufacturers have developed specialised pumps and motors with an 
above average efficiency to minimise overall system costs. The pump/motor subsystem 
operates in a different way to a conventional motor because the power supply varies as 
the incident solar energy changes. Most motors are designed for maximum efficiency at 
certain vOltage/cuffent characteristics, and performance can drop off quickly away 
from this operating point. In a solar powered system the motor/pump subsystem must 
be able to work fairly efficiently over a range of voltage and current levels. Although 
these specialised motors cost more than conventional motors, this is outweighed by the 
cost saving in terms of the number of PV modules required. 
The usual measure of the motor performance is the power efficiency, which is the ratio 
of hydraulic output power to electrical input power. This is an instantaneous 
measurement, and is a maximum for the design conditions. The daily energy efficiency 
of the subsystem is a time average of the power efficiency. This depends on variations 
in the power efficiency, and thus on the solar irradiance profile for the day. The daily 
energy efficiency is more useful, as this determines the required array size for a given 
hydraulic duty. 
The motor/pump requires a certain minimum power input to start working, and 
different pump types respond in different ways. A centrifugal pump will begin to rotate 
at very low light levels, but will not lift any water through the head until the pump 
reaches a certain speed. This power threshold increases with the required pumping 
head. A positive displacement pump needs a very high torque to start, as the pump is 
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pus . ng against the whole head. Thus more current will be needed for starting than 
running. This can mean that without power conditioning the pump will not start until 
quite a time after sunrise because the maximum current from a PV cell is limited for a 
given irradiance level, and at high currents, the cell is far from its maximum power 
point. The starting and stopping threshold of a pump is an important parameter, 
because it determines how much of the total daily insolation is not used for useful 
pumping A typical starting threshold might be 300 W/m2. On overcast days the 
irradiance may not exceed this and the pump may not operate at all. 
. Motor Technology 
There are three types of motor commonly used for PV pumping applications, and each 
has its good and bad points. For this reason no one type has yet emerged as a standard. 
These types are [16,20-21]: 
Brushed type permanent magnet DC motors; 
Brushless type permanent magnet DC motors; 
. AC motors. 
The immediate choice is between AC and DC motors. In terms of simplicity the DC 
motor is an attractive option because PV modules only produce direct current, and less 
specialised power conditioning equipment is needed. In many low power situations the 
array can be directly coupled to the motor with no electronics at all. For higher power 
applications (>250 W) an AC motor may be used in conjunction with an inverter. The 
range of AC motors available is much greater and the prices are generally lower. 
However the inverter is a relatively expensive piece of equipment and for small 
systems, the savings from using a cheaper AC motor may be offset by the additional 
cost of the inverter (around 1000 M). This configuration is therefore usually only the 
norm for larger systems. Commercially available inverters are designed to perform best 
at certain input and output characteristics, and the variable nature of the PV power 
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supply may adversely affect their efficiency. It should be noted that in a recent study 
of pump failures in Mali, 20% were caused by inverter failure, the second largest cause 
after problems due to dirt [16]. The DC units used for PV applications are generally of 
the permanent magnet type. In conventional DC motors the magnetic field is produced 
electromagnetically by the field winding. While more output power can be obtained in 
this way for a given motor size, valuable energy is consumed by the field windings. F(W 
PV driven motors a permanent magnet is used to produce the magnetic field and so no 
power is consumed in the field windings, leading to higher efficiencies. Smaller PV 
array sizes may therefore be used for the same hydraulic duty. It is inherent in the 
design of DC motors that brushes are needed to transmit the power to the 
commutator. These are usually made of graphite, and so will wear down over a period 
of time and require replacement. A typical replacement interval for modem pumps is 
every two years (or 2000 to 4000 pumping hours). Although replacement is not 
difficult, it doeý entail removal of the pump/motor (for submerged units) and means 
that villagers must be trained in an extra aspect of maintenance. There will obviously 
also be increased maintenance costs associated with brushed motors. In the brushless 
DC motors the permanent magnet is the central rotor, and the field windings are 
electronically switched by means of a rotor position sensor. The extra electronic 
circuitry adds cost and possible reliability problems to this choice of motor, but during 
the last few years designs have improved greatly. Many established manufacturers now 
use brushless motors. 
. Pump Technology 
Pumps can generally be divided into two categories, centrifugal and positive 
displacement [16,20-21]. These two types of pump have inherently different 
characteristics and are suited to different operating conditions. Centrifugal pumps are 
designed for fixed head applications and their water output increases in proportion to 
their speed of rotation. The principle of operation is that water enters at the centre of 
the pump and a rotating impeller throws water outwards due to centrifugal force. The 
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water outlet is on the outside of the impeller cavity and thus a pressure difference is 
created between inlet and outlet of the pump. A pump with just one impeller is called 
single stage, but most borehole pumps are multistage. This means that the outlet from 
one impeller feeds into the centre of another, each one adding a further pressure 
difference. When the speed of rotation gets high enough this pressure will be enough 
to lift water through the head and pumping will begin. Centrifugal pumps have an 
optimum efficiency at a certain design head and design rotation speed. At heads and 
flows away from the design point their efficiency decreases. Centrifugal pumps are 
seldom used for suction lifts of more than 6 or 7 metres and are more reliably operated 
in submerged or floating motor/pump sets (in fact the theoretical absolute maximum 
for suction lift is about 9 m). This is because they are not inherently self priming and 
can easily lose their prime at higher suction heads. However, submersible pumpsets 
may lift water ftom many tens of metres, depending on the number of stages and 
operating speed. 
Positive displacement pumps have a water output which is almost independent of head, 
but directly proportional to speed. These pumps employ a pistorL/cylinder arrangement, 
or cavity of variable size, and so when the pump starts, water is forced against the 
entire head. Frictional forces are higher than in centrifugal pumps, because contact of 
moving surfaces is necessary to "positively displace" the pumped fluid. At high heads 
and low speeds the frictional forces are small relative to the hydrostatic forces. 
Consequently for high heads displacement pumps'may be the more efficient choice. At 
lower heads (less than about 15 m) the frictional forces are large compared to the 
hydrostatic forces and so efficiency is low and a displacement pump is less likely to be 
used. A factor to consider when coupling a positive displacement pump to a PV array 
is the cyclical nature of the load on the motor. This causes variations in the electrical 
impedance of the load as seen by the PV array, and so the array will fluctuate around 
(and hence away from) its maximum power point. This is particularly a problem during 
the high torques experienced on starting This means that electronic power 
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conditioning is sometimes needed to smooth out these impedance changes by 
dynamically matching the array and motor impedances. Smoothing the motor torque 
can also be performed mechanically by the addition of a flywheel or counterweight. 
These power matching problems are not much experienced by centrifugal pumps, 
which exert a smooth, constant torque on their motor. 
. Subsystem Configuration 
There are several different system configurations that are suitable for use with solar 
power. The five main types are the following [ 16,2 1 ], see Figure 3.3: 
Submerged Motor/I! ump - This is useful for medium depth (<50 m) b 
'orehole 
applications using centrifugal pumps. Advantages are that it is easy to install with 
flexible pipework, and the motor-pumpset is submerged, away from potential damage. 
Motors may be DC (brushed or brushless) or AC, although AC is most common, 
particularly for high power and deep borehole applications; 
Surface Motor/Submerged Pump - This design allows easy access to the motor for 
brush changes, but is now becoming increasingly unpopular for a number of reasons. 
Reliability tends to be poor when used with centrifugal pumps due to bearing wear, 
and installation is costly. There are also significant power losses from the shaft 
bearings due to vibration and fliction. Data from a monitoring programme in Mali has 
shown that most surface motor units are being replaced by submersible systems, 
Jack Pump (Reciprocating Positive Displacement Pump) - These are also known as 
"nodding donkey" pumps and are mainly used in very deep, low flow borehole 
applications. The motor is mounted above ground and features a balance weight to 
counter the cyclic force exerted on the motor by the pump. Some designs use different 
gear rations for different parts of the cycle to improve the matching on the power 
stroke. Because the shaft does not rotate but moves vertically, it does not suffer the 
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bearing-associated problems. Above ground components tend to be heavy and robust, 
and installation is expensive; 
Floating Motor-Pump Sets - The portability of the floating pump set makes it ideal 
for irngation pumping from canals and open wells. The pump moves with the water 
level, and so is not likely to run dry, unless the source dries. The arrays are often 
mounted on wheels to allow easy movement. Obviously this design is not suitable for 
borehole purnpin g; 
Surface Suction Pumpsets - This configuration is not generally used unattended, due 
to self starting and priming problems, particularly at high suction heads. The physical 
limit on suction heads is about 8 m, but it is better to operate at the minimum possible. 
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3.4.3.3 Power Conditioning 
Both PV arrays and electric motors operate most effectively with certain voltage and 
current characteristics, but it may be difficult to obtain a good match between them. 
For this reason it is often worthwhile to use some form of power conditioning. In 
almost all cases the use of power conditioning equipment implies a power loss 
(typically 5% or less), additional cost and additional possible failure mode. Hence to 
justify their use, the increased cost must be compensated for by extra water output, or 
in the case of safety equipment, better reliability. Power conditioning may be of several 
types: 
Impedance matching devices; 
DC to AC inverters; 
Batteries; 
Switches, protective cut-outs, etc. 
Impedance matching devices are used to match the electrical characteristics of the load 
and the array. In these conditions both the motor and the array can function close to 
their maximum efficiency over a range of conditions and light levels. For instance, high 
currents may be produced so that the motor/pump will start in low solar irradiance 
conditions. This is particularly important when using reciprocating positive 
displacement pumps, which have to work against the full pumping head to start-up. 
Maximum power point trackers (NVPT's) are "intelligent" devices, usually employing a 
microprocessor. The power output of the array is sampled at frequent intervals 
(typically every 30 milliseconds), and a comparison made with the previous value. If 
the output power has increased then the array voltage is stepped in the same direction 
as the last step. If the power has decreased then the voltage is stepped the opposite 
way. In this way the NTPT always allows the array to operate at its peak power point. 
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A cheaper alternative is just to use an electronic controller to hold the array voltage 
constant. This tends to hold the array fairly close to its maximum power point over 
quite a range of conditions, due to the nature of its electrical characteristics (the 
maximum power point voltage does not vary over quite a range of insolation levels). 
Inverters convert direct current to alternating current, and are used to enable PV arrays 
to drive AC motors. Inverter efficiencies can be as high as 97%, but circuitry should 
involve some form of impedance matching for best results. Choosing an inverter is 
critical to its effectiveness in the system, as many units are designed for certain 
characteristics,, and have a poor part-load efficiency. However, there are now several 
variable frequency inverters on the market that have been specially designed for PV 
applications. These have so far proved to be reliable and efficient (>95%) even on part 
load. 
Batteries also provide a means of impedance matching. A battery can usefully store the 
energy from the array at irradiance levels too low to start a pump. Pumping can 
therefore start at low or even zero light levels as required. Because of their fixed 
voltage operation, designers can optimise the motor/pump subsystem for maximum 
efficiency. One drawback is that battery efficiency may be as low as 70% through self- 
discharge, and so this may offset the benefit gained at low irradiance. They also require 
regular maintenance and have a shorter operational life than the rest of the pumping 
system'. Very few solar pumping systems include batteries at present, although research 
work continues in this field. 
Switches and cut-outs protect components against power surges or damaging electrical 
conditions that may be caused by failure of other components, incorrect use or 
connection, or other possible malfunction. A system involving battenes may include a 
low-voltage cut-off to protect the batteries against deep discharge. If a pump runs dry, 
the motor may over-speed and bum out. Therefore if this is a possibility (i. e., with 
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unattended borehole systems) a water level detector or over-speed cut-out device 
should be used. 
3.4.3.4 Water Storage and Distribution 
The characteristics of a delivery system have a significant effect on the size of the 
required pumping system, and thus on the overall system's cost. The main factors to 
consider are [16]: 
. 
The volumetric efficiency of storage and distribution - This is the fraction of the 
pumped water which actually reaches its point of use. This is particularly vital in 
irrigation appfications, in which a great deal can be lost. This would mean a larger 
pump, a larger array and thus higher costs; 
. The total pumped 
head - This is the sum. of the static head (pressure needed to pump 
the water up to the level of the storage tank), the dynamic head (pressure loss due to 
ffiction and turbulence in the pipework and any increase in head due to drawdown in 
the well or borehole; 
The actual cost of the storage and distribution system itself - For a large irrigation 
system this could be a significant part of the total system cost. 
With conventional pumping systems water is available on demand, and so short term 
storage is not such an important consideration. However, with solar pumping there 
may be significant variations in sunshine from day to day, and so water may not be 
available when it is most needed without some form of storage. The storage 
requirements for village supply and irrigation are rather different. For irrigation, above 
ground storage is not feasible due to the large quantities of water involved, and would 
in fact, rarely be required. On a day to day basis, variations in supply are smoothed out 
by storage in the root zone of the crop. However, for larger systems some storage may 
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be provided in the form of a shallow pond, which can be constructed very cheaply with 
local materials and labour. For village water supplies some storage is essential, and 
should be adequate for several days water supply. Although 5 days may be desirable, in 
practice only about 2 or 3 days is usually affordable. A typical example would be a 
central raised storage tank close to the pump (to minimise dynamic head losses) and a 
piped distribution system to stand-pipes. Tanks should be wide and squat rather than 
tall and thin, or the total head may significantly increase as the tank becomes full. 
Pipes, being a -cheap part of the system should therefore be oversized to reduce 
dynamic losses to a minimum. 
The distribution system for small scale irrigation scheme consists of (i) the conveyance 
network to move water from the pump or storage tank to the field and (ii) the field 
application method to apply water to the crops. As far as village water supply is 
concerned, in many cases there may be no distribution system, with villagers fetching 
their water from a tap at the storage tank. This reduces the head loss and reduces 
piping costs. A prime factor to consider when deciding on a distribution system for 
livestock or village water supply, is the number of people or animals to be supplied by 
one pump. There are few economies of scale with solar pumping, and it can therefore 
be expected that several pumps are likely to have around the same cost as one pump 
with piped distribution. If individual well-yield are low this will be the limiting factor, 
but overall cost needs to be minimised for each application, and due allowance made 
for the cost of drilling extra boreholes or wells. The number and positioning of stand- 
pipes should take into account the distance villagers must walk to fetch their water. 
The time used in collecting water must be weighed against the cost of additional 
piping. 
3.4.4 Operation and Performance of PV Pumping Systems 
As it is usual to buy a complete system, it is more useful to have a feel for which 
systems perform best in which conditions, and over what range of conditions operation 
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is possible. Figure 3.4 iflustrates the typical ranges for different pump types as a 
function of output and head. The shading indicates the areas of the graph In which 
various configurations are most suitable, and can be used as a guide when performing a 
technical appraisal or life cycle cost analysis. 
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The efficiency of conversion from the daily solar energy to hydraulic energy should be 
at least 3% and ideally more than 4% for a good system. 
3.4.5 Available Equipment 
The market now offers PV pumping equipment to suit a wide range of scenarios, from 
the smallest of a few tens of Wp to the largest at several tens of kWp [ 16]. However, 
the bulk of sales is for systems rated at less than 1500 Wp, and it is in this range that 
most manufacturers possess most of their experience. The smallest units on offer are a 
17 Wp domestic pump from Heliodinamica of Brazil and a 47 Wp submersible from 
Solarjack of the US. At the other end of the scale, the largest standard units are a 3.7 
kWp submersible from Kyocera of Japan and a 5.1 kWp floating system from Total 
Energie of France. Very few maximum heads exceed 120 m with the highest being 300 
m for a Chronar jack-pump. The highest specified flow rate is 700 m3/day at 5m head 
for a Total Energie floating system. Table 3.2 gives an account of the configurations of 
pumps available and power ranges in Wp, and appendix Ca list of major suppliers of 
PV water pumping equipment. 
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Table 3.2 : Configurations of pumps available and power ranges in Wp, from source 
[16]. 
SURFACE SUB R- PROG. 
SUPPLIER SUMON FLOATING SIBLE JACK CAV. 
BP Solar yes yes yes 
80-720 320-480 560-1400 
Chloride yes yes 
Solar 320-640 740-1480 
Chronar yes yes 
1204W 160-960 
Dinh Co. yes yes yes 
100-M 975-1625 975-1625 
Duba yes yes 
120-200 640-1280 
Fluxinos Oscillation pump 360 Wp, 
Grundfo3 yes 
250-1500 
Heliodinamica yes yes 
17490 735-1470 
Helios yes yes 
Technology 270 270-1800 
Hydra3ol yes yes 
300-1400 300-900 
KSB Yes yes 
530 
Kyocera yes 
50-3700 
McDonald yes yes 
130-1680 320-1590 
Mono/Suntron yes yes 
120-1680 120-1680 
Siemens yes yes 
550-825 770-1540 
Soladack yes yes 
47-94 106424 
Total Energie yes yes 
240-5120 640-3200 
3.4.6 Equipment Costs 
Recent years have seen the cost of PV solar water pumping falling, largely due to 
reductions in the costs of PV modules. This trend is expected to continue in the next 
decade with the advancement of PV technology and more efficient manufactunng 
processes. The costs of motor/pump units or inverters or any power conditioning piece 
of equipment are not likely to decrease, although there should be some steady 
improvement in efficiencies and reliability. The costs of each component at present are 
as follows [ 16]: 
. PV Arrays 
The base price to the consumer for PV modules is presently about 5 US$/W P, Array 
support structure cost is between I and 2 US$ per Wp, Racks are available to hold 1,4 
or 8 modules. Tracking array support structures add about 4 US$/Wp onto the system 
price. 
. Motor/Pumpsets 
There is a considerable variation in prices from configuration to configuration, thus 
they are dealt separately. 
Surface Suction - The bulk of the prices range between 1000 US$ and 1500 US$ 
with a mean of 1330 US$. This corresponds to between 2 and 4 US$/Wp for the mid- 
range pumpsets, rising as high as 10 US$/Wp for the smallest units (120 W), 
Floating - There are very few floating pumps on the market (compared to surface 
suction or submersibles). For a small to medium sized units these pumps are priced 
around 1000 US$, 
- 
Submersibles - Most of these motor/pumpsets lie In the range 1000 to 3000 US$, 
with a mean of around 2300 US$, which corresponds to about I to 3 US$/Wp of rated 
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array power. The smallest and cheapest unit is the Solaýack SDS at 425 US$, 
designed for use with arrays as small as 47 Wp, Another smafl, low-cost unit is the 
Robby-24 from Helios at 702 US$. In general, prices tend to vary more between 
different manufacturers than for different pumps within the size range of the same 
manufacturer; 
- Jack 
Pumps - As with floating pumps, the sample is quite small, but shows that jack 
pump prices vary in a well defined way with pump size, being between 10 and' 15 
US$/WP of the rated array power. As a lower boundary condition on this, no jack 
pumps were found costing below 3000 US$. The mean price over the whole sample 
was 5870 US$ with no units over 7500 US$. 
. Power Conditioning and Control Equipment 
At the lower end of the price range, a simple electronic control module costs between 
400 and 500 US$, and wiH be sufficient for many small DC systems. Starter units 
(current boosters) are available for as little as 50 to 100 US$. The specialised inverters 
for PV applications are priced at between 1000 and 2000 US$ for power rating up to 
about 1500 W. although some higher power devices cost as much as 4000 US$. 
3.4.7 Water Sanitation 
Consumption of non-potable water is a source of many diseases in Mozambique, 
especially among children. Cholera and diarrhoea count among common diseases 
caused by the consumption of improper water. According to the UNDP Report [221 
60% of the population in Mozambique still drinks non-potable water. Thus, in case of 
village water supply water should be purified before it is supplied to the community. 
Rigorous measures of purification have to be taken especially if the source of watet are 
ponds, wells, rivers or any open source. As far as boreholes is concemed, there is a 
need to analyse the quality of water after drilling. If it is proper for drinking it can be 
used without previous treatment. Nevertheless it may be important to undertake this 
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type of analysis periodically, for instance every five years. If it is not proper, then 
measures for purification have to be taken. Storage tanks for drinking water should 
always be covered to ensure a clean supply, and prevent entry of dirt, insects and 
animals. 
3.5 Monitoring Systems 
Monitoring as described herein deals with the collection, recording and transmission of 
data for archival storage and off-site analysis of plant performance. Monitoring 
equipment generally consists of a serial chain of sensors, signal conditioning devices, 
the data acquisition system (DAS), and data transmission/receiving devices. This whole 
chain is defined as the data collection system (DCS), the heart of which, the DAS, is 
the most critical part. The DAS itself has several elements each of which can cause a 
failure in the data collection process. DAS's can be classified into "PC-based" 
systems and "Dataloggers". The PC-based systems are those which use an EBM PC, or 
its compatible. A datalogger is thus any DAS which does not use the PC for on-line 
data collection. and storage. Almost all dataloggers commonly used make full use of 
PC's for the initial set-up and programming of the input data and also for subsequent 
analysis and presentation of results after retrieving stored data. In the following 
paragraphs, the state-of-the-art hardware for the principal elements of the DCS is 
described, in accordance with reference [12,23-25] 
- PC-Based DAS 
One of the best arrangements for data acquisition and processing is a PC-based system. 
It basically consists of "front-end" electronics, a PC and simple software to process, 
calculate and store specified engineering parameters. The "front-end" electronics 
provides the interface between the sensors and the PC. Most dataloggers and A/D 
conversion equipment can serve as the front-end-electronics. 
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. Dataloggers 
Dataloggers are smaller low-cost data acquisition units, with their own 
microprocessors and limited data storage space. Most of the commercially available 
and custom-designed units have been found to be very versatile and rugged. For 
projects that require hourly data recording continuously, dataloggers combined with 
periodic transfer of data, via modem or using an external storage module, provide a 
very reliable and cost-effective approach. It must be noted, however, that these 
dataloggers do not have the capability of the PC-based systems in terms of on-line (i. e., 
real time) and off-fine processing. 
. Personal Computers 
A computer is used in two ways in plant monitoring, (i) as part of the DAS to receive, 
record, and/or transmit data over modem, and (ii) to retrieve data from the datalogger 
or another on-line computer. There are key considerations and trade-offs to be taken 
into account in the selection of a computer for monitoring purposes, like the capability 
to interface to an external device (modem, printer or plotter), the availability of an A/D 
slot card in the computer and the capacity of the computer's hard disk. 
. Signal Conditioning Devices 
The signal conditioning devices convert the sensor signal from one range to another, 
and dc to dc, or dc to digital signal. There are essentially two specific types of signal 
conditioning - the isolation amplifier which does both signal conversion and isolation 
of input from the output (i. e. galvanic isolation), and the voltage divider. In general, 
isolation amplifiers should be used for the measurement of : (i) High dc bus voltages 
(even when voltage dividers are used), currents and other parameters that require 
signal conditioning because of the DAS input lin-ýitations. Voltage dividers are often 
necessary before the isolation amplifiers, for example, stepping down from the 500 V 
DC level PV array and battery voltages, to the 10 V DC level. The voltage divider is 
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simply a two-resistor network. Two of the best sources of isolation amplifiers are 
Analog Devices (5B sefies) and Hartman & Braun. 
. Solar Irradiance Sensors 
Both instantaneous and daily energy values are needed to evaluate the performance of 
PV systems. It is important, therefore, that sensors used for continuous measurements 
of solar irradiance outdoors give accurate readings and be constructed to withstand 
environments normally encountered. Two basic types of solar irradiance sensors are 
the thermopile and silicon based devices. The interest in Si cells as the transducers for 
solar intensity stems from their low cost, and for the PV application, the similarity in 
the response characteristics between sensor and the PV array. They are available on 
the commercial markets about 3 to 5 times cheaper than the thermopile devices. 
Thermopile-based pyranometers have been widely used for solar irradiance monitoring 
in the meteorological stations and for solar thermal research and application work for 
several decades, and their characteristics are well known. The popular ones now 
available are the 2n, 160' field of view instruments from Kipp and'Zonen, Schenk and 
Eppley Laboratories. These sensors have been widely accepted throughout the world 
as the principal instruments for irradiance measurements, and they are traceable to the 
World Radiometric Reference (W`RR) [12]. For these reasons, only thermopile sensors 
can be used for calibration of Si sensors [12]. Si-based sensors have been reported to 
be technically comparable to the thermopile sensors within the desirable accuracy [ 12]. 
. Power, Ampere-Hour and Energy Meters 
These devices have been used mainly for the monitoring of -. (i) solar energy on the 
plane of the array and on a horizontal surface, (ii) PV energy output and (iii) inverter 
energy output. Power, ampere-hour and energy meters are actually sensors because 
they give certain values of output in real time. The power sensor has analog voltage 
and current multipliers resulting in the VI product which is power. Then an electronic 
(analog) integrating circuit operating on power as the input yields energy over a given 
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duration of time. The ampere-hour counting circuit functions in a similar manner, but it 
uses only the current as input. Many of the dataloggers and PC-based DAS have the 
capability to multiply two channels (VI) to calculate power and then to integrate the 
power profile to obtain the energy. The computer can also calculate Ah by integrating 
the cuffent. 
. Modems 
Users often need to send information to other computers via telephone or radio 
modems for quick assessment. The rate of transferring data is important, especially 
when making long-distance calls. 
. Miscellaneous Hardware 
Other sensors used in PV plant monitoring are those for ambient and PV module 
temperatures and wind speed. These are standard off-the-shelf items with many 
sources. For temperature measurements PT 100 and 105T thermocouple probes have 
become standard in many PV plants; wind speeds are normally measured using a 
AIOOR anemometer. Lightning overvoltage protection devices constitute another 
hardware items to be considered in any monitoring. 
3.6 Experimental Procedure 
3.6.1 The PV Power Plant Characterisation 
3.6.1.1 PV Power Plant Description 
For the purposes of these studies a stand alone water pumping system with a nominal 
capacity of 848 Wp was instafled outdoors at the Campus of the Eduardo Mondlane 
University, in Maputo, Mozambique. The system has been designed having in mind 
that it should provide drinking water to a community of 250 people. See appendix D 
for the methodology of designing a PV water pumping system. According to the 
recommendations of the World Health Organisation, a rninimum of 40 litres per person 
and per day is required in rural areas, for drinking, hygiene and cooking. Thus, such a 
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system should supply an average of 10 cubic metres per day. The system comprises the 
following major subsystems: 
. Solar array with 
16 solar modules built together to form a self-containing DC power 
generating system; 
. 
DC-AC inverter; 
. Submersible motor/pump unit. 
For a detailed description of the main plant's components see appendix E, which is 
based on references [26-29]. Figure 3.5 shows a schematic diagram of the referred 
experimental set-up, and Figure 3.6 a photo of that scheme. In Figures 3.7 and 3.8 
some components of the plant are presented. 
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Figure 3.5: The schematic diagram of the experimental set-up of the Eduardo 
Mondlane University. 
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Figure 3.6 A photo of the experimental set-up of the Eduardo Mondlane University. 
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ko 
Figure 3.7- Components of the power plant (the Grundfos inverter SA 1500). 
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Grundfos (Denmark) 
Figure 3.8- Components of the power plant (the submersible Grundfos pump). 
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3.6.1.2 Monitoring System Description 
The parameters monitored during the research work performed are as follows: (i) solar 
irradiance in the horizontal surface,; (ii) solar irradiance in the plane of the a aý rr v- 
array output DC current; (iv) array output DC voltage; (v) ambient air temperaturel 
(vi) modules temperature; (vii) wind speed, (viii) inverter output AC power, and (A) 
water flow. The monitoring system comprised the following main components: 
The data acquisition system (of type datalogger), 
The sensors and signal conditioning devices. 
Figure 3.9 shows a schematic diagram of the plant with the associated monitoring 
system and Figures 3.10 and 3.11 some components of the monitoring system. The 
monitoring period was of six months, from I st January to 30th June 1995. The work 
has been interrupted in July 1995, due to a damage in the AC powermeter caused by a 
lightning strike. This device is due to be replaced and the monitoring will be 
continued. 
The monitoring system was designed so that every 5 seconds the datalogger recorded 
data measured by the sensors in its input memory. These data were then internally 
processed, i. e. averaged and/or integrated depending on the cases, in time intervals At, 
of one hour. Hourly averages and sums were then saved in the datalogger final 
memory, which was linked to an extended external solid state storage module, ready to 
be transferred to a PC for off-site analysis. Some data were collected through direct 
readings. In the following sections details about the monitoring hardware will be 
provided. 
- The Data Acquisition System 
A datalogger of type Campbell Scientific 21X [30] was used for data acquisition and 
preliminary treatment. It encompassed 16 single-ended channels, equivalent to 8 
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differential channels, expandable to 192 channels by means of a multiplexer. An 
external solid state storage module of type SM 716, with a capability to store 716,000 
readings, was coupled to the datalogger. The software PC-208 was used in association 
with the logger both for programming using a PC as well as for on-line data 
monitoring and transfer of data to the PC, 
. Sensors and Signal Conditioning Devices 
The main characteristics of the sensors and signal conditioning devices used are 
presented in table 3.3. 
Table 3.3 : Main characteristics of the sensors and signal conditioning devices used, 
from sources [31-36]. 
Type of Measurement Type of Measuring Accuracy 
Device 
Solar irradiance Pyranometer Campbell 3.0% 
Scientific SP II 10 
Temperature Campbell Scientific 0.5% 
Thermocouple Probe 105T 
Wind speed Campbell Scientific 1.0% 
Anemometer AI OOR 
DC current Shunt with isolation Analog 0.05% 
Devices of type 5B30-03 
DC voltage Resistance bridge with 
isolation Analog Devices of 0.05% 
type 5B31-03 
AC inverter output Schalenberger powermeter 2.0% 
L Pump flow Woltman counter WP-XC 3.0% 
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Legend: 
Transducers of 
A- Solar irradiance on horizontal surface 
Solar irradiance on array plane 
Ambient temperature 
D- Wind speed 
E- Module/cell temperature 
F- PV array voltage 
G- PV array current 
H- AC inverter output 
I- Pump flow 
Figure 3.9: Schematic of the power plant with the associated monitoring system. 
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Figure 3.10 - Components of the monitoring system (the datalogger 21 X). 
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Weather-proof Pyranometer 
Figure 3.11: Components of the monitoring system (A radiation sensor). 
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3.7 Monitoring Results 
The monitoring activity was undertaken from the Ist January up to 30th June 1995. 
The datalogger Campbell Scientific 21X enabled to record every five seconds 
instantaneous data measured by sensors of hofizontal irradiance, planar irradiance, 
ambient air temperature, modules temperature, wind speed, array voltage, array 
current and array power (as a product of array voltage and array current). Every hour 
these data were internally processed by the datalogger in order to obtain their hourly 
averages. The data were internally organised in such a way that the year, the Julian day 
and the hour of the measurement were indicated. Apart from this, direct readings were 
made for total daily values of AC energy from the inverter and of water flow from the 
bore hole, in the same period. The errors in the measurements here performed are as 
indicated in table 3.3. In table 3.4 data recorded by the datalogger in 5th May 1995 
are presented, to serve as an illustration for the data acquisition format. Table 3.5 
presents an example of data of AC energy and water flow collected through direct 
readings. 
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Table 3.5 - Data collected directly from AC energy and water flow meters in May 1995. 
Month/Year Day AC Energy 
[kWh/Day] 
Water Flow 
[m ^ 3/Dayl 
May/1 995 1 3.9 11.5 
May/1 995 2 3.7 11.1 
May/1 995 3 2.3 05.4 
May/1 995 4 3.2 08.2 
May/1 995 5 4.0 12.7 
May/1 995 6 4.0 12.2 
May/1 995 7 3.0 07.7 
May/1 995 8 3.0 07.3 
May/1 995 9 3.0 08.8 
May/1 995 10 1.3 01.1 
May/1 995 11 4.0 12.1 
May/1 995 12 4.2 12.9 
May/1 995 13 3.8 11.4 
May/1 995 14 0.0 00.0 
May/1 995 15 5.5 14.1 
May/1 995 16 3.9 12.3 
May/1 995 17 2.3 04.1 
May/1 995 18 3.8 11.8 
May/1 995 19 4.0 11.8 
May/1 995 20 3.8 11.8 
May/1 995 21 3.6 11.4 
May/1 995 22 1.2 01.6 
May/1 995 23 0.0 00.0 
May/1 995 24 3.6 09.6 
May/1 995 25 3.9 12.4 
_May/1 
995 26 3.9 13.2 
May/1 995 27 3.8 12.7 
May/1 995 28 0.0 00.0 
__May/1995 
29 5.0 12.5 
May/1 995 30 3.9 12.6 
May/1 995 31 2.3 05.2 
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All recorded data have been transferred to a PC for analysis. The spreadsheet Excel 4 
for Windows has been used to import data, as well as for analysis and graphical 
presentation. The next subsections give an account on the different analyses 
performed. 
3.7.1 Solar Radiation and Temperature Behaviour 
The solar radiation and the temperature are the major parameters affecting the 
performance of any system whose operation is based on solar cells. Thus, it is 
important to understand how these parameters behave in local conditions. Figure 3.1 
presents the behaviour of solar radiation both in the horizontal (horizontal radiation) 
and in the plane of the array (planar radiation) surface in 6th January 1995. The useful 
period of the day considered in this analysis is from 5 a. m. up to 7 p. m.. Based on 
hourly values of radiation, daily values were computed and then monthly average 
values were calculated. Figure 3.13 presents average monthly values of radiation from 
January to June 1995. Similar analysis were performed for temperature behaviour, as 
presented in Figures 3.14 and 3.15. 
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3.7.2 Determination of the Conversion Efficiencies of the PV Plant 
Based on expressions 3.1 and the results of measurements the conversion efficiencies 
of the major components of the plant as well as its global efficiency were determined. 
Figure 3.16 represents the conversion efficiencies of the array in 5th June 1995, while 
table 3.6 represents the monthly averages of the efficiencies of the plant's components, 
including the global efficiency. Figure 3.17 is a graphical representation of table 3.6. 
Table 3.6: Monthly averages of the plant's components efficiencies. 
Months Ilarray 
[%] 
71inverter 
1%] 
71motor/pump 
[%] 
Ilglobal 
1%] 
Jan 11.4 94 34 3.6 
Feb 11.3 94 34 3.7 
Mar 11.3 94 33 3.5 
Apr 11.5 93 32 3.4 
May 11.6 93 32 3.4 
Jun 11.8 93 34 3.8 
Average 11.5 94 33 3.6 
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According to the theory of errors propagation, and taking into account expressions 
1), the relative errors in the determination of the major plant's components 
efficiencies are as follows: 
. PV Array: 
2v22 
1 
F( 
+ dc) + 
ýýe ) 
)2 +(O. o 
)2 )2 
ýLdc 
dc Er 
v 
V(0.0005 
+ (0.0005 3 =3.0% Idc 
dc E, 
. Inverter: 
2+ (_ýý 2+V 
dc dc dc 
2 r 
aof Er ao 
Idc v 1[(0.02y +ý(0-00ý05y + (0ý. 0005y =2.0% 
(pa 
dc 
. Motor/Pump Unit 
22 
Er 
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++ V(O. 03)2 +(0.02)2 + (0.02)2 =4. l% h pac 
- Global System 
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77inverter 
)7motorlpump 
'7motorlpump 
= 
V(0.03)2 +(0.02)2 +(0.04 1)2 
=5.5% 
Considering the relative errors computed here and the values of efficiencies presented 
on table 3.6, the average efficiencies of the plant during the period of analysis can be 
indicated as: 
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Tlarray: --(l 1.5±0.3 )%; 
Tlinverter-"(94± 2)%; 
Timotor/pump-(33±1 
Tlglobal: ---(3.6-+0.2)%. 
The data used to perform the calculations of errors presented above were taken from 
the table 3.3. Concerning the height h from the dynamic water level up to the top of 
the tank, an error of 1.0 metre has been considered in order to take into account the 
level fluctuations. 
3.7.3 Testing of a Simplified Model for Describing Photovoltaic Array Output 
Here three important situations were compared, using data of several days obtained 
during monitoring: (i) the array energy output based on the simplified model (which 
uses experimental data of solar radiation and of temperature); (ii) the array energy 
output based on the simplified model, but neglecting the effect of the temperature and 
(iii) the array energy output based on purely experimental data. Figure 3.18 represents 
plots of such situations for 5th May 1995 and Figure 3.19 for the period January 1995. 
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According to the theory of errors propagation, the relative error in these calculations 
can e in cated as: 
For the simplified model: 
, 
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For the same model, neglecting the effect of temperature: 
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3.8 Conclusions 
During the period of monitoring, which lasted from I st January to 30th June 1995, the 
average solar radiation calculated was of 4.63 kWIV(m2/day), being the maximum 
observed of 6.27 kWh/(m2/day), in January, and the minimum of 3.35 kWh/(m2/day), 
in June. U. M. Gomez [37] has calculated an average of 4.93 kWh/(m2/day) using data 
corresponding to a 10 years pefiod, from 1973 to 1982, collected by the National 
Institute for Meteorology. In G6mez work the monthly averages have not been 
calculated; nevertheless the lowest and the highest daily average values of radiation in 
that period have been determined, which were of 3.03 kWh/(m2/day) (in Julian day 
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183, or the second day of July) and 7.55 kVAV(m2/day) (in Julian day 364, or the 29th 
day of December), respectively. Thus there is a good agreement between the results of 
the two studies; the slight differences are inside the lim-its of solar radiation variability. 
From these data it is to conclude that solar radiation in this region is high, suitable for 
the deployment of solar technologies (see Figures 3.12 and 3.13). In fact, according to 
[38-39] a minimum average of 2.8 kWh/(m2/day) in the month with the lowest average 
is required for an effective deployment of these technologies. 
The performance of the plant can be characterised as follows: 
The conversion efficiency of the array increases early morning rapidly, in about one 
hour (see Figure 3.16), from zero up to its maximum, of about 12%. Then there is a 
slow decrease of the efficiency from about 12% up to 11% during the most useful part 
of the day. This is probably due to the effect of temperature. At the end of the day a 
very rapid decrease of the efficiency is observed, down to zero when it becomes dark. 
The average efficiency registered during the period of analysis was of about 11.5%. 
Silicon mono-crystalline cell modules had during the first half of this decade 
efficiencies around 14% to 16% [38-39]. The value here found of (I 1.5±0.3)% 
determined here is quite good, as it takes into account losses in the wiring system of 
the array and the fact that days with very low level of sunshine contribute with a 
nearly nil efficiency. The value of efficiency starts and ends at nil, as in the transition 
between day and night there are levels of radiation which are measured by the 
pyranometer sensors but their intensity is not enough to stimulate the production of 
electricity in the array. Thus, there are situations where the output electricity is 
practically nil, although the input solar radiation is different from zero, Obviously, 
when it is completely dark there is no sense to consider efficiencies, as both the input 
solar radiation and the output electricity are zero. 
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According to manufacturer's specifications the Grundfos inverter Solartronic SA 
1500, which contains a power electronic interface unit, has a norninal instantaneous 
efficiency of 96%, a maximum of 97% and a minimum of 95%. The average efficiency 
of the inverter registered during the period of monitoring, of (94±2)%, is quite high 
(see Figure 3.17), as in a such long period it is to consider time intervals in which there 
is no sunshine or the sunshine is not enough to activate the tracking and the stepping 
up capabilities of the PEI unit device. Previous experience indicates that the loss of a 
PV plant between the array and the remainder of the system, without a PEI unit, is of 
at least 17%. Thus a gain of at least 9% is achieved with the use of a PEI unit device. 
The motor/pump unit has performed with an average efficiency of about (33±1)% in 
converting AC energy to hydraulic energy. A good motor/pump unit should have an 
efficiency of at least 30% or ideally more than 40% [39]. The value here determined is 
good. An important aspect to be taken into account is that losses in piping system of 
the plant contribute to reduce the efficiency of the motor/pump unit 
. 
The (3.6±0.2)% average global efficiency reflects clearly the improvement in the 
system performance in the last few years, since in the 1980s the efficiency of a solar 
pumping system was typically about 2.0% [39]. With the use of the PEI unit there is a 
gain in global efficiency of about 0.4%. 
The simplified model describes the performance of the photovoltaic array in the local 
environment with a very good degree of accuracy (see Figures 3.18 and 3.19). From 
analysis of data referring to January (Figure 3.19), it has been concluded that the 
deviation between experimental data and those obtained using the simplified model was 
in average of 1.5%, and varying between 0.10% to 3.5%. This is in agreement with the 
results referred in [9]. If the effect of temperature is neglected, then the average 
deviation becomes 10%, varying from 4.0% to 13%. Thus the simplified model is a 
very good approximation to describe the performance of a PV array for most practical 
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purposes. It is important that both profiles of radiation and of temperature be 
considered in such cases. 
This research work enabled the determination of important parameters for an effective 
use of photovoltaics. It is of extreme importance that it be continued in order to test a 
full model describing the performance of a water pumping system and also to test 
models for other enduses, like lighting, reffigeration and telecommunications. 
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Chapter 4 
The Economics of the Power Plant 
4.1 Introduction 
The last decade (the eighties) was characterised by the emergence of a significant number 
of experimental stations in photovoltaics, especially in Europe, Japan and North America. 
This has contributed to the solution of many technical problems associated with this 
technology. In this decade, increased attention is being paid to the economics, as the 
technology has entered the market. It has become apparent that, in spite of favourably 
low operating costs, the dissemination of photovoltaics is often hampered by their 
relatively high capital costs, which reduce the motivation of private investors or public 
decision-makers to act as pioneers in this area. On their way to market penetration, 
photovoltaic systems face severe competition from fossil fuel based energy supply 
systems. Nevertheless, there are many enduses for which photovoltaics is cost effective on 
a life cycle cost basis in comparison to conventional energy supplies. As a question of a 
rational use of available funds, especially in developing countries, the use of photovoltaics 
should be concentrated on those applications for which economic advantages are 
plausible. 
In this chapter a financial evaluation of the power plant under investigation is presented. 
This is important in order to understand how feasible the plant is in the local 
environmental conditions. This evaluation has been performed using the theory of Cost 
Benefit Analysis on a life cycle cost basis, also called Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA). 
The economic assessment here undertaken has been concentrated on two aspects. (1) to 
determine the unit cost of services provided by photovoltaics and (ii) to assess the 
feasibility of the PEI unit referred in chapter 3 for reducing the costs of PV energy 
services. 
The following aspects have been excluded in the analysis- (i) environmental issues, (it) the 
inipact of the technology to the national economy as a whole, (iii) the social issues linked 
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with the use of the technology and (iv) the value of clean water to health and life. This 
omission was intentional, since the quantification of parameters linked with the aspects 
mentioned still requires the development of a consistent methodological framework. 
4.2 Background Theory of Cost Benefit Analysis 
Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) is the quantitative basis for decision making in investment 
affairs. It is an evaluation methodology in which impacts are measured in monetary values. 
Here this theory is being reviewed, based on references [ 1-7], having in mind its 
applications in energy projects. 
4.2.1 Data requirements 
Techno-economics begins with the compilation of all expenditures and incomes connected 
with a particular project. The most relevant data for undertaking this task can be divided 
in the following classes: 
Investment parameters; 
Equipment; 
Expenditures, 
Income, 
Returns and 
Depreciation. 
4.2.1.1 Interest Rate 
Interest rate represents the cost of borrowing money; it is a function of supply and demand 
for money and of government policy as well: 
I 
=(I+ ixi +f)- II (4.1) 
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where I is the market interest rate, i is the actual cost of money due to supply and demand 
and government policy, and f is the general inflation rate. 
The relation between the value of money presently and in the future can be given by the 
following equation: 
v (I +I)', (4.2) 
where Vt represents the value of money at the end of year t, Vo the present value of 
money, I the annual interest rate and t the time in years. 
4.2.1.2 Discount Rate 
In order to provide present value of money from its future value, equation (4-2) can be 
rearranged as 
v 
I 
+ DR)'' 
(4.3) 
where DR represents the discount rate, a parameter that in essence has the same 
significance as that of the interest rate. 
4.2.1.3 Inflation Rate 
Prices paid for goods and services may increase as a result of different reasons. This 
feature is called inflation. It is, normally, expressed as an annual percentage and 
determined by: 
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PI(l) 
PI(lo) 
(4.4) 
where PI(t) is the price index at year t and PI(to) the pfice index at year to. 
4.2.1.4 Energy Escalation Rate 
In the analysis of projects which are heavily dependent on energy, it is recommended to 
take separate account of the development in energy prices, which may not behave in 
sequence with the general inflation rate. The determination of the annual energy escalation 
rate should be based on the price index of the particular source being investigated. Using 
the expected real increase in the cost of energy and the general inflation rate, the energy 
escalation rate can be determined as 
+ e* (1)1[1 (4.5) 
where e(t) is the annual energy escalation rate, e*(t) is the real annual rate of increase in 
the cost of energy and f(t) is the annual inflation rate. 
4.2.1.5 Service Life of an Installation 
The service life of an installation is the number of years beyond which the system's 
maintenance costs per year become higher than the depreciation of replacement per year, 
or when the efficiency of the system detefiorates such that the output product is 
unacceptable in quality and/or in quantity. 
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4.2.1.6 Investment Costs 
All costs in money and assets to be assumed in order to carry out the project concerned 
are known as investment costs. It includes the capital costs and the recurring or revenue 
costs, but not the income 
4.2.1.7 Residual Value of a Plant 
The residual value of a plant or of individual components Is determined from the 
possibilities of its alternative use. On the assumption that equipment or parts of a plant can 
be sold, the expected liquidation yield from the sale is usually taken as the residual value. 
4.2.1.8 Major Operating Costs 
The major operating costs of a project include: 
Manpower costs; 
Maintenance Costs; 
Energy costs; 
Taxes; 
Insurance, 
Security. 
In utilising solar, wind, hydroenergy as well as geothermal energy, it can be assumed that 
the energy source will be directly available in the required quantity and quality, free of 
charge, after the installation of the necessary plant at any suitable selected site. 
Nevertheless, when biomass or conventional energy sources are used, it must be noted 
that costs will arise for the procurement, transport, processing and storage of the relevant 
energy sources, for feeding the plant, for discharging of residues and also payments to 
disPose biomass and other wastes. 
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4.2.1.9 Depreciation 
Depreciation can be defined as the decrease in value of an asset due to use and/or time. A 
very simple operational definition of depreciation can be given as: 
AD = RV(I) - RV(l + 1), (4.6) 
where AD represents the annual depreciation, RV(t) is the present value of the residual 
value of the asset in time t and RV(t+1) is the present value of the residual value of the 
asset in time t plus one year. 
4.2.2 Procedure of Cost Benefit Analysis 
In this section the most common methods to undertake cost benefit analysis, or financial 
analysis, are summarised. Normally, six approaches are used in appraisal of energy 
projects: 
Net Present Value (NPV) method; 
Internal rate of return; 
Annuity method; 
Cost annuity comparison method; 
Calculation of pay-back period and 
Sensitivity analysis. 
A project subjected to any financial evaluation method will have its costs and benefits 
spread over a number of years. In order to compare one project with another, one must 
reduce the time stream of costs to a single number. This is most easily done by the use of a 
present value function (PVF). This function can be used to determine the present value of 
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a yearly income or expenditure which escalates at some fixed percentage each year, from 
year I to year N. It is defined as 
BB IV 
PVF(DR, B, N) 
I+I- (il++DR) 
DR -B 
PVF(DR, DF, N)-->1 for DR-*B, 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
where DR is the discount rate, B is the escalation rate (general inflation rate or energy 
escalation rate, e) and N is the number of years. 
Any yearly expenditure that is expected to escalate at some fixed rate B, owing to 
inflation, f, or energy price escalation, e, may be multiplied by PVF(DR, B, N) in order to 
determine its present value. For the special case where B=O, 
PVF(DR, O, N) = 
(I+ DR)N _I 
DR(I + DR)N 
I 
CRF(DR, O, N) 
(4.9) 
The reciprocal of the PVF, with B=O, is commonly referred to as the capital recovery 
factor (CRF). When multiplied by an initial sum of money, the CRF determines the 
periodic payment necessary to pay back that sum of money at interest rate DR over N 
pefiods. 
4.2.2.1 Net present Value 
The NPV of an investment project at the point in time t=O is the sum of present values of 
all cash inflows and outflows linked to it. In simple terms the NPV can be indicated as- 
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NPV=Present values of (Annual Returns-Investment Cost s+Liquidation Yield) 
N (I+f)' (I +f )'V 
NPV =(INC - EXP)PVF(DR, f, N) - IJI) +RV (4.10) 
t=O (I + DR)' (I + DR)' 
where INC is the annual income, EXP is the annual expenditure, 1, (t) is the investment 
cost, t is the time period of investment, N is the service life of investment, DR is the 
discount rate, f is the general inflation rate, RV is the residual value of the investment 
project and PVF is the present value function, 
An investment project is only profitable when 
NPV ýý 0. 
In comparing several investment alternative projects, the NPV of the different projects 
should be compared as a guide with one another and investment with the highest NPV 
should be selected. 
4.2.2.2 Internal Rate of Return 
The internal rate of return (IRR) represents the critical discount rate, that results in a zero 
NPV for an investment project. An investment project is profitable if 
IRR 2ý DR. 
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Comparing different investment projects, the project with the highest IRR is the most 
profitable. 
4.2.2.3 Annuity Method 
The annuity method aims to convert all the net cash flows connected with an investment 
project into a series of annual payments of equal amounts. The conversion takes place by 
multiplying the NPV by CRF(DFN)-. 
Annuity = NPV. CRF(DR, N). 
An investment project is considered profitable when 
Annuity ý: 0. 
(4.11) 
Comparing different investment projects, the project with the highest annuity should be 
adopted. 
4.2.2.4 Cost Annuity Comparison Method 
This method is a shortened form of the annuity method without the inclusion of income in 
the calculation. Cost annuity, CAN, is given by: 
N0+fY 
CAN= EXP. PVF(DR, f, N)+II, (I) 
t 
C. RF(DR, N). (4.12) 
1=0 
(I + DR) 
In comparing different investment projects, the alternative with the lowest cost annuity 
should be chosen. 
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4.2-2.5 Pay-back Period 
Beginning with the year of the first payment, the present values of the annual net cash 
flows are summed until the total reaches a value of zero. The time from commissioning up 
to this point is called the pay-back period. An investment project is favourable If the 
capital invested plus a minimum acceptable rate of interest is recovered by means of 
anticipated returns within the service life or within a maximum acceptable pay-back 
period, which must be shorter than the technical service life. In evaluating the relative 
acceptability of altemative investments, it is assumed that the investment alternative with 
the shortest pay-back period is the most favourable. 
4.2.2.6 Sensitivity Analysis 
Since techno-economics deals with the future, of which one can never be certain, a single 
evaluation of economics with some expected values of variables seldom provides sLifficient 
information on which to base a wise decision, due to the fact that these variables may 
contain uncertainties. Sensitivity analysis is a tool to evaluate the effects of uncertainties, 
quantifying the economic consequences of a potential but unpredictable development in 
important parameters. Generally, values of investment parameters, equipment, 
expenditures, etc., are varied by certain percentages from the expected value and the 
effects upon the output financial parameters are investigated. 
4.3 Life Cycle Cost Analysis of the Plant 
The photovoltaic system under investigation at present is not for commercial purposes, 
but for development, thus the benefits derived from its energy services will not be 
quantified in monetary values. Furthermore, the residual value of the system will be set to 
zero, by considering the system life time sufficiently long. In this way, the expression 
(4.10) becomes - 
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IV (I+f)t NP V= EXP. PVF(DR, f, N) + 1: 1, (1) t (4.13) 
t=O (I + DR) 
In this case the Cost benefit Analysis is called Cost effectiveness Analysis (CEA), since it 
considers only costs. Expression (4.13) is generally called the expresslon of cost 
effectiveness analysis. 
4.3.1 Major Assumptions 
In this appraisal the following assumptions have been considered. 
There is no experience about the real life of PV systems for terrestrial applications, since 
it is a very recent technology and still in development. Predictions on this matter vary from 
author to author, nevertheless values of 20 years (likely to be much longer) for the array 
and 5 years for the inverter and the motor pump unit are of consensus among many 
authors. Therefore a 20 years period for the analysis will be used, recurring costs will be 
considered for the inverter and the motor pump unit; 
The PV power plant is assumed to be fully financed for a debt term of 20 years (the life 
time of the array) by a development aid agency. Discount and interest rates of 10% are 
normal (for loans provided by development banks), and an inflation rate of 5% Is also 
realistic [I], 
4.3.2 Base Case Description 
The OF Maputo cost of the system under investigation is of 12000 US$ (see appendix F 
for costs). Replacement costs are of 1800 US$ every 5 years for the motor-pump unit and 
the inverter (each unit has costed approximately 900 US$). According to El Safi 
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estimations [8], the cost of a PEI unit of the type described in chapter 3 may be of about 
40 US$. 
The drilling of the borehole has cost in total 2200 US$ and the installation of the 
storage tank 1300 US$. These figures include material and labour, according to the 
invoice of local enterprises which performed the work. Fencing is estimated at 300 US$. 
The labour cost for installation of the pumping system itself has been estimated by the 
author at 800 US$, as this work has been done by him together with Eduardo Mondlane 
University's technicians. This figure includes life insurance for technicians and 
transportation of the hardware from the port to the local of installation (10 km). 
Miscellaneous cost (e. g. maintenance) account for 1% of the capital cost every year. 
Import taxes paid for this system account for 60% of the system's cost of 12000 US$. 
Based on the monitoring activities undertaken in the period from January to June of 1995, 
the monthly mean values of DC and AC energy and of water flow were calculated for each 
month and then for the whole period. Table 4.1 gives an account of such information. 
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Table 4.1: Monthly mean values of DC/AC energy and of water flow. 
Ye ar Month DCEnergy [kWh/Day) AC Energy [kWh/Day] Water flow [M3 /Day] 
9 119 91 1995 Jan 3.9 3.7 11.2 
F 
1199 9, 1995 Feb 3.9 3.6 11.4 
199 191 1995 Mar 3.6 3.2 09.9 
199 19" 1995 Apr 3.4 3.2 09.5 
199 19" 1995 May 3.4 3.1 08.9 
199 19, 1995 Jun 3.5 3.2 10.0 
............. ............. ......................... ................ . ..... ................... I ......... Average 3.6 3.3 10.2 
Maximum 3.9 3.7 11.4 
Minimum 3.4 3.1 08.9 
4.3.3 Calculation Procedure and Results 
Using the cost information given above and the average values of system's output during 
the period of analysis, which is of 3.6 kWh for DC energy, 3.3 kWh for AC energy and 
10.2 m3 for water flow, and using the expression of cost effectiveness analysis, having in 
mind the assumptions above outlined, the unit costs of energy services provided by the PV 
system under investigation were determined. Sensitivity analysis has been performed 
considering the variation of costs in 20% and assuming maximum and minimum values of 
the system's yield registered during the period of analysis. From such calculations resulted 
the average unit costs for energy and water flow and also the costs at the best and worst 
cases. The results of these calculations are shown in tables 4.2 and 4.3. In Figures 4.1 
through 4.3 data of table 4.2 are presented graphically. 
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Table 4.2: Total unit costs of energy services provided by the PV system, when import 
taxes are excluded. 
Designation Cost in Best Case 
[US$] 
Cost in Average Case 
[US$] 
Cost in Worst Case 
[US$] 
DC Energy/kWh 0.35 0.48 0.61 
C Energy/kWh 0.40 0.56 0.72 
3 
ater/m 0.22 1 0.31 
- 
0.43 
Table 4.3: Total unit costs of energy services provided by the PV system, when import 
taxes are included. 
Designation Cost in Best Case 
[US$] 
Cost in Average Case 
[US$] 
Cost in Worst Case 
[US$] 
DC Energy/kWh 0.53 0.71 0.90 
AC Energy/kWh 0.60 0.84 1.07 
Water/M3 
LI 
0.31 
I 
0.44 
I 
0.60 
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4.4 Conclusions 
In 1980 electricity from photovoltaic systems was costed at 100-400 cents per kWh [9]. 
By 1990 it was costed at 30-100 cents per kWh and was forecast to reduce to 4-6 cents 
per kWh by 2030. The value calculated here, 35-72 cents per kWh (when import taxes are 
excluded), is inside the admýssible limits for the actual technology. The fact that the value 
calculated is closer to the lowest limit of the present cost of PV electricity mentioned 
above reflects that the local environmental conditions are appropfiate for solar energy 
deployment. 
The Power Utility in Mozambique sells electricity at the price of 12-16 cents per kWh. 
Thus PV electricity is 3 to 4 times as expensive as mains electricity in Mozambique. This 
means that PV electricity cannot yet be competitive to conventional electricity in the 
context of urban areas. Nevertheless, in rural and remote areas, where no mains grid is 
existent, photovoltaic electricity can be competitive to grid extension or to conventional 
alternatives like stand alone diesel generators. This is in agreement with studies 
undertaken by other authors [10-12]. According to [13], electricity from diesel generators 
often costs over 100 cents per kVVh and grid extension may cost 8000-12000 US$/km. 
When import taxes are included, the cost of PV electricity per kWh varies from 53 to 107 
cents. 
The retail prices of water provided by the National Water Utility in Mozambique are 26- 
38 cents per cubic metre . The cost of 22-43 cents per cubic metre of water provided 
by 
PV (when import taxes are excluded) reveals clearly that for water pumping applications 
photovoltaics is very competitive with conventional systems. If import taxes are included, 
then the cost per cubic metre varies fTom 31 to 60 cents. 
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Apart from the costs of energy services provided by photovoltaics, another issue of great 
importance considered in this chapter is that of the effectiveness of integrating a power 
electronic interface unit in the water pumping plant. As mentioned, that device was built-in 
in the inverter. The actual inverter cost of 900 US$, including the PEI unit (whose cost 
has been estimated as 40 US$), represents 7.5% of the whole system cost, thus the PEI 
unit device would account for 0.30% of the whole system cost of 12000 US$. 
According to the results of chapter 3, with the use of the PEI unit, a gain in global 
efficiency of 0.40% has been achieved. Since the cost increase associated with the use of 
the PEI unit is of 0.30%. it is to conclude that there is a cost reduction of 0.10% in the 
energy services provided by photovoltaics, resulting from the use of the PEI unit. This 
means that the use of such a device can be especially cost effective in larger systems. 
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Chapter 5 
Non-Technical Issues 
for Promotion of Photovoltaics 
5.1 Introduction 
The work being presented in this dissertation was the first research activity in 
photovoltaics carried out in Mozambique. Therefore, there was a need to undertake 
also non-technical studies concerning the applications of photovoltaics in the country, 
in order to enable the research team to give its support to the different emerging 
development projects willing to deploy the technology. There is a great consensus 
among specialists [1-4] that the major problems still hindering the widespread use of 
photovoltaics are common to those occurring with every new technology and can be 
grouped in the following five categories. 
Financial, 
Institutional, 
. Social, 
. Infrastructural and 
. Technical. 
The financial barrier is still the biggest hurdle to take. The costs of photovoltaic 
systems are high because of import duties (60% in Mozambique so far), scarce 
availability of capital, high interest rates (45% in Mozambique) and short loan periods 
[3,4]. The required investment is fairly high for rural families, knowing that in many 
countries only 10% to 20% of the rural population earns more than US$100 per 
month. The institutional problems are the next category. The major problem is the lack 
of specialised centres to support the implementation of projects. Social problems occur 
as well: people are not properly informed about the performance of the systems, 
including the advantages and disadvantages of such systems as compared to other 
alternatives; the training of owners is many times insufficient. The inftastructural 
problem is linked with the fact that after sales service is many times either non-existent 
or poorly organised, publicity is insufficient, wrongly targeted, or even negative [3,4]. 
Then, of course, there are technical problems associated with a new technology. In 
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almost all cases, problems are with the conventional part of the system, but not with 
the PV modules themselves. 
How to solve all these problems is the major challenge for the whole PV community, 
including business people, politicians and the different organisations committed with 
the promotion of the technology. In this chapter the potential role of renewable 
sources of energy, in general, and of photovoltaics, in particular, in rural development 
promotion is qualitatively and quantitatively assessed by means of end use analysis and 
life cycle cost analysis. Afterwards, a model for an effective technology transfer of 
photovoltaics to developing countries, and in particular to Mozambique, is presented. 
5.2. Energy Technology Options in Rural Areas: A Case Study in Mozambique 
5.2.1 The Country's Resources 
Mozambique's energy resources can be classified into the following categories: (1) 
commercial forms of energy, consisting of hydropower, natural gas and coal; (11) 
biomass products, a group comprising fuelwood, vegetal coal and animal dung, and 
(iii) Environmental sources of energy, from which solar and wind may have a special 
relevance in Mozambique. 
Hydropower is Mozambique's most important commercial energy resource, with the 
potential estimated at about 14000 MW, of which about 2250 MW has so far been 
developed, 2075 MW at Cahora Bassa and the remaining 150 MW is distributed 
among a number of sites throughout the country [5,6] (see appendix G for the map of 
Mozambique). All of the capacity at Cahora Bassa, except for Mozambique's 
entitlement of 200 MW, is committed to the supply of electricity to South Affica, 
Zimbabwe, Swaziland and Malawi. Apart from hydro resources, Mozambique has 
large sedimentary basins of oil and gas, both on-shore and off-shore. Geoscientific- 
analysis, based mostly on on-shore wells, indicate that organic content is dominated by 
gas-prone material while the geological and seismic surveys indicate presence of oil- 
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prone source rock eastward into the off-shore area. The basin has been explored for 
decades and although three accumulations of gas have been discovered on-shore at 
Pande, Temane and Buzi, the full extent of the country's hydrocarbon potential has yet 
to be established. There are plans to use the Pande-gas for local generation of 
electricity and for export to South Aftica. Concerning coal resources, Mozambique has 
three relatively large known deposits at Moatize-Minjova, Senangoe and Mucanha- 
Vuzi. Total reserves are estimated at about 3 billion tonnes, of which about 850 million 
tonnes are proven reserves [5,6]. Coal has been produced since 1940, from the 
Moatize underground rnýines, both for in country use and export. The operations had to 
be suspended in 1981 due to political reasons. Studies are now being undertaken in 
order to determine the viability of continuing the activities. 
The natural forest is the main supplier of fuelwood for the domestic needs of the rural 
population, which constitutes 85% of the total population. Studies undertaken reveal 
that 83% of the total energy consumption in the country comes from the forest, and 
that natural forests also supply fuelwood to some industries and to 60% of the urban 
populations [7]. The total consumption of fuelwood in 1990 was estimated to be 16 
million cubic metres. In global terms, total demand for fuelwood is large. The annual 
sustainable yield of some 35 million cubic metres is, however, twice as large as the 
demand [8,9], but there are specific areas facing deforestation mainly because of the 
massive relocation and concentration of the population in some areas due to political 
and socio-economic problems and, to a lesser extent, due to disruptions in the supply 
of energy caused by destruction of the infrastructure for production, transmission and 
delivery of electricity and petroleum products. Forest reserves near the Maputo, Beira 
and Nampula/Nacala corridors have been depleted with attendant consequences for the 
environment. 
Solar, wind and hydro power resources constitute the most promising renewable 
sources of energy in Mozambique. The country's geographic position, between the 
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latitudes 10' and 26' South, this means inside the "sunbelt" 40' North to 40' South 
(see appendix G for the map of Mozambique), is a privileged one as far as solar 
radiation is concerned. The average solar radiation in almost any pail of the country is 
in excess of 4.5 kWVm2/day and the number of hours of sunlight are close to 4000 
per year. Concerning wind resources, although the speed of the wind over the 
Mozambique interior is frequently less than 2 m/s, the sea breeze at many locations 
along the coast line, which is of about 2800 km, may well attain 4.5 n-L/s [10]. This 
useful breeze does not penetrate far inland, often a matter of only about 5 Km, 
depending on the topography at the area. In high lands of the interior and in the 
proximities of water bodies, like rivers and lakes, and in islands the wind regime can be 
compared to that of the coast line. The ri-ýini/micro hydro potential is also high, since 
the number of rivers and water flows crossing the country is high. Nevertheless, its 
exact potential is still to be determined. 
5.2.2. Energy Demands 
About 85% of the about 16 million inhabitants of Mozambique live in rural areas, 
distributed in an area of some 800,000 square kilometres, considering both the 
continental part of the country and the islands. In terms of major economic 
undertakings of rural populations in Mozambique, they can be grouped in the three 
main categories: 
Populations living close to the coast line; 
- Populations living in the interior of the country and 
. Populations living in islands. 
Major undertakings of coastal populations are agroforestry farming systems and also 
fishing for those who live very close to the sea or near rivers or lakes. Cashew nut 
trees is the dominant forestry, available everywhere from north to south of the country, 
with special incidence in the northern provinces, and it is the major expon product of 
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Mozambique. Coconut trees constitute the second cultivated forestry in the country. 
Other species of plants are cultivated, including native ones, although to a lesser 
extent. The major production in the interior of the country are cereals, especially in the 
valleys of rivers. Most areas of the intefior are charactefised by having good natural 
forestry and therefore good pastures. Thus, livestock-raising is another important 
activity in such areas. The main species raised are goats, which exist practically in the 
whole country, and also cows, particularly in the South of the country. Fishing is also 
practised by populations living in the proximities of rivers and lakes. In islands fishing 
is the major activity. 
The development challenge in rural areas at the present moment consists of enhancing 
the energy security of vulnerable people and fragile environments through maintaining 
and strengthening rural production systems. Thus, energy cannot be considered 
separately from other development issues, on the contrary, rural energy needs form an 
integral part of rural development issue. A correct methodological approach to assess 
energy demands in rural areas should be based on end use analysis [I I], taking into 
account the specificities, potential and development perspectives of each region. The 
end use approach starts with the demand side, this means the person or organisation 
who is using energy, rather than laying the usual emphasis on the supply side. Using 
such a methodology the major sectors of energy consumption in rural areas of the 
country were identified as follows: 
- Water needs 
This region is, since the past decade, facing serious water shortages. As no rural 
development can be undertaken without a guarantee of critical quantities of water, a 
key issue in rural areas is to develop techniques for identification of water sources, to 
promote cost effective technologies for its exploitation and effective ways for its use. 
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. Household activities 
In households energy is mainly required for cooking, as the dominant end use, as well 
as lighting and space heating. 
. Food production and processing 
Agriculture and cattle raising are the major rural undertakings related to food 
production requiring energy, in general for water supply. Other important uses of 
energy in this sector include crop and fish drying. 
. Rural industries 
The most common industries in rural areas are of small scale. Bread production, brick 
making and fabrication of tools represent some examples. 
. Community services 
Health centres, schools and adtninistrative offices represent important social 
institutions in the rural context, in which in many cases new uses of energy have to be 
promoted 
5.2.3 Energy Options 
After defining the major enduses in rural areas of the country, the next step is to 
discuss the different technological options available to fulfil the demands. As rural 
populations live grouped in small communities spread over the country, no one 
technology can be identified which can be cost effective to satisfy all the needs listed 
previously. The choice of a supply system to fulfil a predefined enduse has to be based 
on a comparative assessment of different technological options considering parameters 
of (i) cost effectiveness, (ii) reliability and (iii) sustainability, among others. 
In the water supply sector there is a range of supply systems appropriate for the rural 
context: (i) hand, (ii) wind, (iii) solar, (iv) diesel and (v) water or hydro power pumps. 
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Which system to use in a specific application depends on the availability of resources, 
the profile of demand and the relative cost effectiveness. According to recent studies 
[3], undertaken in the context of a very vast region, in the sunbelt 40' N to 40' S, 
photovoltaics is fully cost-effective for hydraulic energies (hydraulic energy is here 
defined as the product of head times the daily volume delivered) a bove about 20 
m4/day, below which hand-pumps may be used, and below about 1000-2000 m4/day, 
above which diesel pumps are usually to be favoured. Water supplies for villages of 20- 
2000 people and their livestock are thus most cost-effectively provided by PV pumps 
[3]. 
The household energy sector is dominated by cooking, for which biomass in the form 
of fuelwood will continue to dominate the supply side in a foreseeable future. Space 
heating in cold days will also continue relying on fuelwood. Another important enduse 
in households is lighting. So far, lighting is generally based on kerosene lamps. Such 
light is of poor quality, unreliable and not healthy. Photovoltaics and wind generators 
can contribute to changing the life style in a village by providing a better quality light 
based on electricity, which is more reliable and healthy. Furthermore, the same system 
can be used to power radio sets. This is very attractive if it is considered that a lighting 
kit is more cost effective than a kerosene lamp in a life cycle basis [3]. 
As far as food production is concerned, motive power is the first prerequisite. This will 
continue being satisfied by human muscle, animal traction and diesel fuels. 
Nevertheless, water supply will rely mainly on solar, wind and diesel systems. For food 
processing, especially drying of crops and fish, solar thermal systems could have 
advantages compared with the traditional methods, which are susceptible to 
contaminations. 
Rural industries represent a class of energy demands for which in general a 
combination of different supply systems is required. In a bakery, for instance, fuelwood 
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is needed for bread production, while a hand pump would be useful for water supply 
and a wind or solar generator could provide the supply of electricity. 
The category of community services is also an important one. Water supply needs are 
common in all institutions, especially schools and health centres, and technologies for 
this purpose have been already discussed. Lighting is more important for health 
centres, but also for schools in order to enable people working during the day to have 
opportunities to improve their knowledge in the night, Health centres require 
additionally energy for hot water, to maintain cold chains for vaccines, and also for 
telecommunications. Telecommunication systems are also required in administrative 
offices. In applications like lighting and telecommunications solar and wind energy are 
the most appropriate options. Solar and wind electricity generators enable for the first 
time the opportunity to carry out demonstration experiments in electricity in rural 
schools. 
5.2.4 The Potential Role of Photovoltaics for Rural Development in Mozambique 
In previous sections an analysis has been undertaken on rural energy demands and the 
different available technologies to supply such needs. Here the specific role of 
photovoltaics in enhancing rural development is being assessed. This work has 
required, first, the identification of niches of applications for which photovoltaics is 
technically viable and then the determination of ranges of its cost effectiveness as 
compared to other technological options. Field work has been undertaken for this 
purpose in some rural areas of the country in order to identify a village which could be 
used as sample for this assessment. Such a village should be as representative as 
possible for situations encountered in most rural areas of the country. Based on 
information collected during the field work activities, specific niches of application of 
photovoltaics in rural areas have been determined. Afterwards, using considerations of 
developmental nature supported by the economic methods outlined in chapter 4, 
photovoltaic systems have been compared with other options in specific case 
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applications. Major findings of these investigations are outlined in the following 
subsections. 
5.2.4.1 Description of the Sample 
The sample identified for this assessment was a village, whose name is Massaca, 
located in the district of Boane, province of Maputo (see appendix G for the map of 
Mozambique). It had a population of about 2000 inhabitants, from which more than 
about 90% were peasants, owning from half to one hectare of land and some units of 
livestock. Some few farmers, owning more than five hectares of land and some tens of 
units of livestock, were also available. 
The activities of most peasants families are oriented for subsistence. Men, in general, 
are responsible for producing some cash money, so that the family can acquire goods 
and services which cannot be produced at the household level. Therefore most men 
work in towns or in the South African n-ýines, if they do not run their own businesses. 
Women are responsible for household activities, from which production in fields is an 
integral part. Men and male young participate largely in these activities in the time of 
clearing the fields and in ploughing them using animal traction. Other important 
household activities are cooking, gathering of fuelwood and supply of water. Female 
children and young join their mothers in these household activities. Male children 
generally look after livestock and help in ploughing activities. 
The village was being served by an appropriate shop. Major enterprises founded 
included a mechanical workshop, a carpentry, a soap manufacturing establishment, a 
sewing unit and a bakery. As far as social infrastructure is concerned, the village had a 
school, a health centre, an administration office and a religious rnýission. Indeed the 
religious mission was very committed with the development of the village, supporting 
major developmental initiatives of the dwellers. Some of the local enterprises 
mentioned above emerged with the support given by the mission. 
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The most important sources of energy used in the village were, firstly biomass, 
especially for home cooking, for the bakery and for the soap manufactunng fabric. 
Kerosene lamps had a special place for lighting. Most families owned small radio sets 
powered by dry cell-batteries. Works in the workshop, carpentry and in the sewing unit 
were mechanically driven. The mission used a large diesel generator for pumping 
water from a bore hole, for lighting and for a few other needs requiring electric 
energy. Two to three families owned small diesel generators for lighting, powering of 
television/video sets and used cooking gas, especially to prepare their breakfasts early 
mornings, whilst fuelwood was used for cooking the main meals. Village water supply 
was provided through five boreholes using hand pumps, installed by aid agencies. 
5.2.4.2 Identification of the Major Niches of Applications of Photovoltaics 
On the basis of the field work undertaken in the village, the major niches of 
applications of photovoltaics in rural areas were identified as fol-lows: 
. Water Pumping 
The provision of clean drinking water, readily available, is one of the key issues to be 
taken into consideration in any community. Impure drinking water is responsible for a 
large fraction of the fllnesses and infant mortality in the country. Groundwater can be a 
good source for supplying reliably clean water, even in cases of droughts, but suitable 
technologies are required for lifting such water. Hereby photovoltaics can play its role. 
In that village queuing times for collecting water could take sometimes even one full 
morning, as handpumps have an upper limit of hydraulic energies (hydraulic energy is 
here defined as the product of head times the daily volume delivered) of 20 m'/day. 
The total quantity of water needed in the village per day can be estimated at 80,000 
litres, considering 40 litres per day and per person. Thus, the installation of PV 
pumping systems in each of the five boreholes, supplying each about 16,000 litres per 
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day, with appropriate storage tanks, could contribute to alleviate the population from 
queuing times, making them free for other productive activities. Assuming heads of 
about 40 metres, an about 1200 watts PV system in each borehole would produce the 
required 16,000 litres required per day. This corresponds to 21 to 24 modules system. 
. Health Care 
The provision of health care in rural areas is a major task, which many times is 
seriously hindered by the absence of energy supplies. A major concern in rural health 
centres is the maintenance of cold chains for conservation of vaccines, which must be 
kept at temperatures between O'C and VC from manufacture to injection if they are to 
be effective. Small refrigerators, with capacities of about 100 litres, are needed for this 
purpose and photovoltaics can be very effective in this application. Another important 
application of photovoltaics in rural health centres is for lighting purposes, as health 
centres very frequently have to undertake tasks during the night. Another aspect of 
rural health care, which is often overlooked, is the need to attract and retain skilled 
staff, who could easily find work in towns or cities. Their quality of life can be greatly C 
enhanced by the provision of PV systems for lighting, music, TVNideo, helping to 
bring an improved standard of care to the rural areas. It is regrettable to say that the 
health centre of the viflage, considered had no system for electricity generation. 
In average 20 persons per day were visiting the health centre. Considering that such 
institutions need a considerable quantity of water, due to the whole hygiene that has to 
be maintained, a daily quantity of 5,000 litres would be good, for the health centre and 
the staff house. considering a head of about 40 metres, a PV pumping system with a 
capacity of about 400 watts would be required (about 7 to 8 modules system). For 
lighting and communication services the health centre would need about 80 to 100 
watts (about 2 modules system). The staff house would need the same level of power 
for lighting, music and television. Another 80 to 100 watts would be required to power 
a small refrigeration system. This means that power levels of 700 watts or less would 
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be required to put the village health centre fully operational and with staff having 
enough motivation to work. Using photovoltaics for this application, it is important to 
make sure that each unit is independent from others, in order to avoid complications in 
the system. 
. Educational Programmes 
Education is the key to social and economic development. The provision of TVNideo 
sets in schools can make a significant impact in teaching, both In exposing the children 
to high quality teaching through the visual impact of the medium and in giving them a 
view of the country and its place in the world. Adequate teaching of many aspects of a 
school's syllabus is possible only if a supply of energy is available. Laws of electricity 
and magnetism can be taught and demonstrated with the help of photovoltaics. In 
general the provision of even smaH amounts of power can make a dramatic difference 
to the understanding of the natural world for children in rural areas. Adult education is 
another area where PV can make a significant contribution. There is a continuing need 
for education in child care, farming methods, disease prevention etc. A video 
presentation can have much more impact than a traditional lecture without audio/visual 
aids, and the message can be put across with much more force. 
A 40 to 60 watts system can power a television/video set and can be used for 
demonstration of natural laws in a school. In terms of photovoltaics, this would be one 
module system. 
. Communications 
Small scale telecommunications can play an important role in rural development. They 
require little power, but reliability is often of paramount importance. Major power 
needs in rural communications, are for radio transceivers in health centres and 
administration offices. Photovoltaics can be used with success in this application. 
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Apart from the health centre, whose needs in communications have been already 
considered above, the administration office would need about 40 to 60 watts for 
communications. This corresponds to a one module system, as photovoltaics is 
concemed. 
. Home Power 
Kerosene lamps are the most common lighting units for more than 90% of rural 
households. Fuelwood is also used, especially for social purposes during cold seasons 
and days. Candles contribute for lighting in very specific cases. Kerosene lamps give a 
poor light, are a fire hazard and can take a significant fraction of the cash income of 
families. Power in rural households is also required for radio sets. Normally dry-cell 
batteries are used for this purpose. A unique photovoltaic system can power both a 
lighting unit and a radio set. 
Home power is an urgent issue to be addressed. The number of families in the 
surveyed village was of about 400. Most of such families (about 90%) would see their 
standards of life improved with the introduction of about 20 to 40 watts of electricity, 
which can power at least two lamps and a radio set. This corresponds to one to two 
modules of 20 watts each, which are very suitable for home power purposes. The 
whole village would then need 8 to 16 kW of electricity. This can be a very cost 
effective programme of rural electrification, instead of grid extension, as most families 
have not got enough appliances which can justify the introduction of higher quantities 
of electricity. 
. Multi-Use Applications 
Some institutions in the viflage may need energy not just for one specific need, but for 
different enduses. The health centre, for instance, may need energy for water pumping, 
vaccines refrigeration, communications and lighting. Rural industries and major 
business activities require generally multi-use services. Higher classes of the society in 
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rural areas, perhaps accounting for less than 3%, would require full electricity services 
or at least energy for lighting, for powering radios, music, television and video sets. 
Families with some cash, especially those incorporating workers in South Affican 
mines, use car batteries extensively for powering music sets on occasions of parties. 
The batteries are regularly taken to the nearest urban centres for recharging. Such 
families are common in the south of Mozambique. All these examples represent cases 
of multi-use applications, where photovoltaics still can play its role. 
The case of healtyh care discussed above is an illustrative example of multi-power 
applications needs. Energy requirements in this application may in general vary from 
hundreds of watts up to few kilowatts. 
5.2.4.3 Economic Assessment 
For the niches of applications here identified for photovoltaics, there is a number of 
alternative technologies which can be considered. In this subsection, an econon-k 
evaluation of the different options is presented. 
. Education, Communications and Rural 
Health Care Applications 
In the educational area, all that is required most of the times is a system that produces 
some tens of watts. Diesel systems have a critical size of about 4 kW, which is much 
higher than the demand. At low level power demands, no other system can beat 
photovoltaics. 
Power options in communication systems include, apart from photovoltaics, diesel 
generators. Recent studies [121 reveal that for communication loads less than 7-2 kWh 
per day, this means 300 W continuous, PV powered systems are more cost effective 
than diesel-powered systems, for irradiance levels of about 5 kWh/m2/day. For 
communication loads above 7.2 kWh hybrid or diesel systems are generally to be 
favoured. Most communication loads in rural areas, generally health centres and 
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administration offices, are in the range of tens of watts, thus they are In the range of 
photovoltaics cost effectiveness. 
in rural health care, the alternative option to photovoltaics for conservation of vaccines 
is that of kerosene powered refrigeration systems. According to studies undertaken in 
several countries [3], using PV systems, vaccines are maintained within the 
temperature limits,, between OT and 8'C, for over 80% of the time, as opposed to 
about 60% for kerosene powered units. Costs per potent vaccine dose are about 40% 
lower for PV reffigerators than for kerosene reffigerators, and the reliability of PV 
units is much higher. Room for innovation in photovoltaics is still very wide. Thus the 
technology will be more and more cost effective than that based on kerosene. Since in 
Mozambique there is no much tradition in using kerosene powered reffigeration 
systems for vaccines conservation, it would be advantageous for the country to enter 
directly into the modem market of photovoltaics. In fact, the Nfinistry of Health has a 
large programme to install photovoltaics in most rural health centres and 
corresponding staff houses. A certain number of PV systems have been installed 
already by aid agencies. 
. Water Pumping, Home Power and 
Multi-Use Applications 
There are three cases of rural energy needs which deserve special consideration, 
namely water pumping, home power and multi-use applications, due to the fact that 
they are very specific in each socio-economic context. Here an economic evaluation is 
undertaken, based on the methodology developed in chapter 4, of using photovoltaics 
for such enduses as compared to the traditional methods. 
As far as community water supply is concerned, three alternative options compete with 
photovoltaics, namely hand, wind and diesel pumps. Hand pumps have a physical 
linýitation of being effective for villages of about 50 people. Above this limit, there are 
serious problems with queuing times. The village used as sample for this analysis was 
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seriously facing such problems. Wind pumps are very site specific, and thus not 
interesting for comparisons in such very general cases. Therefore photovoltaics and 
diesel systems have been considered in this analysis. The base case for this analysis is a 
daily energy requirement of 10000 litres, suitable for a community of 250 people 
consuming each person 40 litres per day, in accordance with the recommendations of 
the World Health Organisation. The water is pumped from a bore hole at a head of 
about 40 metres. A photovoltaic system considered to supply this demand is the one 
monitored in this work, described in chapter 3, and whose financial parameters were 
described in chapter 4. A diesel pump to supply the same demand has to be one rated 
at 4 M, the minimum size available, whose cost may vary between 4000 and 6000 
US$. The life time of the system has been assumed as being of five years, with costs 
on operation, maintenance and fuel accounting for 20% of the capital cost every year. 
The discount and inflation rates were taken as 10% and 5%, respectively. Using these 
data and the expression of cost effectiveness analysis, presented in chapter 4, for a 
total period of analysis of 20 years, the cost of water per cubic metre has been 
determined as varying from 29 to 44 cents for diesel system, against 16 to 31 cents in 
the case of photovoltaics. Thus, at such levels of community water supply, 
photovoltaics is more cost effective than diesel systems. 
Concerning home power, common systems are kerosene lamps, for lighting, and dry- 
cell batteries to power radios. According to the World Bank [13], total monthly 
charges for kerosene and dry-cell batteries may amount 10- 15 US$. So high prices are 
paid for poor services, in the case of lighting. Still according to the World Bank, solar 
systems are available on the market, which provide several times more light than does 
a kerosene lamp, with cost varying from 100 to 250 US$. Costs of energy using the 
PV system here referred have been determined, using the theory of chapter 4. In this 
analysis, replacement costs for the BOS components of the PV system have been 
assumed as 15% of the capital cost every five years, during a total period of 20 years, 
whilst miscellaneous costs were assessed as 1% yearly. A discount rate of 10% and 
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inflation rate of 5% were considered. Under these assumptions, the cost of energy per 
month varies from 59 to 150 cents using the PV System. This is about 10 times lower, 
compared to what is now paid, and the services would be much better. Nevertheless, 
the capital cost of 100 to 250 US$ is still high for the vast majority of rural dwellers. 
In order to alleviate this, the World Bank has been trying since 1995 to interest 
manufacturers in developing and producing low-cost solar lamps and chargers. The 
lamp, would be a small one, with 100-200 lumen, a life time of some three years and 
costing 25-50 US$. The charger, also a small one, with 2-5 Watt and a lifetime of 
about three years, would be combined with nickel cadmium batteries, and thus allow 
households to replace their non-rechargeable dry-cell batteries, which are often of poor 
quality, and power a radio and a flashlight. Its cost would be also of 25-50 US$. Such 
systems, which were supposed to have been tested during the past year, are not yet 
available on the market. They would provide double or quadruple the current 
lighting provided by kerosene lamps. The cost effectiveness of such systems has been 
compared with that of kerosene and dry-cell batteries. Major financial assumptions are 
as follows: miscellaneous costs are assumed as 1% yearly and discount and inflation 
rates as 10% and 5%, respectively. The total period of analysis is of 3 years, the 
lifetime of the systems. Under such assumptions, the energy costs per month vary 
from 71 to 140 cents, using such novel PV units. This means that in terms of cost 
effectiveness there is no difference between such units and the larger PV system 
considered above. Nevertheless such units bring a new input, in that their capital costs 
are so low that they can be purchased by most of the rural dwellers who buy kerosene 
lamps and dry-cell batteries today. This can represent a breakthrough for 
dissemination of photovoltaics, as high capital costs are the major constraints. 
In multi-use applications diesel is the other option to be considered, in parallel with 
photovoltaics. The smallest diesel system is rated at about 4 kW and costs between 
4000 and 6000 US$. Assuming the same financial parameters as for the case 
mentioned above, and considering average energy demands of about 4 kWh, the cost 
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of energy has been determined as varying from 70 to 110 cents per kWh This is in 
accordance with studies undertaken by other authors [12]. If it is considered, 
according to chapter 4, that PV electricity varies from 33 to 66 cents, then it is clear 
that at such demands, photovoltaics is the most cost effective option. 
5.2.4.4 Training Needs 
In view of the cost effectiveness of photovoltaics for most low power applications, a 
need may arise to disseminate this technology in rural areas. This will require the 
training of people so that such systems can be properly used. It is important to 
elaborate training strategies appropriate for each context. Taking the case of the village 
surveyed, health centres and administrations are under responsibility of ministries. Thus 
it can be effective that such ministries create a capacity in PV installation and 
maintenance in the existing maintenance services at local level. The staff in the specific 
unit can be trained by these services on proper use of the equipment. 
10- As far as the use of PV by the community is concerned (e. g. enduses of water 
pumping and home lighting), this issue should be co-ordinated by a rural development 
agency. In Mozambique, a relevant body is the Institute for Rural Development. In 
almost all communities, one can find people with skills in different fields of 
technology, for instance electricity, mechanics, welding, carpentry, etc. This is due to 
the fact that there are people who have been working in towns for some years and then 
came back to their homes. In case of photovoltaics, it is important to identify people 
with electric experience and well accepted in the community and provide them with 
training on PV. These people can then help the communIty in installation and 
maintenance of PV systems on a commercial basis appropriate in the local context. 
This is the way services for repairing bikes, radios and other products have been 
spontaneously organised and the experience shows that they fit well into the village 
culture. Sometimes payment is required not in cash but in goods. These people can 
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effectively maintain the community PV pumping systems, as they live there and need 
water as well. 
5.3 PV Market Analysis 
The end use analysis undertaken above shows that photovoltaics has an important role 
for the development of rural areas. In order to explore the full capabilities of this 
technology it is important to have a general understanding of its market development 
up to date. As prices of PV systems are falling, the interest in deploying this 
technology is increasing. At the present time [14] the standard international price for a 
silicon wafer PV module in reasonable size orders (many kWp) is about US$5/Wp. 
The history of PV module costs and a projection to the year 2000 is shown in Figure 
5.1. The projection covers a range of values, with prices in the range of US$ 2-3AV p 
at the turn of the century, depending on the size of the market by that time. This is 
likely to be in the range 180-950 MWp p. a.. Most large PV companies are planrung on 
the basis of around 300 MWp p. a. for which manufacturing plant in the range of 20- 
30 MWp p. a. will be appropriate. It is probable that module efficiencies will be then 
approaching 20%. The present price of US$ 750m-2 for a 15% efficient module will 
then need to fall to US$ 600m-2 to achieve US$ 3/Wp or to US$ 400m-2 to achieve 
US$ 2/W P* The decrease in production cost by a factor of two should be achieved if 
the cumulative production output rises by a factor of ten. This factor of ten would be 
achieved by the year 2005 if production rose at 40% p. a. to 900 MWp P. a.. 
Cumulative production would rise by a factor of five if the output rises at 25% p. a. to 
around 300 MWp p. a., or a factor of four if output rises to 200 MWp p. a by the year 
2005. The price of US$ 3/Wp by the year 2005 is thus consistent with the lowest 
market projection whilst US$2/Wp is consistent with the upper projection. The 
medium projection of 300 MWp p. a. would suggest a module price of around US$ 
2.6AV p for module efficiencies of 20%. 
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The terrestrial market of photovoltaics is very diverse. In order to analyse it, it is 
essential to divide it into market segments which are relatively homogenous in their 
characteristics. None of the many ways of subdividing the PV market is fully 
satisfactory, but a useful set of categories can be presented as composed of six 
categories, namely [14-16] (i) the consumer indoor segment, (ii) the consumer 
outdoor, (iii) the remote industrial, (iv) the remote villages, (v) the grid connected and 
(vi) the central power plants segment. The first three segments represent real markets 
with true solvent customers; in 1990, they accounted for 50% of the shipments and 
60% of the turnover. The last three segments represent markets subsidised for different 
reasons, now in 1995 they may count for 60% of the shipments and 50% of the 
tumover. 
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Figure 5.1: History of module costs, from source [ 14]. 
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5.3.1 Consumer Indoor Segment 
This segment is comprised by devices with PV modules rating less than I Wp, mostly 
based on amorphous silicon (a-Si-. H) technology, has recently slackened the pace of the 
rapid growth of the past decade. It is assumed that the volume during the 90's Will be 
constant, with the probable development of watches and novelties to compensate the 
saturated market of pocket calculators. Indoor consumer products are characterised by 
the fact that they are bought by individual consumers. 
5.3.2 Consumer Outdoor Segment 
This category comprises systems using modules with less than 50 Wp. About a half of 
such systems are based on a-Si: H technology. The other half, still based on crystalline 
silicon will see the rapid substitution by thin film products for obvious reasons of size 
and voltage flexibility as well as possibilities for better integration. This segment has a 
yearly growth of 15%. These products, like the indoor products, are also characterised 
by the fact that they are bought by individual consumers 
5.3.3 Remote Industrial Markets 
The industrial markets, or professional systems, as they are often called, are 
characterised by the sale of PV modules or systems to industry which then uses PV for 
its own purposes. This could be for purposes within the company or the company 
could sell-on the PV system as a package with its own products. The broad categories 
comprising the industrial market are: telecommunications, navigational aids, cathodic 
protection, road signaling and environment. PV is cost-competitive in these markets 
because of the high costs associated with refuelling and maintaining internal 
combustion engines or in changing batteries or liquid gas cylinders. This market has 
been steadily growing at 15% per year and remains the most stable market today. For 
an historic lack of credibility, there is still some reluctance to let thin films intrude into 
that professional market. 
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5.3.4 Electricity Services to Remote Communities 
Photovoltaics provides electricity for remote communities in both the industrialised and 
the developing countries. The range of services supplied is very wide and includes 
water pumping, water treatment, village supplies for domestic and small industry use, 
medical uses, educational uses, refrigerationý lighting, communications via telephone, 
TV and radio. Typical. ly the capacity of the PV modules used varies from 100 Wp to 
10 kWp, This market is almost fully based on crystalline silicon technology, wth a very 
sustained growth of 25% per year, accounting for 40% of the total market in 1990, 
with forecasts of 48% in 1995 and 54% in the year 2000. Some of these applications 
overlap with those of outdoor consumer products, but in this case the equipment is 
purchased by a utility, government agency or international agency for deployment in 
the community. The marketing, and in the third world, the supply and maintenance 
implications are quite different. In Australia, for instance, the utility is supplying 
Remote Area Power Supply (RAPS) systems to communities in the outback as a lower 
cost alternative to extending grid lines. The consumers are charged by the utility on the 
same basis as urban consumers as a matter of social equity. In the industrialised 
countries the utility or other authority uses PV or PV/diesel hybrids such as the RAPS 
systems as a good engineering solution to their problems when life-cycle cost 
comparisons show it to be the cheapest option. In developing countries the potential 
market is huge but the problems of introducing PV on a scale appropriate to the needs 
are daunting. This segment is tightly related to the national and international aid 
programmes. The impediments to its widespread use are no longer associated with the 
technology but with the socio-econornic aspects of its implementation. 
5.3.5 Grid Connected Systems 
The large central station PV system feeding power into the utility grid was the vision 
of the original PV programme in the USA. Nevertheless the trend now is to focus on 
stand alone systems. There are two grid-connected markets which are much closer to 
being real market opportunities, the embedded and the distributed generation [ 141. 
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When a distribution network has a long line from the generating source, loads along 
that line can result in poor power quality at the far end of the line. This is reflected in 
voltage losses from line resistance, high harmonic content and poor wave factors from 
non-resistive loads along the line. If these result in power quality below an acceptable 
standard then the line and its associated switch-gear and transformers would be 
normally up-graded. Also, as the loads along the line grow, there comes a time when 
some critical point on the distribution line/feeder network becomes overloaded, 
requiring up-grading of lines, transformers and switch-gear. It has been shown that it 
could be cost-effective to install a PV plant feeding power to a sub-station at the 
critical point rather than undertake the expense of up-grading. These studies conclude 
that embedded PV generation could be cost-effective in carefully selected applications. 
Distributed generation is used here to denote the supply to individual buildings from 
PV attached to each budding. The buildings are also connected to the grid, and take 
electricity from the grid supply when demand exceeds PV output or feed power into 
the grid when PV output exceeds demand. The great advantage of distnbuted 
generation from buildings is the very large area which could be covered without 
employing any additional land area. According to numerous marketing surveys, it is 
supposed that this market grows at a pace of more than 30% per year in countries 
where the legislation encourages, or at least allows private production directly 
connected to the local or national grid. 
5.3.6 Central Power Plants 
The early large demonstration systems in California and more recently in Europe have 
shown the increasing recognition by utilities that PV may have a role to play within a 
30 years planning horizon. Since PV is still far away from economic competitiveness 
with conventional sources of centralised energy, it is still a much debated question to 
decide whether photovoltaics will fulfil a significant part of electricity consumptIon by 
the mid 21 st cenwry, from central power stations or from decentralised production 
connected to the grid. 
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5.4 A Model for Building Endogenous Capability in Photovoltaics 
From the sections above, it is clear that photovoltaics has the potential to be a major 
source for development in developing countries. The impediments to the widespread 
use of PV in those regions which presently have no access to electricity are mainly 
unrelated to PV technology, but are financial, organisational and social in nature. PV 
programmes in developing countries fall into three broad categories. There are 
continuing demonstration programmes in countries which still need to build confidence 
in PV amongst decision makers and the population and an indigenous capability to 
make good use of PV. There are rural electrification programmes run by a government 
or a parastatal and there are now countries where PV is established as commercial 
business. In all of these cases, it is instructive to view the dissemination of PV as a 
form of technology transfer, thus for an effective transfer of PV to developing 
countries a deeper understanding of the overall issue of technology transfer can be 
important. 
5.4.1 The Concept of Technology Transfer 
The transfer of technology is a transaction between at least two parties, the transmitter 
and the receiver [17-18]. The transfer can be directly from a PV company to a village 
in a developing country or through intermediaries. The roles and responsibilities of the 
transmitter and receiver of the technology need to be carefully thought through if the 
project is to be successful. For the transfer to be successful, both parties must be able 
to meet the essential needs of the other. The transmitter must be able to deliver a 
technology which meets the needs and the expectations of the receiver. This can be 
achieved by the transmitter describing accurately and honestly the characteristics of the 
available technology and then seeking amongst potential receivers for those whose 
needs and expectations are met by this technology. Altematively, potential transmitters 
can survey the needs and expectations of potential receivers and develop technologies 
specifically designed for them. The receivers must be capable of accepting the 
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technology and making use of it. This is not merely a passive role but does, in fact, 
require an active participation in the transaction. These actions are easily done in a 
consumer society because the industrial, commercial and financial infrastructure 
already exist to facilitate such transactions. In other societies, this infrastructure may 
be incomplete and the receipt of technology may be difficult or impossible unless these 
problems are identified and addressed. It is as important to ensure that the receiver is 
able to accept the transferred technology as it is to ensure that the transmitter is able to 
deliver it. For the technologies to be appropriated successfully, hard technologies - 
machinery, equipment and factories - will usually be accompanied by complementary 
soft technologies - expertise, organisation and management methods, maintenance and 
R&D capacities - so that the techniques may be adapted and improved [ 17-18]. 
5.4.2 Technology Transfer in Developing Countries 
The third world is often viewed as a rather similar block of poor countries, but in fact 
there is a very wide divergence in technical capabilities amongst developing countries. 
As Trindade has pointed out [19], one can identify three broad groups of countries. 
The first group are countries with a full range of institutions, technical skills, expertise 
for social analysis and a policy commitment for the full exploitation of renewable 
energy (e. g. India, Brazil, China and Pakistan). Next, there are countries with a 
relatively recent policy commitment and only a limited capability, or, conversely, no 
policy commitment but some capability (e. g. Kenya, Zaire and Zimbabwe). Finally, 
there are the countries with little or no policy commitment and low technical capability 
where both the technical skills and the mechanisms for the diffusion of the technology 
are inadequate, with little co-ordination between the few institutions or individuals 
active in the field. This wide divergence in the capabilities of developing countries 
means that policies for technology transfer must be tailored to the needs of each group. 
For the third group, to which belong the majority of Southern kffican countries, like 
Mozambique, the critical issue to be addressed in order to enable any technology 
transfer is that of creating endogenous, capabilities in photovoltaics. Effective ways to 
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create such a capability have to be found in order to enable a successful technology 
transfer. 
5.4.3. Building of Centres of Expertise as an Effective Model for Creating 
Endogenous Capabilities in Photovoltaics 
There are two cases of extraordinary success in the history of technology transfer [20]: 
the first is the Japanese industriahsation process, with its start by 1868, and the second 
one is that of South Korea, starting by 1962. During their process of industrialisation, 
these two countries imported many new technologies in a wide variety of fields and at 
the same time made great efforts to improve these technologies and to adapt them to 
local conditions. The success of these efforts depended on many factors, the most 
important of which were the education of the general population and government 
initiative and support [20]. With that background it was possible for Japan and South 
Korea to make proper use of the imported technologies and gradually to manufacture 
locally some components by imitation of known technological processes. Both 
countries are now recognised manufacturers of light and heavy industry equipment, 
and Japan, for instance, had very quickly developed from the stage of imitative 
technology to that of creative technology, sharing presently the place of the five most 
powerful industrial countries in the world. The Japanese and South Korean experiences 
point out very clearly that the development of an endogenous capability is an essential 
factor for successful technology transfer. 
PV pilot programmes have been promoted in a considerable number of developing 
countries. It is now important to assess the experience gathered in this process so far. 
The analysis will focus on the less developed third world countries, this means the third 
group, according to Trindade's classification. In most of them, the pilot PV systems 
existent were installed mainly by international aid agencies, using foreign experts and 
training local people at intermediate or low technical levels [2]. It has been found that 
in many cases where aid agencies have stopped the provision of assistance, the 
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programmes have foundered [2]. The hybrid photovoltaic/wind power plant, installed 
in the period 1986-1988 in Matola/Mozambique by an Italian aid agency, as a 
demonstration and training centre, is an illustrative example, it worked only for the two 
years of the duration of the project [21]. Examples of successful PV dissemination 
programmes in this group of countries are few; Mali and Zaire, which managed to 
disseminate pumping and reffigeration systems, respectively, on a national scale, are 
almost the exclusive exceptions [4]. 
There are many reasons for the failure of dissemination programmes in developing 
countries, but the major one lies in the weakness of the models followed for building 
the required endogenous capability. The training of local people at low and 
intermediate levels, as has been the practice, by itself does not build endogenous 
capability. Endogenous capability can never be achieved if the capacity to generate 
knowledge is not established in the country. Centres of excellence have been playing a 
role of catalysts of technological progress in the history of development [22,23]. This 
concept can be used to promote photovoltaics in developing countries. The critical 
issue to be addressed is how to establish such centres in countries with weak industrial 
infrastructure and technical expertise. These centres are to be understood as a concept 
representing a system with human and infrastructural capabilities to undertake 
activities in the field of photovoltaics. 
5.4.4 The Ranges of Expertise of the Centres 
In broad lines, a fidl expertise in PV can be divided into the following levels [4]: 
- Level 1: How to put PV systems components together and 
keep them working-I this 
level of expertise is needed in A localities where PV systems are installed., 
Level I Design of PV systems from standard components-, this level of expertise is 
necessary at national or regional scale, 
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. Level 3: Design and manufacture of some components of PV systems, this level of 
expertise gives a local capability in photovoltaics, 
Level 4: Production capability in PV, including modules and cells; this provides the 
basis for the dissernination of PV via national production provided that lower levels of 
expertise are in place and distribution and financing capabilities are developed, 
. Level 5: Research, development and demonstration with commercialisation 
capabilities gives an endogenous capability providing that marketing functions are fully 
developed. 
A national or regional centre should start its activities at the level of R&D&D. Such a 
centre can be more useful if it is a part of a national university, as in this way it can be 
easier to transfer the knowledge both through the normal teaching-learning process 
and through training courses. Since the constraints still hindering the promotion of PV 
are not only of a technological nature, an effective R&D&D programme should follow 
an interdisciplinary approach to the problem, looking at different relevant aspects, 
namely the economic and social issues. 
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Aner a successful establishment of a national or regional centre of expertise in 
photovoltaics, the next logical step towards the promotion of the technology in the 
country or region is to take it to the people who most need it: the rural dwellers. This 
can be effectively achieved through the involvement of the centre of expertise, together 
with other actors, in national programmes of dissemination of photovoltaics. This issue 
is presented in the next sections. 
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5.5 A Model for a Successful Dissemination of Photovoltaics in Mozambique 
A centre of expertise in photovoltaics can play a key role in promoting the 
dissemination of the technology in the country. Since in Mozambique such a centre has 
been established already, it is now opportune to look into effective strategies for the 
dissemination. The dissemination of any technology is a complex issue, as it involves a 
significant number of variables to be taken into account, some of which may vary 
substantially from technology to technology. There are nevertheless some common 
aspects to be considered in any dissemination activity, irrespective of the technology. 
The major ones are: 
Public awareness of the technology; 
Governmental support; 
Strong involvement of the beneficiaries in all stages of project implantation. 
Notwithstanding, the ways to materialise the above mentioned aspects are intimately 
linked with the specific technology being considered. This section deals with the 
elaboration of an appropriate methodology for an effective dissemination of 
photovoltaics in Mozambique. The parameters of paramount importance considered in 
this study refer to aspects of (i) dissemination mechanisms, (ii) technical support and 
(iii) financial arrangements, as detailed in the next subsections. 
5.5.1 Dissemination Mechanisms 
In [3-4] it is pointed out that the dissemination of any product requires an 
organisational structure for the import or manufacture of the product, for its 
distribution, supply and maintenance. This supply chain can be achieved through the 
establishment of a free market for such a product. The dissemination of photovoltaics 
is essentially a marketing exercise and the criteria for success are similar to those for 
the successful introduction of any new product. As photovoltaics, like any renewable 
energy technology, is important for the national development as a whole, not only for 
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specific sectors of the society, its dissemination should benefit from a strong 
involvement of the government. The major role of the government should be that of 
facilitator and regulator. This role and those of the other players in the process of 
dissemination can be better clarified by considering the main market segments of 
photovoltaics in rural areas which, according to section 5.2, can be classified as 
follows: 
Public services; 
Private sector; 
Individual users. 
The dissemination process of any technology starts with demonstration, goes through 
its experimental application, ending with its final adoption. Each of the stages here 
presented has its own actors and it is an important issue to define correctly the right 
actors in each phase. The concerns of the government are different from those of the 
private sector or of individuals. The government takes a macro-economic view of the 
resources at its disposal, whflst other sectors are subject to micro-economic pressures. 
A macro-economic view would consider the total cost to the country of each energy 
technology and the comparisons would be made on the basis of these total costs. Such 
costs are not just monetary, but include factors such as the extent to which a 
technology increases or decreases the national dependence on imports, the 
environmental impacts and the extent to which particular technologies increase or 
decrease the divergence between rich and poor people and between urban and rural 
areas. Life cycle costing is the relevant method to compare different energy 
technologies. Most sectors of the society rarely use life cycle costing to compare 
products. The micro-economic pressure to choose a system with low capital cost, even 
if it is of higher life cycle cost, is at odds with the macro-economic goal of optimising 
the national energy supply. For the case of photovoltaics, in which the capital costs are 
indeed very high and the recurring costs very low, the intervention of the government 
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in dissemination is of paramount importance. On the other hand the government is 
regarded by banks as more credit worthy. Thus the government is the right institution 
to go ahead in promoting photovoltaics, installing systems to supply public services 
needs, like water pumping for community use in villages, systems for health centres, 
schools and administration offices. The Institute for Rural Development, in 
collaboration with the Eduardo Mondlane University (see appendix H for extension 
work undertaken), installed successfully a water pumping and a lighting system in a 
health centre in the province of Cabo Delgado, with a view to contributing to the 
creation of a critical mass of people to deal with this technology. The Nfinistry for 
State Administration has also been installing PV systems to power radio 
communication sets in rural administration offices, as a least cost solution to supply the 
required energy demands in such institutions. The Nfinistry of Health has the same 
plans for rural health centres. The NEnistry for Co-ordination of Environmental Affairs 
is about to launch a large programme in photovoltaics, in the interest of protecting the 
environment. These are examples of activities which represent steps taken in a right 
direction for promotion of this technology. All these applications encompass both 
features of demonstration and experimental application of the technology. Local 
associations and other national organisations are welcome to join the efforts already 
initiated by government agencies. International organisations and aid agencies should 
support such initiatives, as renewable energies bring benefits not only at a national 
scale, but also at a global one, in terms of preserving the natural environment. 
A successful demonstration activity would motivate other sectors of society to enter 
the market of photovoltaics. The rural private sector is likely to be the next group to 
use the technology, as photovoltaics offers opportunities to improve business activities 
in rural areas. Refrigeration of beverages in shops, lighting for entertainment, powering 
of music/television/video sets and battery charging are examples of that. There are 
some few people already using the technology for some of the purposes here 
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mentioned. The dissemination in this category can easily be made on a purely 
commercial basis, as in general the private sector has a relatively easy access to capital. 
The last category to enter the market of photovoltaics would be that of individual 
users, which would benefit from the experience in projects run by the government and 
by the private sector. There are three main classes in this category. People of the 
higher class, who are very few, generally represented by major shopkeepers and 
fanners, would require full electricity services, as in a normal urban house. In fact, 
most of them use already diesel generators for electricity production. The medium 
class, generally comprising certain sectors of farmers and a few civil servants, would 
require electricity for lighting and for powering radio/music/television/video sets. The 
lower one, representing more than 90% of the rural dwellers, would be satisfied with 
home power systems for lighting and powering of radio sets. The dissemination should 
start with the higher classes and go gradually to the lower, or at least take place at the 
same time provided that the class structure is taken into account, in terms of types of 
products being disseminated. Surprisingly, most organisations involved in 
disseminating photovoltaics start the process at the lower classes. It is normal that any 
dissemination has to be based on a chain of imitative processes, and such processes 
have their flow from upper structures of the society to the lower. It is very unlikely 
that higher classes will be imitating the practices of lower classes. Therefore a 
dissemination starting at lower classes has very few chances, if any, of success. 
5.5.2 Technical Support 
Any technological programme involves technical support. The national centre of 
expertise should have a key role in national programmes of dissemination of 
photovoltaics, as far as technical affairs are concerned. Its major tasks would be those 
of assisting governmental bodies at central level and providing training. For the 
execution of the dissemination strategy outlined in the above subsection, the long term 
maintenance and training requirements could be difficult to meet if only the resources 
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of the national centre were used. The users are a very important part of the 
dissemination. They have to perceive the technology as being of benefit to them and 
need to be well prepared in order to use it properly. Thus, the process of training by 
the national centre should be associated with a process of gradually building some local 
centres of expertise. Their major tasks would be those of (i) intermediating the process 
of acquisition of equipment by interested persons, (ii) training of users and (Iii) 
assistance to the users in proper operation and maintenance of the equipment. Such 
centres should work in straight collaboration with the national centre of expertise. This 
process should have full support of the government and other organisations at its start, 
but they should ultimately become self-financing through the provision of services. 
5.5.3 Financial Arrangements 
As photovoltaics requires high capital costs, the final crucial need is the organisation of 
financial structures which facilitate the purchase of photovoltaic products. In this case, 
as pointed out in [3-4], the government or community associations can play a role 
organising, through the banks, financing arrangements, similar to hire purchase, which 
transform the capital expenditure to a recurrent expenditure, and thus ensure that the 
micro-economic pressures conform to the macro-economic needs of the society. A 
particularly effective form of foreign aid could be to provide funds for banks to use in 
such loans, either as the initial capital in revolving loan schemes or as guarantees 
against bad debts [3-4]. Another urgent need for a widespread dissernination of 
photovoltaics is related to reduction of import taxes in renewable energy equipment. In 
fact, such taxes are higher than 50% of the product's price. It is meaningful for a 
primary need product, like photovoltaics in rural areas. 
If the World Bank initiative of developing low-cost solar lanterns and chargers is 
successful, then there will be a case for saying that a widespread dissemination of 
photovoltaics will be very soon achieved. The target group of such systems represent 
more than 90% of the rural population. It is a class of people with very restricted 
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access to capital, for which very special financial arrangements would have to be 
provided. 
5.6 Conclusions 
On the basis of end use and economic cost effectiveness analysis approach it was 
possible to determine that the energy question in rural areas should be approached in 
terms of decentralised supply systems. This is in accordance with the principle that 
concentrated energy supply systems, like those coming from great hydropower 
schemes or from diesel and coal power plants, are, from the technical point of view, 
most easily harnessed centrally and expensive to distribute, whilst dispersed energy 
supply systems, for instance solar, wind and micro/mini hydro systems, are most easily 
harnessed in dispersed locations and expensive to concentrate. In other words, the end 
use analysis undertaken here favours the local use of local resources. As a 
consequence biomass and new and renewable sources of energy have a very important 
role to play in rural development projects. Biomass will continue being the dominant 
fuel in applications like cooking and space heating. New and renewable energy 
technologies have experienced significant developments in the past decade, in terms of 
their reliability and cost, thus they are now at a stage that they can address end uses 
which were badly addressed by other supply systems and even enduses which had 
never been addressed before. Good quality lighting, telecommunications, vaccines 
reffigeration in health clinics, video/television programmes and electricity experiences 
in schools are some examples of this. For the specific climate of Mozambique and of 
other many Southern Affican Countries photovoltaics has a major role to play, as solar 
energy is the most reliable energy resource in the region. Photovoltaics, particularly, 
can have a major impact in water pumping and lighting applications in the rural 
context. Other important applications can be in health, education and 
telecommunications. 
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The developmental objective of the research programme whose results are presented 
here was to contribute for a technology transfer of photovoltaics to Mozambique, in 
particular. Thus the building of capacity in the design, assembly and operation of 
photovoltaic systems for various enduses was a major aim. Other aims included the 
building of capacity in economic and social analysis linked with the use of energy 
systems. With the capacity created, whereby a significant number of manpower and 
infrastructures were built, it can be stated with every confidence that a centre of 
expertise in photovoltaics has been created in the country. The centre has its major 
expertise in the following fields: 
Technology deployment issues; 
Evaluation of the potential of energy technologies, 
Policy studies. 
The centre has been receiving a significant number of enquiries to give its contribution 
in the areas above mentioned. 
The last five years have been characterised by a rapid growth in application of 
photovoltaic technology. The Solar World Programme to be launched in 1996 by 
UNESCO will very probably contribute to a higher growth. As a consequence, there 
will be a need in developing countries, and in Mozambique in particular, to 
manufacture locally some components of photovoltaic systems, instead of importing 
everything as is the situation now. In order to respond to that need this research 
programme should be continued and expanded to incorporate the creation of expertise 
in the manufacture of photovoltaic systems components. The PV systems components 
comprise two categories: 
. The balance of systems (BOS) components and 
The solar cells and modules. 
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BOS components comprise the whole range of the conventional part of PV' systems, 
this means batteries, electronic regulators, inverters, lamps and pumps, among others. 
The continuation and expansion of the research programme now finished should firstly 
focus on these components. Solar cells and modules represent the non-conventional 
part of a PV system. The analysis of the developments in the technologies of solar cell 
fkbrication shows that there is still a long way to go until stabilised and cost effective 
ikbrication processes will be reached. Nevertheless, technologies of thin films 
discussed in this document will enable easier processes of fabrication, suitable for mass 
production, and eventuafly such manufacturing processes can be developed also in 
countries with a weak industrial capability and technical expertise, like Mozambique. 
Therefore the creation of expertise in solar cells/modules should be the ultimate goal 
to be achieved. This is important if a sustainable promotion of photovoltaics is 
envisaged. 
An overall assessment of the work presented throughout this dissertation reveals that 
an independent and original contribution to knowledge has been made, especially in: 
Undertaking the first application and analysis of the photovoltaic technology in 
Mozambique; 
Undertaking an economic analysis of the technology appropriate to local conditions-, 
Formulating the requirements for innovative technological development in new 
f (. centres of expertise in photovoltaics" for the technology transfer, 
- Undertaking a survey of the viflage requirements in 
photovoltaic solar energy services 
in Mozambique. 
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A chronology of activities undertaken in the framework of this research programme is 
presented in appendix 1. 
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Appendix A: List of Abbreviations 
AC - Alternating current. 
a-Si - Amorphous silicon. 
ATAS - Advanced Technology Assessment System (UN Publications). 
BOS - Balance of System. 
BP - British Petroleum. 
CIF - Cost, Insurance and Freight. 
DC - Direct Current. 
eV - Electron-Volt. 
EXP - Expenditure. 
I- Current. 
INC - Income. 
IPE - Institute of Physical Electronics at Stuttgart University, Germany. 
IT Power - Intermediate Technology Power 
NU - Swedish Institute of Microelectronics. 
NGO - Non Governmental Organisation. 
NPV - Net Present Value. 
NREL - The National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Colorado, USA. 
PC - Personal computer. 
PV - Photovoltaics. 
RIT - Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden. 
SADC - Southern African Development Community. 
SIDA - Swedish International Development Agency. 
T- Temperature in Kelvin. 
V- Voltage. 
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Appendix B: Glossary 
Photovoltaic conversion: 
The technology enabling direct conversion of sunlight into electricity. 
Photovoltaic cell: 
A semi-conductor device, made of either for example silicon, cadmium telluride and 
copper indium diselenide, which converts solar radiation into electricity by absorption 
of photons in one or more layers of material. The photons convey their energy to the 
electrons of the semi-conductors and create free electrons and holes, which can flow 
as an electric current in an external circuit. 
Photovoltaic module: 
Assembly of cells connected together electrically in series and/or in parallel depending 
on current and voltage to be obtained, and assembled mechanically so as to form an 
integrated unit. They are insulated against moisture by one, -or in extreme cases, by 
several layers of polymer and glass encapsulation materials, and fixed into a frame for 
mechanical strength. 
Photovoltaic array: 
Assembly of modules connected together electrically in series and/or in parallel 
depending on current and voltage to be obtained, and assembled mechanically so as to 
form an integrated unit. Generally the modules building an array rest on a support 
structure in most cases made out of aluminiurn or steel struts, resting on a concrete 
foundation or on buildings (e. g. roof). 
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Efficiency: 
The relationship between the electric energy supplied by a device and the ener,, o,, y 
coming into that device. A cell, for instance, has an efficiency defined for irradiation of 
I kW/m2, a reference spectral distribution of AM 1.5 and a cell temperature of 25T. 
Peak power or Watts peak (Wp): 
Units of measurement of power cell or module under ref 2 erence conditions (I kW/m 
AM 1.5,2 5'C). 
Crystalline material: 
Solid material, the atoms of which are distributed in a regular network which is 
periodical and well defined. The technology of production of silicon cells, for instance, 
necessitates the growing of ingots of silicon from which wafers with a thickness of 
200 to 500 micrometres are then cut. 
Amorphous material: 
Solid material in which the atoms are distributed in a random manner, without any 
defined order. The production of solar cells through this technology uses a thin layer 
deposit of the defined order of I micrometre. 
Balance-of-system components: 
All components of the system together, besides the modules, are called the balance-of- 
system (BOS). The composition of the balance-of- system depends on the kind of 
application and on the location of the photovoltaic system. The balance-of- system 
comprises array support structure, connections/wiring, power conditioning and energy 
storage. 
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Regulator: 
Electronic device making it possible to limit any overloads or discharges which are too 
great for the accumulator batteries. When a battery is approaching its saturation level, 
the supply coming from the solar modules is progressively cut so as to limit the loss of 
electrolyte and thus ensure the longest possible battery life. When the state of charge is 
low, the regulator progressively cuts off the supply to the users, according to a 
predetermined priority so as to prevent any premature sulphation of the electrodes. 
Inverter: 
Electronic device for producing alternating current at the expected conditions of that 
supplying the urban network, using direct current from the solar cells or batteries. 
Photovoltaic power plant: 
System composed of modules connected in series and/or parallel so as to obtain the 
voltage and current desired and a load. It may also have an accumulation system, 
intended to supply the needs steadfly, whatever fluctuations may occur in solar 
radiations, a regulation system which makes it possible to optimise the performance of 
the system, one or more inverters transforming the direct current coming from the 
array or batteries into alternating current. Generally it contains the customary 
protective devices on all energy generators (cut-out switches, fuses, lightning 
conductors, etc. ). 
Capital cost: 
The cost of construction, including design costs, land costs and other costs necessary 
to build a facility. This does not include operating costs. 
Amortisation: 
The recovery of investment expenditure by means of annual returns. 
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Amortisation period: 
The period needed to recover the capital invested in an investment project from the 
returns discounted at an appropriate rate. Also pay-back period. 
Capital recovery factor (CRF): 
The factor used to calculate the amount of regular payments needed to recover a 
present value at a given interest rate over a specified time period. 
Cash flow: 
cash flow is the difference between total cash receipts (inflows) and total cash 
disbursements (outflows) for a given period of time (typically one year). 
Depreciation: 
The periodic reduction in the value of the capital goods assets connected with an 
investment. 
Interest rate: 
The cost of borrowing money. 
Discount rate: 
The opportunity cost of making an investment. 
Discounting: 
The reduction in the value of a future payment calculated at a given discount rate to 
establish its present value. 
Discounting factor: 
The factor for calculating the present value of a single future payment accounting for 
the time and at a given iscount rate. 
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Compounding: 
The increase in the value of a past payment by regularly compounded interest to 
establish its present value. 
Inflation: 
The process of general price expansion. 
Inflation rate: 
The increase in the general price level as a percentage of the previous year's prices. 
Present Value: 
The value of a future amount discounted or a past amount compounded over a 
specified time period at a specified discount rate. 
Net present value (NPV): 
The sum of the present values of all cash flows connected with a particular investment 
project over its lifetime. 
Present value factor (PVF): 
The factor used to calculate the present value of a sequence of equal payments or cash 
flows occurring at regular intervals over a specified time period and at a given interest 
rate. 
Opportunity costs: 
The fictious costs which correspond to the income which might be expected from an 
alternative application of scarce resources. They are also referred as "shadow prices" - 
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Return: 
The excess of the income in a period (usually one calendar year) over the running 
costs. 
Proritability: 
The return on investment. 
Service life: 
The period during which an investment facility should or will be used economically. 
The service life can be shorter than the technical lifetime; however, it is usually 
assumed that the technical lifetime and service life are equal. 
Sensitivity analysis: 
An investigation during an investment evaluation with the aim of determining the 
sensitivity in a financial indicator following a given variation in a project input 
parameter. 
Liquidation yield: 
The income expected by the sale of assets at a fixed point in time, usually at the end of 
the service life. 
Technology transfer: 
A transaction between at least two parties, the transmitter and the receiver, in a 
process of acquisition of machinery, equipment and factories, also called hard 
technologies. Each partner has its responsibi. lities in the transaction. For this to be 
successful it is important that the transfer of hard technologies be accompanied by 
complementary soft technologies, such as expertise, organisation, management 
methods, maintenance and R&D&D capacities. 
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Technology dissemination: 
A guided way, through the Government, Governmental and Non-governmental 
organisations, of promoting the use of a technology, whereas diffusion of a technology 
refers to a mechanism which has no apparent intervention. 
Centre of expertise: 
A concept representing a system with human and infrastructural capabilities to 
undertake specialised activities. 
Sustainable development: 
A development that aims at satisfying the needs of the present generations, but without 
preventing the future generations to supply their needs. 
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Appendix C: Major Suppliers of PV Water Pumping Equipment 
BHEL 
PV Division 
Vikasnagar 
Mysore Road 
INDIA 
BP Solar Intemational 
36 Bridge Street 
Leatherhead 
Surrey 
KT 22 8BZ 
UK 
BP Thai Solar Corporation Ltd. 
10 1/47/9 Nava Nakom's Ind. 
Estate 
Phaholyothin Road, Klong I 
Klong Luang 
THAILAND 
CEL 
4 Industrial Area 
Sahibabad 201010 
UP 
INDIA 
Chloride Solar Ltd. 
Lansbury Estate 
Lower Guildford Road 
Knaphili 
UK 
Mono Pumps Pty. Ltd. 
338-348 Lower Dandenong Road 
Mordialloc 
Vic 3195 
AUSTRALIA 
Neste/NAPS 
P0 Box 96 Riuklokka 
Brobekkveien 101 
N-0516 
Oslo5 
NORWAY 
Photowatt Intemational S. A. 
131 Rt de I'Empereur 
92500 Ruefl-Malmaison 
FRANCE 
Photowatt Intemational S. A. 
65, Av. du Mont Valerien 
92500 Ruefl-Malmaison 
FRANCE 
R&S Renewable Energy Systems 
P0 Box 45 
5600 AA Eindhoven 
THE NETHERLANDS 
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Dinh Company REEL 
Box 999 D-37 Madho Singh Road 
Alachua Bani Park 
Florida 32615 Jaipur 302006 
USA INDIA 
Duba S. A. Siemens Solar GmbH 
Nieuwstraat 31 Buchenallee 3 
B-9200 D-5060, Bergisch Gladbach 
Wetteren GERMANY 
BELGIUM 
Fluxinos Societ6 Nouvelle Chronar 
58100 Grosseto 3 Allee Edme Lheureux 
Via Genova 8 Immeuble Vancouver 
ITALY 94340 
FRANCE 
Grundfos Solar Energie Technik 
DK-8850 Postfach 1180 
Bjerringbro D/6822 Altlusheim 
DENMARK GERMANY 
Heliodinanuca Solarex Corporation 
Caixa Postal 8085 1335 Piccard Drive 
9051 Sdo Paulo - SP Rockville 
BRAZIL NID 20850 
USA 
Helios Technology Solarex Pty. Ltd. 
Via PO 8 78 Bibela Street, 
Galliera 1-35015 Villawood 
Veneta (PD) P0 Box 204 
ITALY AUSTRALIA 
Hydrasol Solar Jack International 
Industriestrasse 100 c/o Energy Tech 
6919 Bammental 13901 North 73rd street 
GERMANY Scottsdale 
Arizona 85260 
USA 
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EBC 
P0 Boxl 107 
D-8623 Staffelstein 
GERMANY 
Intersolar Ltd. 
Factory Three 
Cock Lane 
Mgh Wycombe 
UK 
Italsolar 
Via A. DAndrea, 6 
Nettuno 00048 (RM) 
ITALY 
KSB Pumpen 
D-6710 
Frankenthal (Pfalz) 
GERMANY 
Kyocera 
Chiba-Sakura Plant 
4-3 Ohsaku I-Chome Sakura-Shi 
Chiba-Pref 285 
JAPAN 
AY Macdonald Manufacturing Co 
4800 Chanvenelle Road 
Dubuque 
Iowa 52001 
USA 
Southern Cross Int. 
Box 454 
Toowoornba 
Queensland 
AUSTRALIA 
Suntron 
2/861 Doncaster Road 
Victoria 3109 
AUSTRALIA 
Telefunken System Technik GmbH 
Industriestrasse 23-33 
D-2000 Wedel 
Holstein 
GERMANY 
Total Energie 
24 Rue Joannes Masse 
69009 Lyon 
FRANCE 
Zome Works Corporation 
P0 Box 25805 
Albuquerque 
NM 87125 
USA 
Mono Pumps Ltd. 
CromweU Trading Estate 
Bredbury 
UK 
Source: Roy Barlow, Bernard McNelis and Anthony Derrick "Solar Pumping", 
Intermediate Technologies Publications and The World Bank, Washington, D. C., 
1993. 
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Appendix D: The Methodology of Designing a PV Water Pumping 
System 
The design of any PV pumping system starts with site and system evaluation. The end 
result of a site evaluation is to answer the question "What type and size of solar pump 
is best suited to the site, and what will its capabilities be? " for a given situation. This 
must include all aspects from the assessment of water demand and resource 
availability, to sizing of the various components of the pumping system. This appendix 
aims to give a practical means of estimating the various system parameters for a given 
scenario. All manufacturers will use their own sizing methods that are suited to their 
particular products. Therefore this is simply a methodology for an approximate sizing, 
to give the user some idea of the feasibility of solar pumping for his situation and of 
what to expect in terms of hardware requirements. The requirements of village water 
supply and irrigation pumping are very different. This appendix covers only village 
water supply. There are three main technical factors that act as boundary conditions to 
the problem of site evaluation, and of which it is necessary to obtain realistic estimates. 
These are: 
(i) The demand for water; 
(ii) The availability of water; 
(iii) The solar resource. 
Although the solar resource can be quite reliably defined, the assessment of the 
demand for water and the availability of that water can present serious difficulties. 
Factors such as seasonally changing village populations and water tables and the 
relationship between well drawdown and pumping rate introduce unknown quantities 
that will complicate what at first glance may seem a simple problem. In addition, 
experience in West Affica has shown that following installation of a solar pump 
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populations can double almost overnight. The concept of demand is not always valid at 
all, as in many situations the limiting factor will be the production capacity of the well. 
In this case a good procedure is to try to estimate what supply can be provided by such 
a well and to decide if this still justifies installation of a solar pump. 
1. Physical System Layout 
At this point consideration must be given to the physical layout of the system. This will 
be dictated by the water source and the layout of the village. For village water supply, 
the water source will almost certainly be a dug well or borehole. To this end, 
determine the most logical positions of the borehole or well and the storage tank in 
relation to the point of use, and find a rough estimate for the lengths of piping that will 
be necessary. For a medium depth borehole the appropriate pump type is a submersible 
centrifugal pump. 
In general pipework is produced locally. Typical pipe diameters may be 50 to 150 mm. 
If the pipes are too narrow the increased dynamic head will mean that a larger array is 
needed (this is the additional head requirement due to ffiction and turbulence within 
the pipework). Pipes are cheaper than PV modules, thus pipes should be oversized 
such that head loss is minimal. The usual configuration for a village water supply 
network would be to place a storage tank close to the pump. Thus when calculating 
the total pumped head it is to consider the pipework as far as the tank. This is because 
it is the tank and not the pump that provides the head for the distribution system. The 
height of the tank has to be calculated considering the distribution/stand-pipe system. 
Local constructors have experience on this. The size of the tank is determined by how 
many days storage are wanted. Around five days is desirable if there is no other source 
of water, but two to three days is likely to be common. Hence at a later stage in the 
calculation, when the average daily supply has been found, the tank volume is found by 
just multiplying the daily demand by the number of days storage capacity. 
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2. Groundwater Resources 
The most likely limiting factor on the amount of water that can be pumped will be the 
availability and depth of groundwater. Some boreholes or wells drilled for Village 
water supply have only enough capacity to use a handpump (<2m3/hour) because they 
cannot refill fast enough. As water is pumped from a borehole, the water table will 
drop below that of the surrounding water table. It is the resulting head difference, 
known as the drawdown, that causes water to flow into the well through its walls. As 
the pumping rate is increased, the drawdown also increases, until a point is reached 
where the well is emptied out. A lesser pumping rate, which can be sustained, must 
therefore be selected, such that the in-flow through the walls equals the outflow, with 
several metres of water still in the bottom of the well. This is the maximum sustainable 
pumping rate and will be used as an upper limit for design purposes. The exact 
relationship between the drawdown and the pumping rate will depend on the diameter 
and total depth of the borehole and the permeability of the rock or soil. In situations 
where the water table is found in shallow sandy soil, say near a river or lake, the water 
is essentially submerged surface water. The abundant supply and highly permeable soil 
will mean that drawdown will be relatively small in these cases. In areas where 
boreholes must be sunk into deep aquifers below caps of impermeable rock, the 
drawdown will be very much larger for the same pumping rate, and may form a 
significant part of the total head. Thus without including drawdown in the analysis 
there is a danger of under-sizing the pump, as the real water level in the well, once 
pumping begins, may be well below the static water table. Even more serious is the 
danger of over-sizing the pump. If during the sunniest part of the day the pumping rate 
is too high the water level may drop below the level of the pump intake and the pump 
will free-run. This may cause the motor of the pump to overheat and bum out in quite 
a short time, although now most manufacturers provide a cut-out to prevent dry- 
running. Although it is never possible to exactly predict the drawdown relationship 
before drilling, some idea of its extent can be gained from data from neighbouring 
wells, or, if an existing well is being used, from the driller's records. When a borehole 
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is drilled,, a test should be performed by using a diesel pump to pump out water at 
certain rate and measure the drawdown when a steady state has been reached. The 
maximum safe rate and the corresponding drawdown should be recorded. Seasonal 
changes in the depth of the static water table must also be taken into account. They 
will be more pronounced in submerged surface water situations, and depths can vary 
by up to 10 m in some places. The level in deep aquifers tends to remain more 
constant. For practical purposes monthly data are desirable. 
3. The Solar Resource 
The daily energy that a PV array is capable to produce is dependent on the intensity of 
the sun throughout the day and on the size of the array capturing that energy. Hence it 
is important to know about the availability of solar energy at the site in question. The 
quantity of interest is a measure of the total solar energy over a whole day. This is 
called the insolation and is usually expressed as a daily energy per unit area, in general 
expressed as kWh/m2. The insolation is a quite weU defined quantity, and will not be 
greatly subject to local variations. Ideally, month by month solar radiation data are 
required in order to properly assess the suitability of a site for a solar pump. It is not 
sufficient to size a pump on the basis of annual solar data, as sufficient water may not 
be provided in months of low solar insolation. If possible, data should be obtained 
from the nearest meteorological station, and allowance made for any known local 
variations in sunshine. 
In theory an array tilted at the latitude angle gives the best mean annual solar energy 
collection. The tflt angle is defined as the angle at which the array is raised from the 
horizontal, and is measured with array pointing south in the northern hernisphere and 
north in the southern hemisphere. 
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4. Water Requirements 
Domestic water requirements vary markedly in response to the actual quantity of water 
available. For example, the average domestic consumption in western Europe and the 
USA is between 100 and 150 litres per day, per person. At the other end of the scale 
the level in rural areas of developing countries varies between about 5 and 35 litres per 
day, per person. In severe conditions many people survive near the biological minlimum 
of 2 litres per day. The World Health Organisation (WHO) defined 40 litres per day 
and per person as a short term goal for the developing world. 
5. Array Sizing 
The size of the array and pump depends on the daily solar insolation and hydraulic 
energy requirement, which will be expressed as the volume-head product. This is 
simply the daily pumped volume multiplied by the total pumped head. This must be 
calculated for each month, and the month that requires the largest array size is called 
the design month. This is so cafled because it is the "worst-case" and represents the 
extreme conditions to design for. It the pumping system can meet the requirements in 
this month, then it can, by definition, meet them in every other month. 
The equation for sizing an array is given by: 
W= (1000. VHP) / (3 67.1. e) , (1) 
where W is the array rating in Wp, VIHP is the volume-head product in m4, I is the 
daily insolation in kWb/m2 and e is the subsystem daily energy efficiency expressed as 
a fraction. 
6. Motor/Pump Sizing 
The motor and pump are usually one composite unit, and so are already mechanically 
matched. The motor must be rated high enough to withstand the peak output of the 
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array, and as motors are generally rated in terms of their maximum electncal input 
power, this must at least be equal to the array Wp rating. By arranging the PV modules 
in series and parallel, the array can be configured to match the motor voltage and 
current limitations. The type of motor and pump is defined in accordance with the 
array size and borehole data. 
7. Pipework Sizing 
Once the array size to be used is known it is possible to calculate the predicted peak 
flow rate required. This can be obtained from the peak hydraulic power produced and 
the head. The peak hydraulic power produced by the pump is given by the product of 
the peak array power output and peak subsystem efficiency. Information on dynamic 
head loss due to pipe ftiction as a function of flow rate is given in figure below. 
Dynamic head due to pipe friction 
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Figure: Frictional head loss as a function of flow rate. 
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8. Estimating Performance 
It must be remembered that the sizing has been done for the worst case month, and 
does not represent the typical operating conditions. It is not absolutely necessary to 
calculate the water output in the remaining 12 months, because it is known that if the 
pump can meet the worst case, then it can cope all year round. However, it may be 
useful or interesting to know what the approximate output will be all year round, and 
this can be found in the following way: 
VHP = (3 67. W. I. e) / (1000). (2) 
Dividing VIHP by the total head, the daily volume of pumped water can be obtained. 
9. Example 
Let take the case of the system considered in this dissertation as an example. 
9.1 Determination of total head - The water is pumped from a borehole, with a static 
water table of 28 metres. The drawdown is of 8 metres. The height from the surface up 
to the top of the tank is of 6 metres. If the dynarnic head is neglected, then the total 
head is of 42 metres. 
9.2 Determination of daily water demand - The system has been designed to supply 
drinking water to a community of 250 people, consuming each person 40 litres per 
day. This means that a total of 10,000 litres per day are necessary. 
9.3 Determination of design month - Considering the data of monitoring presented 
in chapter 3 of this dissertation, the month with the lowest daily average solar radiation 
is June, with 3.35 kWWM2/day. Thus June is the design month, and the value of 
insolation presented should be used for sizing purposes. 
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9.4 Determination of array size - The array size can be determined using 
expression(l), with a daily motor/pump subsystem of 35%. Its value is of 
W--976 W P* 
9.5 Determination of motor/pump size - Now the size of the motor/pump unit can be 
determined. Of particular importance is the definition that a AC motor has to be used, 
and thus an inverter, as the power rating of the array is much greater than 250 Wp. On 
the other hand, the motor/pump subsystem has to be a submersible one, as for medium 
borehole depths is the best choice. 
9.6 Procurement of Equipment - After determining the size and type of the system, 
the process of procurement can start, looking for manufacturers which are active on 
the type and rating of equipment. In this case, there are a lot of manufacturers 
supplying submersible motor/pump units at the wattage defined, e. g. Grundfos, BP 
Solar, Hefiodinamica and Kyocera. It is important to understand that the sizing 
methodology presented gives an approximate value of the size of the system. The 
information used for sizing has to be given to supphers in order for them to size more 
accurately the system, in accordance with the specificities of their equipment. 
Source: Roy Barlow, Bernard McNefis and Anthony Derrick "Solar Pumping", 
Intermediate Technologies Publications and The World Bank, Washington, D. C., 
1993. 
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Appendix E: Description of the Main Plant's Components 
The PV Array 
The PV array comprises 2 parallel strings composed of 8 flat-plate series modules of 
type M55 each, manufactured by Siemens Solar Ltd and purchased in 199-3). The 
maximum power of each module at standard test conditions was of 53 W P, the open 
circuit voltage (Voc) of 21.7 V and the short circuit current (Isc) of 3.3 5 A. The 
voltage and the amperage at load were of 17.4 V and 3.05 A, respectively. Each 
module contained 36 single-crystalline cells with 102.9 cm2 each, all connected in 
series. Each module, with dimensions of 1293mniX330mm, contained a bypass diode, 
which protected the module against reverse biased currents. The whole PV array was 
suitably grounded in order to protect it from indirect lightning strikes. The array was 
supported by a stainless structure in a concrete foundation, with a capacity to 
withstand winds with speeds up to 200 km/h. The array had a fixed tilt angle of )0' 
and was installed facing the north. 
The Inverter 
A Grundfos inverter of type Solartronic SA 1500, purchased in 1993 together with 
the whole system, was used in this research. Its main function was to convert the DC 
power from the PV array into three-phase AC power, in accordance with the 
requirements of the Grundfos motor used. It is a frequency variable inverter, specially 
designed for use in connection with a PV array. The inverter incorporated a built-in 
power electronic interface unit, whose functions were: (i) to step-up the array voltage 
and (ii) to track the working-point to the peak-power-point. The input nominal load 
voltage of the inverter was of 120 V DC, allowing a maximum of 140 V DC and a 
minimum of 100 V DC, for its normal operation. Outside this range the stepping up 
and tracking capabilities do not work correctly. 
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The Motor-Pump Unit 
The submersible motor was direct coupled underneath the pump so that the motor and 
the pump formed a complete unit, and classified as of type SP3AI0. All vital parts of 
both motor and pump were manufactured from stainless steel. Both components '. vere 
manufactured by Grundfos and purchased in 1993. The motor, a frequency vanable 
one, of type MS 402, was a 2-pole asynchronous squirrel-cage motor of the canned 
type with slide bearings. The pump was a multistage centrifugal pump with radial 
impellers. The pump itself had water lubricated rubber bearings. The discharge 
chamber was internafly threaded and designed with a non-return valve. 
The Storage Tank 
A storage tank with a capacity of 5 cubic meters has been used in connection with the 
power plant. It was manufactured by a local company (Fodadora, E. E) in 1992. It was 
made of steel and its dimensions were 1.5 m of diameter and 3m of height. The whole 
tank was over a support structure of 3m height. The main function of the tank was to 
serve as a back-up for the irrigation application, avoiding low water pressures 
associated with low levels of irradiance, especially early moming and late aftemoon as 
well as in cloudy days. The tank was equipped with a return valve to allow water to 
flow back to the bore hole if it was not used. 
The Borehole 
The water was pumped from a bore hole of 55 m depth and 6 inches of diameter, 
drilled by a local company (Geomoc, E. E. ) in 1992. The sequence of geologic layers 
found is as follows: 
(i) fine sand from the top to 40 metres, 
(ii) clay from 40 to 45 metres; 
(iii) medium sand from 45 to 53 metres (it is in this layer that groundwater is 
collected), 
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(Iv) clay from 53 to 55 metres. 
The borehole walls were of a closed steel pipe, from the top of the borehole up to a 
depth of 45 metres. This arrangement is made in order to avoid infiltration from 
contaminated waters coming from surface into the borehole. From the depth of 45 
metres to 53 metres, a ripped steel pipe (filters) has been used. From 53 metres to 
the bottom a closed steel pipe has been used again, as a measure to impede infiltration 
of clay particulates into the borehole. Testing the borehole by means of a diesel pump, 
its static and dynamic levels were determined as 28m and 36 m, respectively, for a 
pumping flow of about 2 m3/hour. 
The water from the borehole has been analysed by the National Laboratory for 
Hygiene and Water at the Ministry of Health and it has been qualified as appropriate 
for drinking. 
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Appendix F: Costs of Equipment and Services 
F 
Description--o- f Equipment/Service Costs in US$ 
PV array with support structure 10,200 
Inverter 900 
Motor/pump unit 900 
Subtotal 12,000 
Drilling of the borehole (labour and material) -ý, -)00 
Manufacture of the tank (labour and material) 1,300 
Installation of the whole system (estimated) 800 
Fencing 300 
Subtotal 4,600 
General Total 169600 
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Appendix G: The Map of Mozambique 
14 
VA 
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Appendix H: Extension Work Undertaken 
Period Type of Activity 
October 1993 Organisation of a one week - training course on 
photovoltaic solar lighting for technicians of the Institute 
for Rural Development, Institute for Navigational Aids 
and of the Eduardo Mondlane University, The course was 
organised jointly by the Eduardo Mondlane University, IT 
Power Ltd. and the University of Northurnbria at 
Newcastle, and funded by the British Council Office in 
Maputo. 
September 1995 Collaboration with the Institute for Rural Development in 
the installation of a water pumping system with a 
capacity of 742 Wp, and a lighting system, with a capacity 
of 159 Wp, in a rural health centre in the distnct of 
Balarna, province of Cabo Delgado, the northern part of 
Mozambique; The author also participated in the 
elaboration of the respective project in 199-3). 
In general, throughout the The author participated in different activities for 
period 1991 to 1996 promotion of renewable energies in the country and 
participated in different meetings at regional level of 
Southern Africa. 
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Appendix 1: Chronology of Activities 
Period Activities 
January to April 1991 Studies on PV science and technology, including the 
(In UK and Portugal) elaboration of a project conception on PV water 
pumping, at the University of Northumbria at 
Newcastle; Formal registration for the degree of 
MPhil with transfer possibility to Ph. D. at this 
University. Participation at the I Oth EC PVSEC in 
Lisbon, Portugal. 
May to December 1991 Elaboration of a project on PV water pumping 
(In Mozambique) submitted to the Swedish organisation SIDA, The 
project was approved by SIDA in December 1991, 
Continuation of studies on PV science and 
technology. 
February to March 1992 Continuation of studies on PV science and 
(In Mozambique) technology; Selection of site for the installation of an 
experimental PV pumping facility; A site was 
identified at the main campus of the Eduardo 
Mondlane University. 
April to July 1992 Studies on economics of energy projects and end use 
(In UK) analysis, at the University of Northumbria at 
Newcastle. 
August to December 1992 Preparation of the site identified to host the project 
(In Mozambique and on water pumping; Drilling of a borehole by the State 
Switzerland) enterprise GEOMOC, E. E.; Manufacture of a storage 
tank with a capacity of 5 cubic metres by the State 
Enterprise FORJADORA. E. E.. Continuation of 
studies on economics and end use analysis, 
Participation at the II th EC PVSEC in Montreux, 
Switzerland. 
February to March 1993 Field work in a village for the assessment of the role 
(In Mozambique) of photovoltaics fo r rural development in 
Mozambique, The name of the village is Massaca, 
located at the district of Boane, province of Maputo. 
L 
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April to July 1993 Elaboration of a report for transfer of registration 
(In UK, Deru-nark and the from NThil- to Ph. D. at the University of 
Republic of Ireland) Northumbria at Newcastle; The transfer has been 
done successfully, Training on design and installation 
of PV pumping systems by Grundfos International, 
Bjerringbro, Denmark; Training on design and use of 
monitoring systems by Hyperion Ltd., Cork, 
Republic of Ireland. 
August to December 1993 Design of a PV pumping system for the project, 
(In Mozambique) Acquisition of a 848 W PV pumping system from 
Grundfos Internationý and its installation. 
Continuation of field work in a village. 
February to March 1994 Continuation of studies on monitoring systems and 
(in Mozambique) monitoring data analysis. 
April to July 1994 Participation at the 12th EC PVSEC, with 
(In The Netherlands and presentation of a paper, Writing up of the first two 
UK) chapters of the Ph. D. dissertation, namely the 
introduction and the review of solar cells 
technologies at the University of Northumbria at 
Newcastle. 
August to December 1994 Integration of the monitoring system into the PV 
(In Mozambique) pumping plant, Recording and analysis of preliminary 
data. 
January to June 1995 Monitoring of the PV pumping plant, Continuation of 
(In Mozambique) studies on data analysis, using Excel for Windows 
spreadsheet. 
July to December 1995 Analysis of technical performance of the PV pumping 
(In Mozambique) plant, Analysis of its economic performance. 
February to April 1996 Writing up of the first draft of the Ph. D. dissertation. 
(In Mozambique) 
May to August 1996 Final writing of the Ph. D. dissertation and viva 
(In UK) exan-driation at the University of Northumbria at 
Newcastle. 
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Remark: Apart from the activities here outlined, the author has participated in se-veral 
meetings on energy issues both in the country and in the framework of SADC co- 
operation. 
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